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The purpose of

DR.

DAVID BLOOME

this study was to investigate the

changes that adults entering an adult basic education
progra-T went through while they
write.

learned to read and

Two research goals were used to examine six

idividuals while attending The Literacy Project,
Greenfield, Massachusetts.
the relationship between

They were,

Inc.,

1 : To exam 1ne

learning to read and write_and

learning to adapt to change among adults considered
i 1 1 iterate:

and 2: To examine how local

conditions including those of

and communi_tY

the program as community,.

affect a literacy program and its cutrlcul vm,.
This study utilized ethnographic methods.

The

data for the case studies was collected from
observations,

teacher

student folders,

log entries, student writings,

and interviews with clients,

and aides.
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teachers,

The setting of the study was The Literacy Project
which

is a non-profit community based program which

uses a whole-1anguage curriculum.
done

in groups.

several

A head teacher

Teaching is also

is in charge arid

volunteers are used as aides.

Changes were discovered across the case studies.
Students went
Initial

through atleast four changes:

Change,

3) Change

1) The

2) Change In Old Strategies: Conning,

in Self Confidence,

and 4) Change

Student/Teacher Relationships,

in

including the way

in

which students perceived the role of the teacher.
The

Implications for curriculum and programs are

described in Chapter 5.

They were:

1) A need for teachers to broaden their

ideas and

concepts of curriculum to include students with
opportunities to participate

in the developement of

curricu1 urn.
2) A need for teachers to broaden their
learning.

ideas of

Learning needs to be viewed as an

interactive pursuit.
3) There

is a need for community to be developed in the

c 1 assroom.
4) There

is a need for continuity

in programs which

includes the need for continuity in teachers.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

When a person enters a literacy program,
brings her life experience with her.
learning to read and write,
academic functional

As she begins

this not only affects her

level, but also challenges many of

her previously held beliefs and behaviours.
creates changes in her personal
This study explores the

This often

life.

interactions between

learning how to read and write and personal
illiterate adults.

The researcher has

studies of six individuals who are
write

she

change

developed case

learning to r^ad and

in a community based literacy program.

case studies are

individual

These

biographies which are

constructed by exploring the students'"

lives before

they entered the program,

into the

program,

in

their

intake

their academic growth, and their

interactions

with others in both their family and the program
communities.

These biographies tell

people who needed to explore
write. The purpose of

the stories of

learning to read and

telling the stories is to

investigate the changes that make people come to
programs,

the relationships between the students"

and their changes while

learning, and the

lives

implications

these changes have on how a program should be set up.
These biographies show how the changes In
lives affect
that

their

students'

learning to read and write, and what

Implies about curriculum.

Background to the Study

1111teracy

Commonly quoted statistics indicate that 27
million adult Americans are functionally

illiterate,

and that 45 million more are marginally

literate

(Harmon & Hunter 1979, Chal1

is estimated

that 33% of all
educational

1987).

It

Americans 18 or over have severe

needs and that half of these people cannot

read or write at even the most basic

level.

Illiteracy costs the Federal government approximately
$20 billion a year,

(Chal1

1987)

yet the federal

budget allows about 72 cents a year per student to
address the problem of

illiteracy (Chall

1987).

Illiteracy also has innumerable personal
such as the

costs

inability to read medication and household

product directions, which could result

in accidental

poisoning.

Want ads and job applications may be

unreadable.

Guarantees,

insurance forms and other

2

contracts can be misunderstood.
have an emotional

Personal

costs also

component for people unable to read

to their children, unable to write or read letters and
cards,
texts.

and unable to read the Bible or other spiritual
The consequences of

embarrassment,

illiteracy may

Include

lack of confidence, and often

poor self-esteem.

Illiteracy may result

secretiveness and cause dependence on

long

in

literate others.

Studies indicate that the problem of
self-perpetuating;

life

illiteracy

is

Illiterate parents tend to raise

illiterate children (McDermott

1976).

Goodman (1976)

states that being surrounded by literacy
way we are surrounded by oral

language

in the same

is the only

pre-requisite to learning to read. Trelease (1982)
compares reading aloud to children to selling a
product.

Children who are exposed to written

1anuage

at an early age are convinced that reading is an
exciting activity and they are given
information about written
school

language before entering

or reading instruction.

not a focus

If written

language

is

in the home and if parents are unable to

read and write themselves,
with written

important

the child may have problems

language (Trelease 1982,

3

Goodman 1976).

For most

Illiterates,

neither reading nor writing, was

ever thought of as a powerful

tool;

therefore,

the

value of written language was not passed down to their
children.

This puts their children at a disadvantage

and one that

is felt

to be cyclical.

Although there has been more attention paid to
adult nonreaders over

the past few years, more

information regarding the construction of adult
literacy centers and the development of curriculum is
needed.
It

is important that those

in the field begin to

explore and research what the curriculum and material
needs of

literacy programs are

.

This study expands

knowledge of curriculum needs and the relationship
between

learning to read and write and personal

change.

Nature of Adult Literacy Programs

The purpose of

this section

description of how adult

literacy

is to provide a
is viewed as a field

arid how literacy programs are set up.

This Information

provides the rationale and significance for this
dissertation.
Adult

literacy centers tend to fall under one of

the following:

volunteer organizations, competency
4

based programs,

or community based programs.

The

difference between a competency based program and a
community based program has to do with the focus of
their philosophies.

Competency based programs have a

determined curriculum that places students at their
skill

level

and helps them move through the specified

steps to gaining what they feel

are the required skills

to pass the GED.

These programs try to provide a

success oriented,

non-threatening environment for the

students to come
same

.

Although the broad goals may be the

in the community based program,

are different

in that they focus on making school

community unto itself.
groups,
(Chall

their philosophies

Instruction

is done

a

in small

and interaction amongst peers is encouraged
1986).

Because of funding Issues several
models are being developed.

For example,

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a model
has been established.

in the

for the country

The Governor appointed the

Commonwealth Literacy Corps (CLC),
professional

volunteer

a group of

teachers and administrators,

to find and

train 3,000 volunteers across the state to teach the
estimated 1,004,000

illiterate citizens to read.

5

The

CLC has hired several professionals to develop two
training curricula, one for English as a second
language, and one for adult basic education.

Those

professionals are being paid to train volunteer
coordinators who may or may not be professionals.
These coordinators will
volunteers a year.

then train and place 50 or more

They will

assist a teacher or be

placed one-on-one with a student
program.

This system may cost

reasons why
problem of

it

is an

in an already existing

less, but there are

ineffective way of addressing the

illiteracy (Amove 8. Graff 1987, Street

1985).
First of all

it may be

to be an effective tutor
Shelburne, Wendell
curriculum.

in Lowell, Chicopee,

and Pittsfield all with the same

One could try to train volunteers to be

sensitive to the
specific

impossible to train someone

issues of a specific community or to a

individual.

One could try to train volunteers

to have an understanding of the materials that are
available to them and of different techniques that are
available.

But one cannot train someone

hours to be able to understand all

in fifteen

of the patterns of

errors that are possible for a student to make and what

6

techniques or materials are useful
problems.

Just

like

It

In helping specific

is wrong to assume that there

is only one right way to teach children to read it
wrong to assume that there

Is one right way to teach

adults to read (Carbo 1987).
professional

job supervision",
great.

When there

Is a

coordinator to supervise volunteers,

problems are less severe,

but

If

the potential

High turnover

In

is

there

the

Is no "on the

for frustration

is

Instructors Is common among

programs, and little knowledge of materials and new
methods is commonly cited as a problem that

instructors

face (Cook 1977, Lerche 1985, Chal1

Lerche's

study discusses the problems that

1986).

literacy program

staff have

in "legitimizing" what they do with their

students.

There are few avenues for sharing methods

that they have developed In order to work with the
adult

illiterate population.
Adult

literacy has been historically taught by

volunteers (Myer et al

1986,

Cook 1977).

Several

groups have developed trainings for volunteers to learn
how to teach reading and writing.

Both Literacy

Volunteers and Laubach Society have been training
volunteers across the country for some time.

7

The

dedication of these societies'

volunteers has kept them

alive

in both urban and rural

areas.

Often programs

begin

in towns to help coordinate these volunteers, but

most of the time they are under funded and have a
difficult time keeping their doors open.

School

systems have started programs too.

Although some of

these programs have been successful

they usually have

two roadblocks to face.

The first one

Is that students

tend to associate the schools with the source of
failure, and second,
properly.

they too do not get funded

Another common type of adult

literacy

program Is the community-based programs. There are
several

problems that

The problem of

literacy programs generally face.

funding Is just reflective of the

more powerful problem,

the

lack of seriousness that

taken when addressing the problem of illiteracy.
dominant point of view Is that

The

Illiteracy can be wiped

out by volunteers. This undermines the
paid professionals in the field.
supported In this field.

importance of

Teachers are not

In Chall/s report on the

literacy programs in the Boston and Cambridge areas
(1986), she found that the teachers in programs were

8

is

poorly supported In terms of pay, benefits and
professional

development.

Instructors work part-time,
pension benfits,
training, very

receiving no health or

no progesslonal

low pay,

In-service

and marginal

recognition.Like many of

their students,

are a migrant workforce -- underpaid with
security.

The problem of part-time

they

low job

, often

inadequately trained and underpaid staff seems to
characterize the field.(Chall

Adult

1986, p.

13)

literacy centers face problems In picking

curriculum and materials best suited for their program.
Administrators and teachers discuss issues of English
as a second language;

arguments of first

literacy versus English
the field.

literacy are flying throughout

The differences between urban and rural

problems are very real

and create problems for funders

in deciding who to fund and what special
fund.
site

language

services to

In an urban area transportation to and from a
is not a real

problem, because of public

transportation, but for a rural
is a very real

township transportation

barricade for a student who might

otherwise be motivated.

The needs in one area of the
9

country may be different from the needs In another,

it

Is Important to look at what the needs of a specific
population might be.
most

One must decide who the people

likely to walk through the doors of a specific

adult

learning program are,

the types of services the

literacy program needs to offer,
student/teacher ratio,

the hours to keep,

and the types of

which are most practical

instruction

for the particular community.

Yet there are few published curriculas,
little

the

and there

is

literature that helps educators to develop their

own curriculum to fit

their population.

Purpose of the Dissertation

The purpose of this dissertation

is to look at the

types of changes students enrolling in a literacy
program go through.

It will

describe and explore

patterns of change which seem consistent across the
case studies.

The data will

be used to examine the

changes or trends that the adult students go through
and how those changes affect the success of students in
reaching their goals.
This dissertation will
develop theoretical

also begin to look at and

constructs for understanding the

10

curriculum of an adult

learning center.

develops a curriculum,

one must

Before one

look at the needs of

the population the program is serving and also decide
on the goals of the program.

If the goal

of

the

program Is to address teaching reading to a workplace
education class,

that will

dictate different variables

for the curriculum than teaching literacy to single
mothers who have never been a part of the workplace
before and want to become self sufficient.
direction of
curriculum,

the program will

be a reflection of

so while developing the curriculum,

to look carefully at what the goals of
be.

The
the
one has

the program will

It may be that a program has different goals for

different segments of

its population.

It may be

teaching both adult basic education and life skills or
English as a second language.

In order to do that we

must start with a broader understanding of curriculum
to include aspects of socio-economic and personal
change
of

in students.

learning in order

One must

look at

to develop better centers.

A franchise or set program for
to fail

for

the consequences

illiteracy

is bound

it does not address the problems of the

people coming to It.

It treats curriculum as a way to

11

teach reading skills.
write at age 43.

John comes to learn to read and

After all

those years something has

happened in his life to make
priority

in John's life.

learning these skills a

This change

affect his family, his friends,

in John may

and his job.

A

literacy program has to address the reasons why, and
the consequences of
or John will
place where

learning,

drop out.
issues of

as well

as the academics,

A literacy program has to be a
identity changes such as self

esteem and self confidence are supported and
reinforced.
This study

investigates what happens when

curriculum envelops the act of teaching written
language within a group of
up a community.

individuals who are making

Each case study provides examples of

times when personal

and community

and paid attention to.

Issues are addressed

At other times the teachers may

have done what they felt was the right curricular
activity for that time and ignored the personal
community

issue.

This study will

or

look at the

difference between how the students responded to each
as an event.

One may facilitate

12

learning better than

another.
concept

If so,

looking at curriculum as a broader

is necessary.

The dissertation will

narrate six different case

studies and demonstrate what effect a literacy program
had on each one of

their

lives.

This dissertation

explores both the mistakes made and the successes that
the adult

literacy program had with each case and what

these actions imply for developing further adult basic
education clinics or programs.
begins to explain
program's role

This dissertation

In depth what an adult

literacy

is in regard to both a student and a

commun1ty.

Research Goals

There are two main research goals of this study.
Each goal will

be presented followed by a brief

discussion.
The first goal
between

is to examine the relationship.

learning to read and write and learning to

adapt to chance among adults considered illiterate^
It seems that when someone enrolls in a literacy
program because she feels
change, even

if

it

in some way that she needs to

is only consciously thought of as

gaining new academic skills.
13

An illiterate takes risks

to Join a literacy program.
affecting her life?

How are those risks

Her self-esteem and her

self-image may be affected.

Both her decision to come

and her progress may be affecting her relationship with
her family, her colleagues,
Literacy skills,

her friends.

or any

learning, begins to change

how a student thinks about her world (Hunter 1982,
Chal1

1986,

Lytle 1987).

could not read at all
all

For example,

the student who

and was dependent on a spouse for

transactions that were print

change as she begins to read.

involved starts to

She begins to want to

pay her own bills or read newspapers.
want to take an active role

She may begin to

in her child's education

and begin to find the strength to speak out on what she
believes.
spouse,
changes.

This could affect her relationship with her

as her spouse could be threatened by the
If

the student can now do things for herself,

the spouse may feel
longer.

as though he

is not needed any

Many times the dependent relationship

thought to have abusive qualities.

The student may

decide to change her relationship, which may
change her relationship with her child.
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is

in turn

This is an

example of the possible changes that a student may

In

fact have to face while engaged In learning to read.

&_secpnd goal_Ls._to examine how local

and

commonltv conditions affect a literacy program and its
£yrr1cu1vm•

The community's self-image may affect the

enrollment of a literacy program.

Conditions of

employment and economic trends may affect the needs of
a community and the needs of an
example,

Illiterate.

For

in Athol, Massachusetts being illiterate

not uncommon.

is

During class discussions students have

expressed the community's perspective that seeking
education
Athol

Is seen as being "snobbish."

often does not tell her peers she

In Ware,

Massachusetts,

town of Belchertown will
asked why,
In Amherst,
Amherst

A student from
is enrolled.

few people from the neighboring
attend classes in Ware.

the common answer was,
I would come."

When

"If you opened a site

This may be because

Is associated with wealth and education as it

Is the home of two colleges and the University of
Massachusetts.

Going to school

In Amherst

and does not draw attention to the
Ware

Is common

illiterate, whereas

Is thought of as backward by many outsiders

according to those asked.

Illiterates from Belchertown
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do not want to be associated with Ware.
the site

In Ware serves students from areas to the east

and south of
site

So although

It, students who live west of Ware want a

in Amherst, and students who live to the north of

Ware bother to drive to the Orange site,
away.

The community's Image

Is affecting these sites.

Who comes to the site affects what
particular site.

twenty miles

is needed at a

Depending on the specific population

that does attend, a counselor may be an Important staff
position for a site.

The actual

space

is important to

the program and is dependent on the population.
the classroom is,
building or a

in a factory or a social

Where

service

library, may affect students.

Another definition of community which may or may
not affect students is the group of people that study
together or who all

come to a program with similiar

goals and who work towards their goals side by side.
This community too may be
students.

Influential

In the success of

As part of the research goal,

I

will

examine how a literacy program as a community
with learning.
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interacts

The case studies when viewed as a group will
reveal

themes and patterns addressing the research

goals.

Research Questions

The goals of

the dissertation constitute a

research direction not explored in depth previously.
Therefore, what

is called for

is exploratory and

hypothesis-generating not hypothesis-testing. The
research questions here are thus formulated with the
intention of generating grounded hypotheses related to
the research goals.

The end goal

Is to have developed

questions which are grounded In research to share with
practitioners who are

Interested in adult

literacy

programs.

Goal

#1: To examine the relationship between

learning to read and write and learning to adapt
change among adults considered

Research Question #la:

to

111 Iterate •_

How do students In an adult

literacy program use reading and writing as a
response to changes in their economic,
or civic 11ves?
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family

Research

Question

How do

conditions and changes
"Illiterate"

and community

In the

lives of

students become realized

curriculum or
are

1 ocal

In

In

the

the program? At which points

they realized

In the process of

the

learner's growth and how does that affect
curricu1 urn?

Research Question

How may

literacy

training change

a student's family or community
Research Question ttld:
student's
to feel

Is there a transition

learning behaviour when she begins

Does she begin to understand that she

learn?

Research Question ttle:

Common

"illiterates"
of

issues of

the

such as secrecy,

family support

learning.

possible

or workplace support,

How can an adult

#2:

help a student

overcome

To examine how

local

affect

a

these
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affect

Issues and

Issues?

and community conditions

literacy Program and

curr1cu1 urn.

lack

literacy program

use curriculum to address these

Goal

In a

she has something to teach and can

teach?
can

life?

their

Research Question #2a*

What aspects of

program are affected by what

a

literacy

local

and

community conditions?

Research—Quest 1 on_#2b:
affect

How do different populations

the actual

"set up"

of a

literacy

program?

The Nature of The Study

These research questions call
study.
single

for a qualitative

The answers to these questions do not
Isolated factors.

Instead, what

the relationships among factors.
qualitative study
individual

that

one could

It

is

important are

Is only

look at

lie with

through a

those

relationships not only across activity but

across students as well.
I

chose six students to use as my case studies.

chose each student because
studied,

elements.
Project,

they were willing to be

had spent over a year at

provided the

Inc.

the program and

researcher with different

They were all

of

the

lifestyle

enrolled at The Literacy

In Greenfield,

students were part

I

Massachusetts,

and all

six

larger community of

Greenfield either as a member of
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the workforce or as a

town resident.
the

Since

the research questions

look at

interactions between a student and his community,

both within
community,

the

literacy program and within his outside

the study

focused ononly one historical

and

economic region.
There are differences between
terms of

age,

to

look at

in

gender and reasons for seeking help.

Each case study will
together all

the case studies

of

tell

an

Individual's story,

the case studies enable

the research questions.

By

and

the researcher
investigating

the simi11arities and differences across the case
studies,
present

themes which relate
themselves and

will

to the research goals will
be studied.

Def1nitions

Li teracv
write.

In

is defined as the ability
the

field of education

it

to read and

is argued that

literacy goes beyond reading and writing and refers to
knowledge or
before

information that citizens should know

they graduate

literacy will
communicate

refer

in such

confident while

from high school.
to the ability

In

this study,

to read, write,

a way which allows a person

Interacting

in their personal

commun1tles.
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and

to feel

—LI i1- Generally

the

Illiterate

Is defined as

anyone who reads at or below an eighth grade reading
level.

Distinctions are made between adults who read

below the fourth grade
the

level

fourth and elgth grade

illiterate.

However,

different grade
the

literate

researcher,

lack of

Communitv -

Thus,

this

in order to go around the artificial
grade

levels,

will

define

“the

in this study as a person whose ability

illiterate
a

indicated several

illiterate society.

reaching her own personal

of

as functionally

studies have

use and comprehend written

the

level

levels as being the separation between

and

designator of
Illiterate"

and those who read between

language prevents him from
goals.

is anyone whose

More specifically,

life

is

limited because

reading or writing skills.

Is any group of people who

live,

work or

interact with each other over a period of

time.

a community can be

but more

the

town one

specifically a community
or

to

the classroom.

In

lives

in,

is the family,

this study all

communities are referred to and have
1111 terate.
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of

Thus,

the workplace
these

impact on

types of
the

Overview pf

Chapter 2
reader
to

the Dissertation

is a review of

to understand

the

literature which helps the

'what we need to know'

investigate how curriculum for adult

programs needs to be developed.
discussion of
should be

communities,
therefore,

Chapter 3
collect

literacy

This chapter

the argruments of why

taught,

In order

how these skills

is a

literacy skills
interact with

how those communities affect

learners,

how they should affect curriculum.

is a description of

and analyze

discussion of

the context of

Literacy Project

the method used to

the data for the case studies.

including the background

information on both The

and the region,

is also given.

A

the research goals and the research

questions will

be

of

information

included

study will

in

Is to provide

the dissertation.

this chapter.
the context

In addition

the

the

All

of

for the rest

limitations of

the

be discussed.

Chapter 4 presents the six case studies.
data of

A

these case studies,

description of

this

and

dissertation,

students who have come

This

is the

six biographies of average

to the Greenfield worksite of
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The Literacy Project.

These biographies were

constructed by gathering as much
student as was available.

This

entries from the daily classroom
information

Information on each
Includes teacher
log,

as well

from each student's personal

Interviews with the students,

log

as

files.

teachers,

and as many

volunteers as possible supplemented written documents.
This chapter also

includes a discussion of

the re-occuring themes that present

the data and

themselves

in

the

case studies.

Chapter 5 wi11

present

the analysis of

as a systematic response
on

the

to the

themes that emerge

chapter
and will

the case studies

themes and variations

from the biographies.

This

formulates answers to the research questions
be

followed by a discussion of

implications of

the study.

include directions for

the

This chapter will

further research
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in

the

also
field.

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introductim

Studies of adult

literacy have primarily been

concerned with rates of

literacy and illiteracy,

definitions of functional
literacy

in general

assessment of

(Kozol

literacy,

Johnston 1985).

literacy (Chal1

1986) and

1985, Harmon 1986),

especially reading (Lytle 1986,

While there has been a relatively

large corpus of studies on adult
been few studies on adult

literacy,

there have

literacy programs.

ERIC

lists 900 studies on adult

literacy

including studies of adult

literacy programs.

comparison,
programs.
adult

and the

in general

ERIC lists 172 studies of adult
The relatively small

not
In

literacy

number of studies on

literacy programs have primarily been

descriptions of programs (O'Donnell

1979, Riggs 1985),

no studies on their curriculum, and 16 studies on adult
literacy

instruction.

ERIC lists 69 studies that are

descriptions of specific programs out of a total
studies on adult

literacy programs.
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of

172

The research extant on adult

literacy and adult

literacy programs does not seem to provide adequate
insights or directions for conceptualizing curriculum
or instruction.

That

is,

the research extant has not

attended to what needs to be known in order to address
the educational

problems of adult

learners,

particularly adults with literacy difficulties.
Indeed,

if there

is a research issue that

address at this time,

it

is crucial

to

is what needs to be known

about adult

learners with literacy difficulties and the

educational

programs that might serve them.

There are several ways to address what needs to be
known.

One approach would be to explore reading and

writing difficulties inherent to the
example, Chal1

individual.

(1986) categorizes adult

For

literacy

students into four groups, each group determined by a
different attribute

inherent to the student.

The first

group consists of students who already read above the
third grade
better.

level

and are motivated to read and write

The second group

good educational

is highly motivated but

background.

motivated but show signs of

The third group

lacks

is

learning disabilites.

fourth group does not read well and has a series of
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The

emotional

or other problems which seriously Interfers

with their ability to participate in an educational
program.

Studies, such as Chall's (1986), answer the

question,

"What needs to be known?" with knowledge

about students" cognitive and affective states.
Another way to answer the question,
be known?"
experience.

"What needs to

Is with knowledge about past educational
Another way to answer the question,

needs to be known?"

"What

is with knowledge about why people

might attend a literacy program.

For example,

there

have been surveys of adults attending literacy programs
inquiring why they attend.

The findings from such

studies suggest that a major reason for adults to enter
in adult basic education programs is because they want
to stop "faking"
Smlth-Burke

(Lytle

1986,

interviewed people

Smith-Burke 1987).
in an adult program

about their reasons for seeking instruction.
third of

the participants cited embarrassment as a

factor for coming to the program.
seems to be that "faking"
feel

Over a

in control

The reason for this

does not allow a person to

of his own life.

When one

is

constantly hiding something from everyone else they are
vulnerable.

Faking creates low self confidence and
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maintains a position of

Insecurity. This research also

showed that men were more apt to Join the program
because of their own embarassment.

Once a man had

enrolled in a program he was willing to talk about his
embarassment and his faking.
Another major reason that students claim as their
reason for joining an adult

learning center

job related goals (Smith-Burke 1987,
This goal was age dependent

is to reach

Lytle 1986).

in that students over 30

were aware of specific job goals influencing them
(Smith-Burke 1987).

Women were more

likely to offer

getting a GED as the priority reason for entering a
program.

In the Smith-Burke (1987) study

second most

it was the

important reason next to job growth.

The

tendency for the

individual

is to try to maintain

status quo, even

if that means making a change such as

learning to read or getting their GED in order to
maintain that status quo.

Concrete objectives such as

gaining job skills or getting a GED are easier
objetives to define and talk about than those more
personal

goals such as,

/I

feel uneasy about what my

future offers.'
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In contrast with the approaches above,
question,

the

"What needs to be known?", can be answered

from a more holistic and situated perspective.
Is,

That

the previous approaches tended to Identify a factor

or set of factors that could be abstracted from
specific situations.

At the same time,

the previous

approaches tended to specify a series of factors that
were

isolatable rather than examining the

between sets of factors.
above

In addition,

Ignored both broad and local

issues that might be fundamental
needs to be known?"
treat adult

In effect,

interaction

the approaches

social

and political

in answering "What
the approaches above

literacy difficulties as if the

difficulties were not a human problem located in the
social

and community affiars in which people engage.

As Robinson (1987, p.

329) states,

literacy can not be

treated as a Isolatable factor.
It will
consider

no longer do,

I think,

to

literacy as some abstract,

absolute quality attainable through
tutelage and the accumulation of
knowledge and experience.

It will

longer do to think of reading as a
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no

sol 1tary act

In which a mainly passive

reader responds to cues In a text to
find meaning.

It will

no longer do to

think of writing as a mechanical
manipulation of grammatical cues and
formal

structures leading to the

production of perfect or perfectable
texts.

Reading and writing are not

unitary skills nor are they reducable to
sets of component skills falling neatly
under discrete categories
cognitive); rather,

(linguistic,

they are complex

human activities taking place
human relationships.
revolutionary

in complex

These ideas are

in the field of

pedagogy...
If Robinson (1987)

is taken seriously,

if reading and

writing need to be seen as complex human activities
involving complex human relationships,
to the question,
about the role of

then the answer

"What needs to be known?"
literacy

in complex human activities

and complex human relationships.
such knowledge will

Is knowledge

It

is unlikely that

be abstractable from the situations
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and locales In which

It

Is found.

With regard to

adults who might be served by a literacy program,

the

answer to the question,

Is

knowledge about

"What needs to be known?"

the role of

literacy

In their complex

human activities and complex human relationships within
the context of the situations and locales In which they
live.

To the degree that research strips away the

complexity of the activities, relationships and
contexts in order to either generalize or simplify,

the

validity of the knowledge will be distorted.
Therefore,

"What needs to be known" must be answered by

attending to the relationships of situation and context
to the complex activities and personal

relationships of

students.
In this dissertation,

two research goals were

developed based on the need to preserve the

Interaction

between context and situation on one hand and students
and

the

programs that serve them on the other.

first research goal was
between
adapt

:

to examine the

learning to read and

The

relationship

write and learning XQ.

to change among adults considered Illiterate^

The second research goal was to ex am 1 H£—hQW—1
community conditions

OC&J—flnd.

affect a literacy program^.
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With regard to research method,

there are a series

of qualitative methods that have been developed that
provide ways of maintaining the

Interaction of context

and the comp 1 exitieis of human activity and
re 1 ationsh1lps.

The approach used In this study

comparative case study approach, which

is a

is discussed in

Chapter 3.

However,

as is true with all

qualitative

approaches,

especially those that emphasize the

relationship of context and human behavior,

the

research procedes based upon a set of theoretical
assumptions related to the specific issues being
studied.

In this study there were two major

theoretical
adult

assumptions related to adult

literacy and

literacy programs that guided both the conduct of

the research and the

interpretation of the findings.

The first was:

1. As communities change their economic and social
nature, both

individuals and families are affected.

Adults may be affected by changes in their job
situation,

familial

relationships, or social

standing.

While broad and dramatic changes in the economic and
social

nature of a community may affect

changes may also be the result of
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individuals,

individual

growth.

such as the

transition

promotion.

to parenthood or a Job

As these changes

relationships among people,
institutions,

Involve changes

In soc1al

among people and

these changes also

involve changes

1n

requisite reading and writing activities.

The second was:

2.

Curriculum involves more

the explicit
given.

lesson plans or

Curriculum

educational

the materials used or

Instructional

philosophy

involves the relationship of

an

program to the complex human activities and

relationships

in which people are

literacy development
community and
a

than

in

involved.

is tied to changes

individuals''

lives,

Since

in the

the curriculum of

literacy program is always about change

(whether

explicitly so or not).

Following are the

arguments that

lead to these

assumptions and to setting the context of what

''needs

to be known"

In order

to
the

look at

in addressing this dissertation.

the

literature

first

assumption,

an understanding of

that argues the role of

society and the role of

society on
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literacy

literacy

is

in

Important.

A description of

this research appears

next.

Change_in Society

For years research has been done on
literacy

in culture.

The

the place of

Introduction of written

language was viewed as separating the disciplines of
sociology and anthropology,

everything before written

language was defined as primitive and the
anthropology;

everything beyond the

written symbols became sociology or
'civilized'

focus of

Introduction of
the

societies (Goody and Watt

the study of

1968).

More

reccently,

that distinction between anthropology and

sociology

has been replaced and many different

disciplines Join

the debate of how does the addition of

a writing system affect a culture or a community.
This discussion will
schools of
the major
adult

thought.

These

two schools of

theories from which

literacy were built.

arguments

be narrowed down to two

led to the

a discussion of

those

thought

are

the two main models of

A discussion on how these

two assumptions Just described and
two models follow.
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The first argument

Is that 11teracy/wr1tten

language makes society logical.

It claims that the

development of a writing system changed primitive man
in Mesopotamia CGoody and Watt 1968) and Introduced a
way that history could be recorded and that a
standardized writing system and means of keeping track
of data (such as a calendar) allowed societies to
develop.

Goody's studies of cultures where there

is no

written language show that the act of recording
history, or any other

information,

is based on memory

(Goody and Watt

Goody 1986).

Memory is always

1968,

dependent on the experience and perception of the
individual

and,

therefore, not as dependable as a

writing system.

He feels that literacy bridges the

difference between 'primitive' and 'civilized' cultures
(Goody and Watt 1968).
separation of the

It

is also felt that

it

is the

literate and the illiterate that kept

the elite and the poor separated in countries such as
China where only the elite were educated (Gough 1968).
It also was pointed out that women were kept
in Greece because

illiterate

it was felt that it kept them in

servitude (Gough 1968).

These studies have been used

to support the hypothesis that if people learn to read
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and write they will be given the tools to lift
themselves out of poverty or oppression.
The argument against Goody (1968) and simillar
perspectives about

literacy

Is that oral

communication

is not understood completely by Goody and others
(Street

1984).

In this argument

literacy Is seen as

developed as society began to change. But primarily
studies are showing that writing is not necessarily
what makes societies logical

(Street 1984, Gee 1985).

The societies that have been highly dependent on an
oral

history and a oral mode of communication have

their own

logic,

their own culture.

Gilmore's study

(1982) showed that there was a high level
abstraction exhibited in oral
of a prominantly oral

of

games played by children

communication society.

Her

observations of children's dance rap showed very
sophisticated understandings of the relationships
between society and people and people to people.
The research of Gilmore (1982,
(1985) argues that there
oral

communities,

1985) and Gee

is logic and literacy in the

that the logic and order are

different than the expectations of schools or white
middle-class societies and that the expectations of the
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teacher determine the attitude of the child towards
schooling,

thus contributes to whether they will

or succeed.

For example.

fall

In Gilmore's study (1982)

she demonstrated that what the teachers actually
thought of as major parts of the "Black gestural

and

communicative style" was alligned to a behavior
it

exhibited in children with bad attitudes and therefore,
not academically bound.
that cultural

In this study

It was shown

behaviors were used to determine who

would and who would not be offered further
training.

literacy

The reasons being that the system Judged

these behaviors within the context of their own
structures and not within the context of the Black
community

(Gilmore 1982). Therefore,

teacher's

expectations of how children should behave were
Interactive

in the success or failure of their

students.
Another example of outside perceptions of a
society's need for

literacy Is In the expectation that

literacy skills, which are defined outside of a
cultural

context,

need to be introduced to lift the

society out of oppression.
written

language

It

When a society needs

Introduces It.
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This can be said

about people as well.
need literacy

When their lives change they may

In order to adapt,

to read and write

they

learn

(Taylor 1987, Street 1985).

Literacy skills are
Reading, how it

therefore,

learned as society changes.

is used and how it

is defined,

is

directly related to what a community sees as its
function (Heath 1987).
genius of Greece"

Goody (1968) states that the

could not have happened without

first the developments of script.

This may have been

true, but may not be a linear logical
rather a cyclical
New Jersey,

process.

sequence,

In research done

but

in Newark,

families were followed over a period of a

year (Taylor 8. Dorsey-Gaines 1988).
that gradual

This study showed

attention was paid to the family's need

for literacy and putting to use these skills.

Literacy

was viewed as a way of getting out of a poverty
stricken way of
different ends.

life.

It was viewed as a means to

One uses reading to find apartments,

Jobs, help (Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines 1988).

Reading and

writing are activities that are used in different
situations by people
1977, Bloome

1987).

in different contexts (McDermott
Reading and writing are

activities that are done

in group situations and alone
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They are a means to an end (Cazden 1985, Taylor 8.
Dorsey-Galnes 1988), not the end Itself.
Thus,

literacy is a social process and not a

gaining of a set of standardized skills (Cazden 1985,
Bloome 1985,

Labov 1970,

Heath 1987).

The gaining of

literacy skills and use of them are all
social

situations.

dependent on

One changes how one uses those

skills depending on who one is using those skills with
or for whom (Labov 1970, McDermott 1977, Bloome 1987).
Reading and writing are actions that result
something.

One reads to gain information for a

purpose, even
example,

in

if

that purpose is to have fun.

For

in a classroom one's reading abilities may be

the criteria for judgement that implies one's status,
and this status may be different depending on who is
making the judgement (Bloome 1987, Gilmore 1987).
peer's judgement can be as influential
(McDermott

1977).

position.

is

Reading cannot be

looked at as separate from it's social
Educational

as a teacher's

Reading is the activity that

implying a child's social

A

implications.

policies are primarily based on the

assumptions of the first side of this argument,

that

literacy skills are separate acts, not as part of a
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process towards a goal
1986) .

(Heath 1986, de Castell 8. Luke

This has led to the assumption that education

can be standardized and can be taught
manner (deCastell & Luke 1986).
way that the federal

In a scientific

Defining literacy

government would accept

in a

led to the

decisions of what knowledge and skills were needed by
each child in the country

in order for them to be able

to find a Job. These decisions could then be put

Into

standard goals that could be taught to everyone
(deCastell a Luke 1986, Heath 1986). Teachers'
expectations and assumptions about how students learn
and behave are based upon the same set of assumptions.
An example of this Is shown by Reder and Green
(1987). The educational

policies of Seal

Bay, Alaska

were based on white middle America (Reder and Green
1987) .

It was thought that unless subcultures gave up

their traditional ways they would never become
English-speaking literate people,
oppressed.

thus,

they would stay

When the United States Department of

Education set up schooling for the illiterate societies
In Alaska the policies demanded that teachers forbid
the children to speak their native language, and asked
that they

learn to read and write what was important to
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the middle class white American.

The schools of Seal

Bay were met with hostility and the drop out rate was
over 50% (Reder and Green 1987).

This policy of

standardizing the

school

apparent

language of all

children was

in other subcultures of the country as well

(McDermott

1977, Labov

1970).

The assumption

these people were oppressed and that what

is that

information

and language they needed to know in order to find a job
was the same as the child In Seatle, Washington or
Albany, New York.

And what educators needed to know

about teaching was a formula for teaching 'literacy
skills' of a 'civilized'

society (de Castell & Luke

1986).
It has been stated that

language deficits are the

largest contribution to reading/writing failure
elementary school

In

(Gumperz 1986, Mlller-Jones 1981).

These studies question whether language deficits are a
contribution to poor reading or whether it
in which

language

is the means

is assessed and taught which

contributes to poor reading.

The assessment tool may

indicate that the child has poor language skill?,

thus

Indicating the weakness that a teacher needs to focus
on during Instruction.

Mlller-Jones (1981), Gumperz
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(1986) and others suggest that by starting with the
child s own

language and

social environment one does

not put the child at a deficit
Studies have

indicated that children's language

dependent on their social
McDermott

1985),

is

environments (Labov 1970,

therefore,

dependent on social
McDermott

in the beginning.

the reading process is

environments (Goodman 1982,

1985, Miller-Jones 1981, Labov 1970).

not taking into consideration social
dialect and/or

language,

Ignoring the cultural

By

environment,

and purpose for literacy, by

aspects of a child's life,

schools alienate children (Carbo 1987, McDermott 1985).
And yet what continues to influence schools and other
educational

institutions is the belief that there

is

one structure which can teach all children or all
adults.

As was discussed earlier,

there also is

indication that teachers' attitudes towards children
affect the outcome of the child's education (Gee 1985,
McDermott

1985, Gilmore 1985).

students in terms of social
poor may be

Teachers define their

status.

Students who look

immediately thought to be poor students.

This Is not an accurate assessment (McDermott 1985,
Gilmore 1985,

Graff

1981).

Until
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educators begin to

look at schooling differently,

they will

define their student population
incompetence,

labeled a "deficit"

perspective and is under attack
science disciplines"
It

In terms of

inability and Illiteracy even though this

kind or orientation has been

Also,

"continue to

In a variety of social

(Fingeret 1983).

is Important to look at not only the

linear relationships between

literacy and technology or

language abilities and literacy success, but also the
interactions within the classroom Itself (Cook-Gumperz
1986,

Gumperz

1986).

The complex social

affect a child's education.

If what

relationships

is important

better understanding of 'what we need to know'

in order

to offer a student an education that she can use,
she can make a meaningful part of her
researchers,

is a

that

life, then

teachers and administrators all

need to

look at the relationships between family and school
(Taylor and Dorsey-Galnes 1988), community and school,
and student and community. These relationships are
interactive and affect each other supporting the
that personal

and community change

learning in school.

idea

Interact with

It appears that when these

Interactions are not examined, when literacy
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is viewed

as the key to civilized societies, and when this view
Is defined by one culture to fit all, then those who do
not fit that structure are kept unempowered (Street
1985, Freire 1983,
prevent educational

Harmon and Hunter 1979).

In order to

neglect of entire subcultures,

curriculum and Instruction need to change

in order to

incorporate the cultures of the communities that the
school

systems are serving (McDermott 1977, Reder and

Green 1987).
As with schools.

It

is Important that

literacy

programs understand who their populations are and the
communities that they serve while developing curriculum
and methodology (Cook 1987,
1985).

It

Fingeret 1983, Street

Is this argument that underlies the first

stated assumption that changes involving individual
relationships among a person/s communities,
family, school,

town) will

(workplace,

effect a students reading

and writing activities.
Following is a description of two models of adult
literacy.
pedagogical

These models reflect the application of the
and philosophical

beliefs of the two

perspectives discussed above on the role of

literacy

society. The description of the two models also sets
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in

the frame for how the second assumption of this project
was developed. That

is that curriculum Involves

expanding Its definition to take Into consideration the
cyclical

relationships that

interact with the tasks of

reading and writing.

Models of Adult
Autonomous Model

There are two major theoretical models that
influence
programs.
adult

instruction and development of adult
The first

literacy.

Is called an autonomous model

According to Street (1984),

developed directly from Goody's work
sixties and early seventies.
Goody's philosophical

literacy

in the

This model

beliefs.

of

this was
late

reflects

Goody believes that

literacy skills are discrete skills separate from
society,
culture.

separate and independent of a person's
Reading and writing are direct skills that

help a person begin to deal more with the abstract,

to

not be totally dependent on oral communication and
memory,

expanding their logical

abilities (Goody 1968).

Figure 2.1 demonstrates a linear model.
elements within this model

The

are only related to each
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other

in a linear fashion.

each component are
addressed.

The relationship between

looked at and each component

is

The student enters a program Interested In

producing increased literacy skills which will
a better job and Increased self-confidence.

lead to

The

program and its product are separate from both the
student and the outcome.
Today most
model.

literacy programs are based on this

Their curricular activities imply that reading

and writing are discrete skills that can be taught
an order.

In Chapter i

in

there was a description of

the

Literacy Volunteers of America and the Laubach
Society's curricula.
that

These are examples of curriculum

follow the formula that what needs to be known

the skills that make up reading and writing.

is

These

skills can be taught so that a student who goes through
this system can come out at the other side knowing how
to read and write with

increased self-confidence and

the ability to receive a new Job.
developmental

Descriptions of

stages of students (Chal1

1985, O'Donnell

1979) and methods for teaching word recognition and
decoding dominate the curricular discussions of this
theoretical

position (Chal1

1985).
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Ideological

Model

The second model
ideological model.
theoretical

Is called by Street <1985) an
This model

assumptions that

Is based on the

literacy and literacy

training has to be based on a person's culture and that
by nature reading and writing are political
1985,

Scollon 1988,

Freire 1983).

model

suggests that

literacy will

need for

The
be

(Street

ideological

learned as the

literacy arises in a society (Street

For example,

1985).

in Reder and Green/s study (1983),

although there was hostile reaction to the English
speaking school

system,

fishermen grew literate

in

financial matters quickly when the need arose for them
to take care of their own affairs with the

local

canner1es.
Street argues against the autonomous model
Goody/s assumptions.
between "literate"

He claims that the separation

and "non-1iterate"

societies is not

as negative as Goody would have us believe;
not

and

that

it

is

the separation between primitive and civilized

societies.

Street claims that Goody underestimates the

richness of oral

communication and overestimates the

use of writing in society.

Street argues that writing
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is not what makes a society
argues that

literacy

logical

(1985).

He also

Is not a set of discrete skills

and is not clean of political

implications.

It

to keep people oppressed (Freire 1983, Street
Street's model
model."

of adult

This model

literacy.

literacy

1985).

is an "idealogical

stresses the societal

In its definition

is used

context of

is included the political

ramification of gaining new skills and in determining
the present

literacy skills of a given community.

Research has been done on the need for
skills for the

individual

literacy

(Scollon 1988, Taylor 8.

Dorsey-Gaines 1988, Riggs 1985, Riggs and Taylor 1979)
instead of for the society (Heath 1983, Flngeret 1983).
Figure 2.2 shows that when
model what

is important

and cyclical

looking at an ideological

is a variety of relationships

activities which all may affect the

outcome of a student

learning literacy skills in a

program. What we do know is that certain changes in a
student/s life may cause him to decide to come to a
literacy program.
(Lytle

1986),

Research shows that family factors

economic factors (Friere 1983) and job

factors bring a student to a program (Smith-Burke i98t
Grant

1987,

Lytle

1986).

Some research has been done
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that

indicates that who comes to a literacy program

should cause how a curriculum is developed (Johnston
1985, Cook 1978).

If one adapts the research on

children as well,

one can see that curriculum and

assessment tools need to be determined by the
population
Gee

1985,

1988).

it

is serving (McDermott

Gilmore 1985,

1985,

Bloome 1987,

deCastell 8. Luke 1986, Scollon

Curriculum should also be theoretically based

in solid research (Harste 1982, Goodman 1987, Smith
l^/S).

Therefore,

reading process theory, educational

philosphies and societal

characteristics need to

influence curriculum of adult basic education programs.
When we

look at this model

in reference to

research

in the field of adult

to know'

involves knowledge about

situation.

The model

shown

1 i teracy,''what we need
local

context and

in Figure 2.2 suggests that

the relationship between student and literacy program
is important and in turn that relationship causes the
formation of communities and that the formation of
community,

the program and the student affect and are

affected by curriculum.

However,

the extant research

on the relationships indicated in the model
limited.

What

is known to date
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above

is

is that curriculum is

affected by an understanding of the reading process
CHarste 1982, Goodman
philosophy,
McDermott

1976,

Smith 1978), educational

and socio-economic variables (Scollon 1988,

1985).

What we do not know is how the

formation of communities within a school
learning or further self-confidence.
detailed studies on how the school
factors which

affects

We do not have

affects family

in turn affect the student.

We do not

know actually how any of this affects job changes or
whether

it

Thus,

influences a student

in a Job search.

the question, what needs to be known about a

person and their communities becomes an important
in adult

literacy research and adult

development.

issue

literacy program

In order to look at what adults needed in

literacy programs, work
issue of research

in assessment became the major

in adult

literacy and focused on

looking at alternatives to standardized reading tools
(Lytle 1986,

Fingeret

1983, Johnston

1985).

Most current explanations of reading
difficulties focus on the level
operations,
motives,

of

devoid of context, goals,

or history.

While some work has

focused on the context of reading failure
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rather than mental
1977, Mehan,

1979),

operation (McDermott,
there has been

little

effort to Integrate these two dimensions.
The consequent explanations of reading
failure are sterile and have resulted in more
or

less terminal

failure.

diagnoses of reading

Until we can

Integrate the depth of

human feeling and thinking into our
understanding of reading difficulties, we
will

have only a shadow of an explanation of

the problem and ill-directed attempts at
solutions.

(Johnston 1985 p 175)

In an attempt to Integrate what was known about
the social

implications of

literacy and curriculum,

Johnston (1985) started looking at assessment
and felt

issues

that years of developing reading standardized

tests had been wasted because these tests focused in on
trying to define

literacy and reading as the one

discrete act which by nature
1988;

Johnston

1985,

it could not be (Scollon

Bloome 1987).

His conclusions

were that more student and process oriented testing
needed to be emphasized in the schools and in
programs.

(Johnston

1985,

Clay 1978)
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His work

literacy

influenced others in adult

literacy assessment.

The

focus was placed in changing the concept of assessment,
looking at

literacy differently

in assessment,

therefore, hoping that method would then
social

implications as well.

Researchers in adult

literacy are focusing in on assessment
Pfovide

inf ormat ion that will

(Johnston 1985,

Lytle

1986,

Integrate

in order to

change curriculum

Carbo 1987).

Lytle (1986) developed a pre-interview in order to
look at student's goals and their interactions with
their personal

communities (Lytle 1986).

interview is for use

This

in adult programs and provides

practitioners with the means to ask adults about their
definitions of

literacy and their particular goals and

reasons for entering the program.
personal
children,

It addresses

reasons such as being able to read to one's
or being able to get a better job.

Hearing

the student's reasons for coming to a program and
looking at their relationship to society helps the
practitioner determine where to begin
an

individual

student.

realtionship of

instruction for

In caring about the

learning/student/community the student
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Is supported holistically and Instruction can be
oriented to the

Individual

(Lytle 1986).

Ethnographic studies looking directly at student's
goals and their

interactions with the programs in

relation to their
field.

lives is what

is needed of

The studies that came from an

perspective

Inherently

in the

ideological

Implied that reading and writing

went beyond discrete skills and that what needs to be
known about adult

literacy

is

the

interactions and

relationships between community and an

individual,

whether that community be the United Stated Department
of Education or a township or workplace or family.
The
research

1lterature on assessment

lacks comparative

looking at the difference between the results

of programs that were based upon an autonomous model
and programs based upon an
research would be useful
the research
the model

ideological model.

Such

in ending the argument.

But

is lacking in studies that would support

in Fig 2b and help

what needs to be known

in the understanding of

in order to develop programs and

curriculum that address the complex relationships and
the changes in people's lives.

For example,

to help

understand these relationships it would be useful
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to

look at the relationship between the formation of
communities within a literacy program and their effects
on both the program and on the ability to get jobs or
gain self-confidence. Or

it would be useful

to look at

the effect a student's family has on her work

Inside

the classroom.

Pedagogical

Literature

Another body of

literature

in adult

literacy are

descriptions of methodology and pedagogical
Void of

the strong theoretical

ideas.

arguments of the

latter

research, many studies are directed at the practitioner
describing ideas on what to try with an adult (Amoroso
1985, Paduk & Paduk 1987, Elsasser 1977).

These

studies are relevant to the later theoretical
in that

research

they describe some connections between

educational

philosophy, curriculum/methodology,

and the

student. A lot of this research has been done by
teachers in programs,

explaining procedures that worked

(Amoroso 1985, Carey 1984,
1985).

Kazemek 1984, MacGowan

The majority of the articles demonstrate that

the adult

learners are

interactive learners,

are dependent on having meaningful
written

language

in order to retain
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that they

interactions with
information (e.g.

Paduk 8. Paduk 1987, Amoroso 1985, Carbo 1987).
Research shows that methodology that

Is Interactive

Is

not only more effective, but students stay longer in
the programs (Meyer
We do know that

1987,

Carbo 1987, Amoroso 1985).

interactive

instruction

is essential

(E1sasser 1977, Amoroso 1985, Carbo 1987),

that reading

instruction needs to reflect the reading process
(Harste 1982, Goodman 1986),
instruction meaningful
Thus,

that we must make

to the population that we serve

it becomes apparent that the choice for a

theoretical

base

in

"whole-1anguage."

literacy

instruction is

The research on adult

learners as interactive

learners also supports and is

consistant with the ''ideological model''
'whol e-1 anguage''

is conducive.

to which

A "whol e-1 anguage"

classroom or environment has many of
characteristics in

literacy

the same

it that allow a teacher to look at

the complex relationships and activities that make up
good instruction.
"whol e-1 anguage"

Following is a brief description of
and the research that suggests that

is the approach to teaching written

language that

provides teachers with a structure which can
incorporate

learning as a social
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interactive process.

it

Whole-Language

A "Whole-Language"

approach inherently provides

meaningful

interactive experiences with written

language.

Goodman (1986) states that

written
real,

language and

language are easy to learn "when

and relevant; when

functional; when
use; when the

it makes sense and it

Goodman believes that

language

allowed to have a say

(1986, p26).

is not expected to be

a carbon copy of everyone else, but
from one's own culture,

it"

its

learning and literacy

learning are empowering when one

process,

is

it's encountered in the context of

learner chooses to use

education (1986).

it's whole,

is allowed to draw

languages and when one

is

in the direction of one's own

When

looking at the reading

research showed that when reading occurs,

it

is not an accumulation of discrete skills either such
as decoding and encoding,
eye 1ical

(Smith 1978),

instead it

is a

process where a reader comes to text actively

with prior

information and is predicting and confirming

information not only about print but about the reader s
prior experiences (Smith 1978, Goodman 1978,
also showed that the process of

1986).

learning to read and

write are creative processes and that they are a
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It

"holistic personal-social

achievement"

(Goodman 1986).

The work of Graves (1983). Calkins (1986), Newkirk
(1982),

and others In writing also Indicates that when

students are allowed to write their own pieces, compose
their own text,
learn more.

they not only write more, but they

Thinking of writing and reading as

Interactive and Inseparable

Is mandatory to a

whole-1anguage curriculum (Harste 1982, Goodman 1986,
Graves 1983).

This methodology

is consistent with the

idea that reading and writing are activities which are
intended to communicate

(Goodman 1983, Smith 1983).

Reading is a task of searching for meaning.
a task that

is most efficient when

the author (Atwell

1987).

it

Writing is

is meaningful

Learning is easier when

to
it

is functional

and in a natural

These are all

components of a whole-1anguage curriculum

and responsive to the

setting (Goodman 1986).

idea that curriculum needs to

tend to its population.
What this information suggests is that an
expansion of the concept of curriculum must happen.
will

It

not do any good to stop with research assessment

and Just

looking at descriptions of mehtods,

it

is

important to expand our concept of curriculum in order
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to accomodate what we do know about the
ingredients for successful

instruction.

important
Goodman

C1986), Smith (1978), and others claim that reading is
natural when

it

is meaningful.

Heath (1986),

Taylor(1988) and others suggest that written
has specific purposes in peoples''
role of written

lives and that the

language plays in schools does not

always match the role
seems a natural

language

it plays in the community.

step to include

in curriculum

development the meaning of written
learner's instruction

It

language

in a

instead of being limited to

lesson plans that buid one on top of another.
Curriculum cannot be separated from its population or
from the communities it
holistic personal-social
persona 1-socia 1

is serving;

concept to facilitate holistic

activities.

It

is inseparable from the

changes that occur with a student.
literacy

If we assume that

is sought when change demands its attention,

and we assume that
1986,

it has to be a

Fingeret

literacy brings about change (Lytle

1983) then we have to conclude that

curriculum needs to include the aspects of change
within

its structure and its methodology.

comes from the students needs,
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Curriculum

the student's change.

Curriculum must address the issues of
culture as well

language and

as Issues of paying the rent or

fostering good parent/child relationships.
Harste C1982)

implies that for literacy to be

1 earned, good Instruction based on sound theory must be
produced.
learner

The

literature on the illiterate adult

informs us that reading instruction must be

interactive,

environmentally supportive, and that the

content of

instruction must be motivating and

meaningful

to the

individual

(Paduk & Paduk 1986,

Elsasser & John-Steiner 1977, Flynn 1980, Goldthwaite
1986, Amoroso 1985).

As Smith <1979) states:

the nature of reading cannot be ignored
since the success of reading instruction must
ultimately depend on whether the instruction
makes reading easy or di fficu11... there

is no

alternative to acquiring an understanding of
reading itself
For

instance,

(Smith 1979).

the use of student generated text

could become common daily practice,
the field.

readily accepted in

Using student's writings and language

experience as text allows issues that are
the

learner to come forward and it
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important to

includes the

elements suggested to be necessary for good
instruction.

Goodman <1985) states:

I would like to suggest that the
strategy of textual
in

intent and its role

literacy and literacy

learning mean

that we do a gross disservice to
children when we take away the
responsibility for creation of text.
The rule that should guide all
instruction
each

literacy

is that children must

in

instance be given the freedom and

opportunity not only to create but to
become "the" mothers of their
texts...(Goodman 1985, p

28-29)

This indicates that a teacher of adult

literacy

must ask herself certain questions when developing
curriculum.

How is the curriculum relevant to my

students lives and the social
preve 1 ant

in this classroom?

homes? and how will

they

activities that are

in the community? in their

interact with those elements?

Based on the argument above,
address the population

it

literacy programs must

is specifically serving.

Research supports this assumption
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in that

it shows that

there

Is a high drop out rate across the country

programs that

look at

literacy as a group of

identified

academic skills that just need to be learned.
1987,

Hunter 1987,

In

(Chal1

Lytle 1986)
Starting with problems

identified by members of the community,
literacy

in these programs focuses on

the community's culture and on
empowerment....Contending that

it

is the

combination of services offered that
make

literacy programs effective

community-oriented programs offer
employment counseling, childcare, drug
counseling and other services (Lytle
1986, p 9).

Cone 1usion

To attempt to understand what needs to be known
about

literacy and adults,

literacy programs,

one can

in order to develop adult
look at the relationship,

not only between the student/s society and his need for
literacy,
program,

but at the relationship between the literacy
its curriculum,

and the student as well.

Streets argument against an autonomous model
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of

literacy and his articulation of an
allows people doing research
at

literacy

in adult

learning as a cyclical

linear one.

Ideological model
literacy to look

process Instead of a

Street quotes Heath (1985):

....If we want to understand the place of
1iteracy

in human societies and the ways

children acquire the literacy orientations of
their communities, we must recognise two
postulates of

literacy and language

development:

(1) Strict dichotomization

between oral

and literate traditions is a

construct of researchers, not an accurate
portrayal

of reality across cultures.

unilinear model
acquisition of

of development

(2) A

In the

language structures and uses

cannot adequately account for culturally
diverse ways of acquiring knowledge or
developing cognitive styles.
What we must

look at

is the place of

particular populations of people,
communities (Street
programs are
and they

1985,

(1985, p 73)
literacy

in

in specific

Heath 1983).

Literacy

important when a community asks for them

is based on the needs and the place
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literacy

Plays In a specific community and to a specific
individual

(Street

1985, Graff 1987,

Flngeret

1983).

Literacy campaigns fall when they are an extension of a
structure alien to the culture and communities they are
trying to serve (Street

1985, Graff

What the research does tell

1987).

us Is;

1. That when a society needs written
Introduces it.

Or when an

individual

read and write he searches for
2. That

1iteracy

language

it

needs to learn to

instruction.

is a part of a culture and has to

be viewed as such.
3. That

literacy

4. That neither

is a social process.
literacy assessment nor

instruction

can be standardized, but must be dependent on the needs
and functions of

the population served.

5. That the attitude and expectations of the
teacher

influence the success of the student.

attitude and expectations of the family
success of
6. That
with the
it

That the

influence the

the student.
literacy

instruction must be consistent

learning process.

is made meaningful

That reading is easy when

and in context of a learner's
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life,

thus.

Instruction must

Introduce written

lanyv-,

in this mode.
These points support the assumptions that <1)
literacy sought by an adult will
from the outside and will

be driven by a change

engage a student

in change as

that students learns and (2) that curriculum needs to
be expanded in order to take

into consideration the

other factors influencing a student's learning process.
These assumptions tell

us something about how a program

should be developed, but there
missing that would tell
know'
will

is still

information

us more about 'what we need to

in order to develop programs and curriculum that
help a student to be successful

at

learning to

read and write.
We still

need information to help us understand the

parts that will

allow us to understand the whole.

do not know what

influence

We

literacy programs as

communities have on a student's learning.

We do not

know exactly how families influence the success of
students.
life will
write,

We do not know how change
affect her success at

in a student's

learning to read and

and we are unclear as to how learning to read

and write will

change a student's position
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in a

community such as a workplace or a family.

We need to

ok at these variables so that we can determine what
influences the development of a literacy program and in
turn what

influences curriculum.

curriculum will
Thus,

this

be

influenced, but

dissertation will

influences the

It
it

is assumed that
is not clear how.

examine how change

learner's success in deve1 oping written

language strategies and it will
conditions affect

examine how community

literacy programs.
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CHAPTER 3

BACKGROUND AND METHODS

This Chapter will
methods of

describe the background to and

this study.

First

It will

look at the

economic history of the county in which the study was
conducted.
why

The economic context suggests some factors

literacy became an important option for seme people

in the county as changes in the county
in how people were living their
chapter will

discuss the general

led to changes

lives.

Then,

popuation

the

in the

county aggected by low literacy ability and some of the
possible

implications of

This will

illiteracy for their

lives.

be followed by a description of The Literacy

Project.
The Chapter will

then descibe the data collection

procedures used in the six case studies in this
dissertation.
analyzed,

It will

also show how the data was

followed by discussion of the

the study.
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limitations of

Sett 1 ncr

I begin by describing the economic history and
imate of the county, and then the adult

literacy

program from which the case studies were drawn.

It

important to understand what happened economically
Franklin County

is
in

in order to understand why an adult

literacy program was a necessary service to the county
at

the time of The Literacy Project's founding.

The

economic history of the county and a profile of
unemployment follows.

This helps one to understand why

so many men and women were wi 1 1 ing to come for
instruction and risk
through

identity changes that they will

go

in order to become literate.

Franklin County Economic History

Industrv .

Franklin County consists of 26 towns

in Western Massachusetts.
Greenfield and Montague.

The two largest towns are
The county is divided in half

by the Connecticut River and Interstate 91.

Its

terrain consists of everything from rocky mountains in
the northwest to fertile rolling hills in the
southeast.

This landscape is directly linked to the

economic history of the county.
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Before the early nineteenth century the county's
economy was almost completely dependent on agriculture.
Many farms were sprawled out across the county
producing potatoes, poultry,
and dairy products.

fruit,

tobacco, onions,

It was a common scenario for

someone to go to work on the family farm (Stevens et al
1983) .
By
county.

1850

industry had started to boom in the

Paper mills and saw mills started to open

along the tributaries of the Connecticut, because these
tributaries were fast moving and were easily used for
water power (Stevens et al

1983).

It was also assumed

by the owners of the mills that shipping one's products
out would be easy because of the active waterways and
the beginning of the railroad in the Northeast (ibid).
Machinery and fabricated metal
the

late 19th century.

shops opened up

in

Their purpose was to provide

the mills with needed machine tools and hardware.
Cutlery also became an
county;

important

industry in the

Greenfield housed the first cutlery shop

country (Stevens et al

1983).

in the

But the three largest

sources of employment were machine shops, sawmills, and
agriculture (Parcells 1988).
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Between 1959 and 1980 agriculture declined In the
county,

especially

In the years between 1964 - 1969

where the entire Commonwealth saw a drastic decrease
the number of farms as a whole.
due to an

increase

in

In

This was partially

land development.

Housing

developments and new institutions were seen as economic
growth (F.C.

C.D.C. Report 1984).

17.7% of

land was used for farming, 50% of

the

dairy products.

As of

1978,

only
that for

The majority of the crops are sold

within the county.

Cucumbers,

tobacco, apples and

maple syrup are marketed outside of the county.

The

county also produces 80% of the maple syrup for the
Commonwealth (F.C.C.D.C. Report 1984).
It was easy to get a secure job in the machine
shops right after World War II,

learn a trade,

and not

have to move, making enough money to support a family.
This was true until

around 1978 (Parcel Is 1988).

In

1980 machine shops were one of the largest employers in
the county,

but by 1984 the shops became too expensive

to run and began to have huge lay-offs.
increased because the price of steel

The expence

increased.

The

Japanese and other foreign suppliers had entered the
market and could underbid U.S. shops (Parcel Is 1988).
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Insurance, publishing and plastic companies began
to open up In the late 1960s early 1970's.

The county

was a good place for these companies to move into,
because property costs were

low and the county

centrally located in New England.

is

Companies that

primarily provided desk jobs moved out of Connecticut
and other congested areas and into the county (Parcel Is
1988).

The plastic companies found mill

space and

could take over the place of the mills.

IrangPQrUt 1 on •

Franklin County, Massachusetts

was a potential melting pot for industry.

However,

it

was very difficult to ship products out of the county
in the mid eighteen hundreds.

The east-west route was

extremely difficult because of the mountain range.
Getting anything up and over the range and into Albany
to be shipped to the West was very expensive (Hoyt
1988).

It was not until

1873 that a direct route was

established through Greenfield which made moving one's
products cost efficient.

Once the Hoosic Tunnel was

completed in that year, bridging Berkshire and Franklin
Counties, access from east to west became viable.
Greenfield became a major transportation center (Hoyt
1988).

Millions of dollars had been allocated to the
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building of a train system that would link the Western
Railroad's route from Albany, New York to Boston,
Massachusetts,

through Greenfield.

the Northern-most city
(Shaw 1988).

Greenfield was also

In New England linked by train

The trains brought people to vacation,

as

we 11 , and resorts were active in the county.
Transportation services then became a big employment
option until

the

late 1930s (Stevens et al

1983).

In 1936 and then again in 1938 hurricanes ripped
through Franklin County wiping out mills and the train
beds (Shaw 1988).

In Orange several

were closed because of
to them.

large

industries

the amount of destruction done

New Home Sewing Machine Inc. which was an

international

company never recovered in Orange after

1938 (Shaw 1988).
In Shelburne,

Conway and the other hill

mills were destroyed by the storms.
freight trains became
Industry.

1988).

Therefore,

the

the

less Important to the county's

During the Depression and World War II very

little money was put
system here

towns,

into the maintanence of the train

in the United States In any case (Shaw

These two Issues together were too great for

the railroads to completely overcome.
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It was at this point

that Greenfield stopped being

a major transportation center for New England.
1950's the

In the

interstate system was developed and the

trains became even

less Important (Stevens et al

1983).

By this time the resort hotels In the county had all
closed,

and the tourism trade was beginning to be

mobile by cars, so the passenger trains became close to
obsolete (Shaw 1988).

Industries used trucking to

move their products.

By the

late 1960's the

passenger trains stopped running all

together

in

Frank 11n County.

Lln.emp 1 Qynien t.
of the county

Between

1970 and 1980,

increased by 22%.

the population

But the majority of

the people who moved in were young adults who had
recently graduated from one of the higher education
Institutes in Western Massachusetts.
young and well

These people were

educated and the jobs were not there for

these people (Parcel Is 1988).
The profile of the unemployed worker has changed In
the 1980s.

In 1979 the average unemployed worker was

male (76%) and skilled for managerial

technical

jobs.

By 1984 the average unemployed worker was male and from
a manufacturing and uneducated background (Parcel Is
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1988).
Jobs.

Only 17% were from managerial
In 1987,

or technical

75% of those unemployed were female

with no work background (Parcel Is 1988).

This

presents a very different problem for a community.
According to the most recent survey taken of welfare
recipients In the county, out of those 75% females, 50%
need adult basic education (Parcel Is 1988).
1979 illiteracy was hidden fairly well.
were

illiterate, were

hide their

Thus,

Those who

in positions where they could

lack of educational

skills.

But

In 1984,

men who were

laid off by the machine shops needed

retraining.

They needed a level of

what they had acquired.
needed for at

in

literacy beyond

In 1988 literacy training was

least 50% of the unemployed females

(Parce11s 1988).
The unemployment history of the county over the
past ten years
county.

reflects the change

In 1983 the

in

industry

In the

labor force equaled 27,952 In

Franklin County with an unemployment rate of 8.8%;
however,

Jobs increased by 3.6%.

Unemployment grew

during 1979 and 1983 and then went up and down
consistently

in a seasonal

arch.

By 1987 the

unemployment rate of Franklin County was at an all
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time

low (3.3%) even with the population of the county
Increasing (Parcel Is 1988).
increase

One reason for this Is the

In service employment

Including retail

stores,

durable products manufactering, and construction.
Several

towns in the county received revitalization

grants from the Commonwealth.

These grants helped

renovate old buildings and open up new stores.

These

grants and the new companies that moved in gave
construction companies work, as well as providing a
need for increased health and social services.
1986,

As of

services provide a third of the jobs. Another

third are

involved in either retail

or

insurance

(Parce11s 1988).
In Franklin County, Massachusetts,

the 1980 census

indicates that 25.5% of the adult population over 24
are high school
older,

dropouts.

Of people 18 years and

19.4% lack a high school

diploma and 12% of

those read at or below an 8th grade level.

Of the

county's population of 64,307 people, 2,365

have not

reached 4th grade

level;

completed 8th grade

4,861 adults

level.
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have not

Results of Economic Development

Over the past five years, machine shops have
people off.
an

increase

laid

New stores have opened and there has been
in the human services. 31% of all

persons

employed in the area work for either an educational
health service provider (Parcel Is 1988).
major effects.

The first

much

it was in 1982.

lower than

or

This has two

is that the average salary

is

People do not make as

much money working in these areas as they did on
assembly

lines.

The average income

commonwealth's average;

is below the

those in the county make 88.6%

of what the rest of the state makes.

Those

in the

employment and training business now are talking about
the underemployed,

that

is,

those who are employed and

live under the poverty line or just on
1988).
hour,

it (Parcel Is

Whereas the average machinist made around $9 an
the average clerk makes $6 an hour.

is the necessary educational

The second

level has increased.

Twenty years ago when a man learned his Job from the
fellow next to him he was safe in that Job without
having to read or write.
remains at his Job,
level

necessary.

However, today, even

if he

new technology makes a higher skill

If he now has to work for a hospital
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or an Insurance company it would be Impossible to hide
his 1111teracy.
Evidence from the employment and training agency
and the

local

college

indicated that there was a need

in 1984 to introduce an adult basic education clinic
into the town.

More of their clients were enrolling

into their training programs without the academic
skills needed to pass the courses (Beavers 1983).
Thus, with an emphasis in state spending on employment
and training,

literacy became more and more of a

priority to the commonwealth,

to the county,

and to the

employment and training agency.

The Literacy Project

The Literacy Project was created directly from the
needs of the community.

In 1983, Robert Keir, Dean of

the Division of Continuing Education at Greenfield
Community College responded to a need that he
in the county.

He received a grant to begin an adult

literacy program.
of Education.

knew was

This was funded by the Department

He also sought, with the

Industry Council,

local

Private

further funding to expand these
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services.
October,

I was hired to coordinate the program in
1983.

This grant ran for one academic semester, but
the Spring of

in

1984 the College picked up the cost of

keeping the program going for the second semester.
the Fall

of

In

1984 receiving a grant from the Office of

Training and Employment to open up a full

time

classroom in Orange, we opened up there but had to
close down
funding.

in Greenfield because there was no new
The grant that supported Orange was referred

to as the 8% grant.
with the

idea that

The 8% grant had been developed
it was important for the program to

be linked with the local
institutions,
be

social

services, educational

and training programs and that

it would

in addition to the Greenfield site.
With the help of the college,

council,

the private industry

and the welfare department,

in October of

1984, The Literacy Project Inc. rented a space
old tool
for

factory

in Greenfield.

leaving the campus were that

intimidating In a tool

in an

The two major reasons
it was less

factory for most potential

students and it made finding funds easier.

It was

important to be able to take money for services from
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those who could afford It. Those who could pay fe1t
Qullty

taking charity."

And It was also Important to

be able to keep the doors of the program open no matter
what happened In regards to state funding.
easier task for
institution.
held at

individuals than

This was an

It was for an

If funding ran out and the program was

the college,

the program would have to end,

where a privately run nonprofit agency could fundraise
and turn to other agencies such as United Way.
An advisory board was formed consisting of several
educators,

counselors,

and social

service workers.

The

purpose of the Project was to provide adults (16 and
over) a place to learn reading, writing, math and to
prepare for their GED.
until

April,

At first there was no funding,

1985, when the Baybank of Franklin County

lent money to TLP.

In June of 1985, TLP received the

8% contract under the umbrella of Greenfield Community
Col 1ege.
In the Fall of

1986 the American Broadcasting

Company and Public Broadcasting Company engaged in a
media "push"

to help

local

community

literacy programs

get coverage and also to enlighten the country to the
problem of

illiteracy.

This program was called Project
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Literacy U.S.

(P.L.U.S.).

Since The Literacy Project

was the only program available for adult basic
education
interest

in Franklin County the newspapers took an
in

it.

In November,

1986,

The New York Times

printed an article on the program and its problems
fundraising in a poor rural
the visibility

community.

This increased

in both the Commonwealth and in New

Engl and.
By January of

1987 the program had sites in

Greenfield, Orange, Northampton and Ware.
towns are

All

of

these

in Western Massachusetts, but they cover

three separate counties and about sixty square miles of
land.

Head teachers were hired to cover each site and

volunteers picked up the role of aide.

By 1987 there

were 30 volunteers involved with the program.
Throughout the history of TLP, volunteer help was a
major portion of TLP's workforce.
For the purposes of this study, only Greenfield
will

be discussed.

August

An aide was paid In Greenfield from

1985 to December 1985 in order to assist the

head teachers who until
only staff.
available.

1987 were the founders and the

This was due to the lack of funds
There were no state funds at all
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to pay an

administrator.

In January 1987 a full-time teacher was

hired to cover the classroom In Greenfield and I became
a full-time administrator directing TLP .
decision was made to hire a full

When this

time head teacher for

the Greenfield site and for there to be a full
administrator

It presented two problems;

no money to pay an administrator,

time

1) there was

and 2) because the

teacher s hours were long with a poor salary and no
benefits there was a high turn over in teachers.
Teachers are committed to stay because of the nonfinancial

rewards of the job such as watching people

change and people/s gratitude.
chapter 1 ,

Yet as was discussed In

the demands on teachers when they work for

little are not always manageable.

Most of the time,

teachers left because of family financial

obligations.

There were three different head teachers within this
first year,
students.

resulting in three major transitions for
The case studies In chapter 4 will

reveal

some of the effects of these changes In staffing.
In April

of 1987, TLP became a non-profit agency

with a newly formed Board of Directors.
24 G.E.D.s in 1987.

TLP graduated

TLP has gone through several

changes over the past 4 years and it has continued to
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grow.

It holds contracts with the Office of Training

and Employment, the Department of Education,

the

Association for Community Based Education In
Washington, D.C., and with the Commonwealth Literacy
Campaign.

Presently,

in the spring of

1989 TLP has 14

staff positions, a core of fifty five volunteers,

three

Vista workers and is serving over a hundred students,
forty-seven of them are in the Greenfield work site.

TLP Curriculum.

The curriculum of TLP was

developed to meet the needs of the adult whose reading
and writing skills were
going through change.

low and who personally was
The curriculum was based on the

Whole-Language approach to teaching reading and writing
which was currently being used with children
schools.

In some

The philosophical basis of the curriculum is

the works of Goodman <1982), Smith (1978) and others in
reading,

and Graves (1983)

In writing.

It assumes

that reading is a language task, and that a person
learns to read in the same way one

learns language.

It

also assumes that reading and writing are both parts of
the same task,

that

is written language.
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The program Is based on the belief that an
effective curriculum for

Illiterate adults must attend

not only to the teaching of reading and writing but
also to the

life

issues that stand in the way of the

adult beginner s learning.
attends to the

individual

language a meaningful

The Whole-Language model
and attempts to make written

part of that

from the very beginning.
advantage cultural
structures,

It recognizes and uses to its

differences, spoken language

and life experiences.

has poor self-esteem (most
inhibited to take risks.
provide

individual's life

An

individual who

illiterates)

is too

The TLP curriculum tries to

lessons that encourage risk taking.

this by continually focusing on meaningful

It does
interactions

with print.
These were the broad philosophies on which the
program began, however, as the program developed so did
the curriculum, but not necessarily in a planned
fashion.

The methods that were used by each teacher

differed to a degree as the program developed its
curriculum.

Because of the turn over in teachers,

there were differences in teaching styles and teacher
focuses.

Training sessions for volunteers were
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provided every two or three months, but could not cover
all

aspects of curriculum and methodology to be used

with all

students at all

times.

What had to be covered

was background In the theoretical
program,

assumptions of

the

the materials that were used, and the

population that was being served.

Because there were

so many different people coming into contact with each
student the broad goals were set, but often the
methodology was Inconsistent.

Materia 1s.

It was not easy to find materials for

the Project, because so many of the published materials
for adults were based on theoretical assumptions that
contradicted TLP philosophy.

The materials that were

available for use with whole-1anguage methodology were
published for chldren and it was felt that most adults
feel

slighted by child oriented materials.

They also

were not relevant to the adult's life. However, several
published texts designed for comprehending print were
chosen because they were easily adapted to the
methodology.

Following is an overview of those

materials that were used in the case studies.

Although

in their present form they are based on a skills model
of teaching reading,

these texts were mainly used for
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just reading and skills activities were avoided except
when preparing students to take the high school
equivalancy exam.
Language Experience Approach was used almost
entirely with the very

low reader.

This approach

allows the student and teacher together to create their
own text and was not dependent on published materials.
Jamestown Mysteries were a group of nine mystery
stories written by Judith Greene for adults at
approximately a 2nd grade

level.

They are exciting and

adventurous and hold the attention of the inefficient
reader.

These books have skills lessons after each

chapter, but students were encouraged to skip the
lessons and just read the book.
The Scott Foresman Adult Reading Series are a group
of 24 small

books with short stories, poems and

non-fictional passages in them.
different

There are six

levels of these books covering a readability

range from 2nd the 6th grade.

This series is in

conjunction with the Scott Foresman Informal Reading
Inventory which
program.

is used in evaluating a student by the

The questions that appear at the end of each

passage are based on a skills model and are slmlliar to
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those

In a elementary basal

reader.

They have been

omitted by the teachers at TLP.
fcfew? For Yog

is a weekly newpaper which

at a 3rd grade reading level.

is written

It presents all

the major

stories of the week, some people interest stories,

a

map or a chart which relates to some news event,
several
paper

photographs,

is useful

and a crossword puzzle.

This

not only as text to read, but to use

making up strategy

lessons,

can be easily devised.

It

for example, cloze

in

lessons

is also Important for those

students who want to complete their GED to learn how to
read the maps and charts.

News For You presents these

graphs in ways that adults find interesting.
Published by Jamestown Publishers is a group of
books titled,

Heroes. Phenomenas, and Disasters.

These

books are collection of stories, mostly newspaper
encounters of true stories.

According to the Fry

Readability Score these books fall

between a sixth and

ninth grade readability, but they seem to be accessible
for the

less efficient reader as well

because they are

well written and seem to be predictable text.

They are

chosen by many students as desired reading because they
are fun and provoke curiosity.
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Included in them are

stories about UFOs, spontaneous combustion, and other
unexplainable phenomenon.
Top 1cs—For The Rest legs is a group of three books
referred to as the olive, purple and brown book.

Each

of these books is a collection of short stories already
published of authors from Maya Angelou to Issac Assimov
to Ralph Nader.

Each passage

is followed by

comprehension, vocabulary, phonic and life skill
excercises.

Literacy Project students are encouraged

by the teachers to only do the comprehension and
vocabulary excercises.

This book is mainly used as a

way to begin to get students to look at test taking and
specifically the GED.

Topics (the olive book)

is used

to bridge students between thinking about reading in
who 1e-1anguage terms to thinking about reading in the
way the test

is written;

idea of the paragraph?

for example, what

is the main

To go with these books there

are smaller skills books that attend to just one
"skill"

such as main

show students what

idea or inference.

Information is wanted when the

question is asked, what did the author
paragraph.

These books

infer in this

The GED reading exam is made up entirely of

these types of questions.

There are fourteen of these
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small books and they are simply titled. Understanding
.the Main—Idea, Vocabu1arv, or Finding the Inference.
Thus, we have taught these concepts or skills once the
student has reached a point where they are comfortable
with reading and read well

enough to prepare to take

the exam.
The Scott Foresman GED preparation book is used by
TLP. This book
felt that

is a typical

GED prep book, but

it was

it was easier to understand than most of

them.
Several

novels and children's books are mentioned

in the case studies.
historical

A series of books related to

fiction and science were published in the

1950's by Landmark Press for young readers.
discovered that these books were well
adult population.
in the data.

Several

It was

received by an

of these books are mentioned

Another common group of books was Harper

& Row's nonfiction 'I Can Read' series. These books are
predictable

language easy readers that deal with topics

In science and history that students enjoy.

They also

tend to focus around themes so that you can have
several

of them on one topic.
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For an example there are

a lot on dolphins and other sea mammals.

These show up

In the case studies.
The math books that are mentioned In these case
studies are Essential

Mathematics For Life.

four books In this series.
color.

Each book

There are

Is a different

The red book deals with addition and

subtraction,

the blue book deals with multiplication

and division and fractions,

the green book deals with

percentage and graph reading, and the brown book

Is

algebra and geometry.

The Clientg.
majority of
with very

low level

Issues,

1983-1984,

the

those who came to the program were male

off from Jobs.
care

In the beginning,

literacy skills,

and recently

laid

These men did not need to deal with day

they did not want to learn skills such as

using a checkbook. They needed to be retrained in order
to get new jobs.

This was reflective of the early

eighties in the county (Parcel Is 1988).
In 1989 the majority of those unemployed are women
on aid for dependent children (Parcel Is 1988).
reflected in the present enrollment of TLP.
earlier,

This is

As noted

changes in unemployment statistics in the past
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ten years have been radical.
major changes In
gone from an

Industry

Industrial

professional's town.

This has been due to the

In the county.

town,

The town has

to an up and coming

Money from the state to

revitalize the townships and the presence of many
educational

institutions within a thirty mile radius of

the county have brought many service providers and
professionals
level

into the area.

needed by the work force is above the national

averaage (Parcel Is 1988).
are

The average educational

31% of the county's workers

leaving the area to go to work each day (Parcel Is

1988).

Those who are seeking help are either people

who feel

that getting their high school

diploma will

be

necessary and who need help with GED preparation or
those who have extremely low skills.

The majority of

the students are female and welfare recipients.

A lot

of these women need to learn specific life skills as
well

as reading and writing.

curriculum to be

It is important for the

inclusive enough that

it allows for

these changes In the needs of the population it
serving.

This is directly reflective of the

unemployment profile

in the county.
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is

The students used In this study started at
different points In the history of the program.

Some

of them left TLP because of a transition that the
program was going through.

It

Is fair to say that the

enrollment was affected by what was happening within
the structure of the program as well
happening with people

in their own

as by what was

lives.

In this

paper there are three students who survive several
programatic transitions. These three are the
exceptions.

Data Col lection

As stated in Chapter 1,

the research goals of the

study are:
Goal

ttl: To examine the relationship between

learning to read and write and learning to adapt to
chance among adults considered Illiterate.
Goal

#2: To examine how local

and community

conditions affect a literacy program and curriculum,.
Data was collected on the research questions
listed in Chapter 1

in the form of six case studies,

each presented as biographical

narrative.

narratives describe people's lives both
outside of TLP.

These

Inside and

The narratives illustrate the adults'
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instruction.
collection

The techniques involved in data

Included observations,

log entries,

interviews, and student writing samples.
each case study

Is based on an

Literacy Project, dally

Intake

In addition,

Interview at The

log entries on each student by

their teachers, and interviews with teachers and
students.
The

intake

interview is a process that each student

goes through when he enters the program.
interview the student

In this

Is asked questions about his

education and work history and he

is given some type of

assessment of his reading level.
Log entries and notes on students in their personal
folders are common activities at TLP.

Included in

logs are comments, questions and descriptions of what a
student

Is working on.

Comments may be emotional

they are generally more academic and descriptive.

but
They

tend to be approximately 4 or 5 sentences long per
entry.

There are three 250 page spiral notebooks full

of these entries.
researcher.

TLP made them available to the

Most students come twice a week for

Instruction so that there are two entries per student
per week in these books.

In the case studies when
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these entries are quoted,

the writer of the entry and

the people who worked with the student during that
session are

identified.

There are between eight

to

ten handwritten pages on each of the students used in
this study.
Interviews in early September 1988 were held with
many of the people

Involved with each student,

including head teachers,

aides, and the students

themselves.

interview after I had put

I held each

together a general

case study for each student.

Questions were developed to get at the
I

information that

felt was missing from the individuals narrative.

Each interview was conducted by the researcher asking
open-ended questions,
expansive.

Each

students were

interview was taped.

Teachers and

interviewed to add insight and expand on

what was available
much

to get the interviewee to be

in the log.

This was to gather as

information about each student's process as

possible.

The

log entries and the

interviews were used

to recreate the biographies of each student.
Any actual

test taking that was done on a student

was included in each case study.
at an

Intake or

However, except for

in the case of those actually taking
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the GEDr standardized testing has not been a part of
regular TLP activity.
update,

If a student asks for an

the tests that were done during the

repeated to provide the student with the
needs.

Intake are

input that she

The two standardized tests that were used most

frequently are the Wide Range Achievement Test Word
Recognition Test (WRAT) and an Informal
Inventory that
reading adults.

Reading

is published specifically for low
Miscue Analysis,

a means of

looking

at the types of errors or miscues that a reader makes,
was administered in two of the cases described.
of

In one

the cases an outside person was called in to help

evaluate a possible learning disability that was beyond
the expertise of those at TLP.

With that exception,

testing was not a large part of the
Writing samples are taken at an
time.

Instruction at TLP.
intake most of

the

These samples were used in the majority of the

case studies.

Each student has his own writing folder,

and these folders were used for each case study.
Samples throughout the student's time at TLP are used
to show academic and personal growth.
different

Each student

is

in terms of how many pages of writing he or

she composed.
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Data Analysis

The corpus of data Is presented as case narratives.
The narratives constitute biographies which are
chronologically oriented.
relationship between
various

components

High11ghted wi11

be the

learning to read and write and

of the people's lives including

family, economic situation, classroom interactions, and
Interaction with others.
The six case studies illustrate the

issues of

change and the needs of students in the Franklin County
area.

They show the types of decisions made by

instructors to address both academic and personal
change.

One goal

of the data analysis was to identify

the relationship between personal change and gaining
reading and writing proficiency, the relationship
between community and the development of an adult
literacy program,

and how the building of a curriculum

is affected by the first two ideas.
As a person's identity changes, so does her
relationships with her family, workplace,
world.

or social

The case studies illustrate some of these

changes and the result of them on the
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individual.

A second goal

of the data analysis was to explore

some of the similarities and the differences across the
case studies.

There are similarities not only

in the

instruction each had but also In the relationship
between the components.

For an example there are some

similarities between family and economic variables.
David, Nat and Evan all
backgrounds.

They all

come from similiar economic
have supportive families.

In

some ways they can afford both economically and
personally to take the risks of coming to TLP;

they

have strong support systems in place to help them.
After

looking at these simi 1iarities and

differences,

themes that were consistent across at

least three of

the students were explored.

six such themes.

There are

They are discussed in relation to the

two research goals and help to clarify what
about curriculum in the case studies.

is implied

The themes were

developed after the case studies were written and a
running list of

themes was kept by the researcher.

Those themes that were useful

for examining the

research goals were used for analysis.
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L1m1 tat 1

Because this study
testable.
purpose

However,

Is qualitative.

this study

It

Is not

is explorative.

is to discover the themes or patterns as the

stories emerged instead of
hypothesis.
research

trying to prove a

Before a hypothesis is tested, exploratory

is needed.

Qualitative research allows one

to look at a mult1-var1able activity, one that
affected by complex relationships,
One

The

limitation

is

in depth.

is that the researcher has biases

because of her position
Individuals and in the

in the lives of these
investment of making The

Literacy Project work.
The Literacy Project

is in a rural

setting. None of

the students chosen for this study deal with urban
problems.

Not having both an urban and a rural

may be viewed as a limitation.
of problems that will
appropriate to a rural

setting

This limits the types

be discussed to those that are
setting only.
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CHAPTER 4

THE CASE STUDIES

The six case studies appear

in this chapter.

Each

case study has been organized into three sections:
Genera 1—Background. The Beginnino.
Q-V-.gr v * ew •

General

Instruction, and

Background contains background

information such as family, schooling, and work related
information.

This information has been gathered by

interviews consisting of open ended questions designed
to get a person to talk about

their past,

their time at

TLP and how they think TLP has changed them. The reason
for enrolling in the program is also included in this
section.
Intake

The Beginning contains a description of the

Interview with each student and where

instruction began.

Instruct 1 on

includes the narrative

of the student's experience at TLP.
together by gathering all
student's files,

This was put

of the teacher log notes,

the

their writing samples, researcher

observations, and interviews with teachers and
students.

The Overv1ew will

consist of the concluding

comments of the researchers about each case study.
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Across the case studies three patterns emerge.
These patterns are 1) the student as an

Individual,

2)

the student as a member of a community, both a family
and workplace, and 3) the student as a member of a new
community, as a member of an adult
These patterns were

learning program.

identified after the case studies

were constructed.
The following brief summaries of the case studies
will

introduce each person.

Then tables are presented

that show the teachers and the aides who were

involved

with each student.
Nat had quit school

in the eighth grade.

unemployed when he entered TLP.

He was

Both his work and his

family structures had been disrupted.

He sought out

TLP in order to make some step towards reorganizing his
life. Nat

is stubborn and holds on to his own beliefs

of what education and teaching are all about thoughout
his time at TLP.

He did find a new job.

He became a

part of the community and was both a provider and a
taker very early

in his time with the program.

Now he

is an active member of The Board of Directors.
Evan had a high school

diploma and could not read.

He was employed when he entered TLP.
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He entered

without telling anyone except his wife, because he
accepted a promotion which was print dependent and he
wanted to give both the new job and learning to read
and write a try.

Evan's feelings about his own

illiteracy stemmed from early

labels.

Evan knew he

was not dumb, was invested and highly motivated,

in the

words of one

Evan

became a

instructor,

leader

entered.

"the perfect student."

in the classroom very soon after he

He too became a member of the Board of

Directors.
David quit school

in the seventh grade.

employed when he entered TLP.

He had recently been

through a heart attack and survived.
was something left for David to do,
David still
case study

fought the

idea of

Learning to read
an unfinished job.

learning though,

and his

Illustrates a tug of war between teachers

and student.

David has strong support from his family

and has kept his secret of
However,

He was

llliteray from his work.

a return of his illness ended his work at TLP.

Tom was expelled from school

in the eighth grade

and his father believed he did not need an education
anyway.

He was unemployed when he entered TLP, but

soon found work.

He too had family support.
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His

family became

Involved and affected by TLP.

Tom has a

severe learning disability and is an illustration of a
student who does not
exposed to written

learn to read by just being

lanuage

in the proper mode.

Tom

left TLP after two years of hard work.
Jane had quit school
school

to get married.

entered TLP.

in her senior year of high

She was employed when she

She was a mother and eventually her home

was not supportive of her new discoveries about
herself.

Having entered under the umbrella of doing

this for her brother,

she soon became excited by her

own growth, but quit half way through her GED.
Cheryl

quit school

in the tenth grade, because she

knew that she was not

learning what she needed to be

learning in a special

education class and did not want

her diploma under these conditions.
and an AFDC recipient.

She was unemployed

She was a single mother of two.

She was younger than any of the other subjects.
has lived a different

She

life style than most of the other

students at the program, and by nature seemed not to
trust other people.

She took a very long time to

develop the trust she needed to be successful

at TLP;

however, she stuck with attending the classroom and
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learning.

She became a spokesperson for the program"s

fundraising efforts and completed her GED.
Figure 4.1

is a time chart that shows the

progression of teachers and volunteers discussed in the
case studies.

Because there was such a turnover of

teachers this chart wl11

help the reader.

Figure 4.2 includes the aides that are mentioned
in the case studies.
with a student,

These aides would have worked

but not as consistantly as the ones

mentioned in figure 4.1.
transitional

Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the

quality of the teachers and aides.

Following are the six case studies.

At the end of

this chapter a discussion of the similarities and the
differences across all

six students is given.
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CASE STUDY ONE: NAT
general_Background

The following background Information was gathered
by

interviewing Nat. Nat was born

Massachusetts in 1934.
life.

in Northfield,

He has lived there all

his

Northfield is one of the wealthiest towns in

Franklin County, a county which in the past has been
primarily agricultural

and industrial

and is now going

through changes. Northfield itself has always been a
quiet

little town with farms,

two private schools and a

summer tourism trade supporting its population.
are very few farmers left
of the

larger

however,

in Franklin County and many

industries have closed their plants;

the county

the medical

There

or legal

is becoming a haven for people

in

professions (Parcel Is 1988).

Nat's father had been raised on the family farm in
Vermont, but decided not to farm and but to come to
Massachusetts to work as the night watchman for the
Northfield School.

The family located in Northfield.

He owned some property and grew vegetables for his own
family,

but he did not farm for profit.
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Nat was one of eleven children.
when he was eleven.

Nat was fourteen and In the

seventh grade when he quit school
the family.

His father died

to go help support

His first job was dishwasher for the

Northfield Hotel.

He worked there for two years.

he was sixteen The Northfield School
maintanence and he drove the school

gave him a job in
truck.

Nat was married when he was twenty-one.
his wife Ann had four children;
daughter.
schooling.

When

He and

three sons and a

Nat tried to stay active

in his children's

He argued continually with school

administrators about the "unfairness" of school policy
around behaviour.
himself

Nat felt that

if his son protected

in a fight he should not be punished; however,

if he started a fight at school, his son would have to
answer to him.
Nat had worked at Ingarsoll Rand, a local machine
shop,

for thirty years and 8 months.

He learned his

trade by doing it, watching others and interacting with
different machines.

Although he commented that this

took him longer to learn
machinist.

Well

he became a highly skilled

thought of on the floor, Nat was

offered promotions to management levels, but always
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turned them down, never admitting that he could not do
the paperwork.
a machinist.

Nat was extremely proud of his work as
He has pictures of all

could work on In the shop.

the machines he

Not only could he run these

machines, but he could fix them and he could teach
others how to run them.
Ingarsol1 Rand made electric tools, hand tools,
bits and braces.
Ingarsol1

On top of a national

Rand took the chance of

trend,

in 1978,

investing in a new

building which they built using State funds, which put
them in debt.

By 1980

it became cheaper for

to buy from Japanese tool
American

industries;

Ingarsol]
open.

industries

companies instead of from

therefore, U.S. plants, such as

Rand, were having a difficult time staying

They never pulled out of their fiscal problems

(Keir 1988).

At first

they tried to sell

off the plant

bit by bit, but finally they laid off the majority of
their workers and then sold the plant to Rule
Industries.

Greenfield Ingarsol 1 Rand was the only

Union shop (United Electrical Workers) that Ingarsol1
Rand owned.

Rule broke the Union (Keir 1988).
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Nat was one of those who was laid off.
union man.

He was a

After working at a shop for almost 32 years

he was sent away and never hired back.
Nat
beautiful

lived and raised his children

quiet town where he knew everyone from his

neighbors to the local
local

diner.

personal

in Northfield, a

police and the waitresses at

the

He worked in Greenfield. He separated his

and professional

that he was illiterate

lives.

No one needed to know

in Northfield.

He kept himself

in a job where he did not need to use print, and in his
personal

life, his family could read for him.

rarely went out to eat or took vacations.

He

He protected

himself from having to Interact with print.

Mat claims

that he always ordered a hamburger and a coke at the
diner.

He never varied his order, protecting himself

from changes in the menu he could not read.
did all

Nat's wife

the tasks having to do with paying the bills or

keeping the house.

Ann worked in a bank in Bernardston

in management until

January,

1988.

One of his sons was driving home one night with
his older brother
control

in the passenger seat when he

of the car and struck a phone pole.

was killed.

lost

The eldest

The youngest was traumatized and had to be
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admitted to the Brattleboro Retreat Psychiatric
Hospital.

Nat's family unit had been totally changed.

Not only were two members gone, but those

left were

In

mourn 1ng.
Nat and Ann went for help.

They sought family

therapy with Highland Counselors.

One of the

suggestions that the counselor made was for Mat to go
back to school

and learn to read and write.

The

counselor cal led me to ask about the program at The
Literacy Project and discussed with me her observations
of Nat's reading skills.

She felt he could learn and

that he should learn because he felt the

lack of skills

was a handicap and something of which to be ashamed.
The therapist believed that

if Nat began to learn new

skills he would come out of his depression and his
self-confidence would Increase.
Once so protected by his job and his family

life,

he was now unprotected. The loss of his son and the
loss of his job had caused Nat to become overwhelmed
with grief and Insecure with his position
Nat needed to begin to take risks.

in life. Yet

He needed to go for

Job interviews and find a new Job so that he could
begin to rebuild his life.
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Nat was over fifty years old and willing to once
again try a literacy program.

Nat had tried several.

He explains that the programs come and go though.

He

said that

if you take the risk of coming to one you may

find that

it

folds soon afterwords.

He did believe that

if he could learn to read and write, he could get a
better job,
problems.

and that going back to work would solve his
Nat had also signed up with the

Workers Assistance Center.

local

This Center had been set up

by the Department of Employment Security and the
Department of Social

Services with the local

employment

and training consortium to help the workers in Franklin
County who were being laid off from plant closings.
It was set up to be the

liaison between programs and

the workers to help them get retrained or acquire new
skills for new jobs.

They were willing to pay for

literacy skills as well, so Nat's classes could be paid
for by the Center

in the first year.

The Beginning
Nat's counselor set up a date for Nat to come
TLP and for an

intake and to meet the staff.

the

in charge would do the

instructor
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initial

in

Usually
intake

Interview, but Jim had been called out on an emergency,
so I did the interview on December 17,
Nat was extremely nervous.
shaking and he appeared rigid.
interview with him.
that

At first,

I did a short

This interview was a short format

information from a potential

get

His hands were

I had developed not only to get

quit school

1984.

Important

student, such as when they

or their employment history, but also to

the student to calm down.

When people begin to

talk about themselves and see that someone is
interested,
interview,

they usually begin to relax.

During this

Nat talked about how he knew he just had to

learn how to sound-out better and then he'd be able to
read.
TLP.

He also spoke of his nervousness about coming to
He asked me often whether I was sure we would

stay open.

He had gone to a program 2 a few years

before which closed down after a short time, and he had
read in The Greenfield Recorder about the Greenfield
Right to Read Program 3 and knew that

literacy programs

had a hard time supporting themselves.
In a previous program that Nat had attended the
instructors had focused on phonic instruction to the
extent that the students believed that
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if you knew the

sounds of the letters you could read anything.
felt he could not remember all
cues.

Nat

of the letter/sound

He said reading was sounding-out, and he needed

to learn how to do that better.
Nat also talked about his son's accident
initial

intake.

In this

He seemed much more shaken up about

his younger son's trauma and his wife and daughter's
grief than the actual

accident.

He admitted to being

nervous and to being involved in the most stressful
time

in his life.

He told me he was scared, but

determined to learn to read and write.

He thought that

if he could learn to read and write, he would have a
chance at a new job and then his family would be happy
again.

He said he was a slow learner and he felt that

learning to read would take him a very long time.
After the

interview,

I did some testing.

At first

I used the Fry Instant Words Oral Reading List (brief
format),

(1983).

Nat could recognize very few words,

but could scund-out enough to score high third
grade-low fourth grade
low fifth grade

level.

level.

On the WRAT he scored a

However,

the fourth grade text

on the Scott Foresman Informal Reading Inventory <IRI)
was too difficult for him to read.
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Sounding out words

in Isolation seemed to be
was painful

less problematic for Nat.

to watch Nat read because he spelled out

all words first and then decoded them to sound,
a

It

long time, and losing all

comprehension.

taking

I had him

read the first passage on the IRI, observed him read,
and then asked him to tel 1 me what he had read.
did not know.

Nat

When I asked Nat to write, he would not.

He would sign his name, but other than his name he
refused to write.
himself to two 1

He said he could not.
1/2 hr.

He committed

classes at TLP to start the

fo1 lowing week.

Instruction

Jim concentrated on using Cloze procedure with Nat
and started him in The Jamestown Mystery series at a
second grade
help him feel

level.

He started him at this level

to

success and to develop other reading

strategies instead of

leaving him at a difficult

with his only strategy,

graphic/phonic.

level

If Nat was

completely dependent on the use of phonic cues,

the

idea was to force him to use different cues, especially
semantic cues while he read.

Thus, he had no letters

provided for him in the unknown word of a Cloze
This was very difficult for Nat.
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lesson.

If you read him the

sentence he made the guess easily, but

If he was asked

to do the reading, he could not take the risk of
guessing.

"I've guessed all my life,

I need to be able

to sound it out so I can really read," was his
response.

Nat had a definition of what reading was and

he was stubborn about changing this definition,
"Reading Is sounding out

letters so that you can hear

the words (Interview Sept.,

1988)."

Reading aloud was clumsy for Nat; he felt that he
had to sound right, he had to pronounce everything
perfectly and he was not able to do this smoothly.

His

reading was very halting, saying each letter aloud,
sounding out the word, and then going on.
to himself

it seemed to go quicker.

When he read

This I assumed was

due to the pressure created by the fact that
like a performance when he read aloud.

it felt

So, Jim had him

do a lot of silent reading in order to remove the
performance variable.
Jim felt that Nat had two agendas when he came, one
agenda that he could express or talk about and one that
he could not.

The one he could express was that he

wanted to learn to read and write.

The other one was

that he wanted to experience something new; he wanted
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to be somewhere where he could Interact with new people
and think about new Ideas (Interview Jim, Sept.,
Nat wanted to know something different.

1988).

His

self-confidence was low and his old steady ways were no
longer making him happy.

He thought of himself as

narrow, conservative and he wanted to change.
his style of

However,

learning was tied Into this narrow

conservative characteristic.

We decided together that

in order to get anywhere with Nat, Jim had to give

into

Nat by trying to teach him some phonics, and to help
feed his eagerness for something new.
Yet no instruction was going to be useful until
decided Jim and I could,
It was essential

in fact,

Nat

teach him something.

to focus on getting him to feel

comfortable with us and with the idea that he could
learn.

He needed to trust

in both of us and in himself

before he would learn to read and write.
In April

1985, Jim started the "Men's Club," which

consisted of 5 employed or recently laid off men,
reading at or below a third grade level, who all
peer support.
group.

each
needed

Jim stressed writing interaction in this

So Nat's time at TLP consisted of

1 session

alone with Jim and one one and a half hour session with
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this group.

Jim's thought behind this group was

mainly to add peer social

support to these men's

instruction and to their lives.
motivation to maintain

itself,

important to make sure the

The goal was for
therefore,

learning environment

provided support by the student's peers.
including Nat, had all
workplace community.

it was

These men,

recently had peer support
Now that they had been

in the

laid off,

the “Men's Club" provided that same comradity one finds
with fellow workers.
read aloud text,

So in this hour and a half,

such as an article

and led a discussion.

Jim

in the newspaper,

Then the students wrote anything

they wanted to, passed their writing to the person next
to them,

read their neighbor's writing and then

responded in writing.
journal writing.

This is a variation on dialogue

Then there were peer conferences and

a student could rework his piece
that student, otherwise, he let
This was very successful

if

it was important to

it be.

for Nat.

He

learned that

his bad spelling did not keep him from communicating in
print.

He

learned that he could discuss issues with

his peers and be heard and be found interesting .
is a story teller; his Yankee background and flavor
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Nat

started to emerge, as he

learned that he could be at

ease and supported in his new learning environment.
Nat also became a major support for others In the
program.

When he would comment on another student's

writings, he took care to make sure his advice was
helpful

or his retort

to the point. Nat was beginning

to learn that he was a good communicator.
In the spring, Jim asked me to listen to Nat read.
Nat's reading was still
out.

halted by sounding everything

Yet his comprehension when reading silently had

improved.

The following log entrance

his reading seemed halting, but

indicates that

in fact he was becoming

more aware of print and using semantic cues to
understand what he had read.

"Watc - ed -lng or any verb endings, he seems to
conslstantly get hung up on them.

Clearly

beginning to observe his own reading.
on 'construction'

-

left

Got caught

it and went on - figured

it out without actually returning to it; same with
'graduation'.

Knew that he had done that."

(April

1985)
Nat was beginning to be aware that there were
other cues in reading.

He began to illustrate his
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understanding of print when he would offer other
students help telling them to "skip that word."

He

seemed to be less frightened of print at least within
the walls of TLP.

Yet he was so stubborn.

He was

confident that Jim was capable of teaching him how to
read.

The following log entry Indicated that he was

new feeling as though he was now in an environment that
allowed him to learn.
Most importantly he seems to trust you.

I started

to suggest that he try to do more silent reading
with you and immediately his response was, "Jim
and I are doing just fine.
doing."

I dropped it.

He knows that he/s

It's this trust that is

allowing him to observe his own processes.

(April

1985)
In July a Miscue Analysis was administered.

The

Miscue Analysis is an assessment tool that shows what
types of miscues or errors a reader makes.

Miscues are

analyzed as to how similiar to the actual word in print
they are In relation to semantic, syntactic, and
letter/sound cues, thus,

indicating where the reader's

strengths and weaknesses lie (Goodman 8. Burke 1972).
The reading level of the text used was 5th grade.
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His

retelling score was 93%.

Yet his strongest strategy

was still graphic similarity.

89% of his mlscues were

graphically similiar and 32% of these mlscues caused
the meaning of the sentence to change. Mat was still
dependent on decoding and was not strong semantically.
Further instruction in meaning was recommended.
August the WRAT showed Mat at 5.2.

In

He was capable of

reading text at a higher level, yet his inability to
let go of the decoding strategy made it more difficult.
However, he was better at reading text in context than
he was at recognizing words, which is what the WRAT
demanded of him. This was a good sign for Mat, for he
had now reversed his scoring.
In September, Jim brought in a therapist who
believed in relaxation techniques and hypnosis as a
means to reduce fear and stress around learning.
felt that Nat would benefit from this man.

Jim

However,

Nat felt silly listening to the relaxation tape, and
after a couple of weeks abandoned this route.
Occasionally, a staff member would get him to do some
breathing exercises in order to relax before he
attempted to read.
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The "Menu's Club" had dissolved and because
enrollment at TLP had grown so much over the past eight
months,

instruction was changing.

Students were being

asked to do much more independent work. Yet, Nat could
handle most text he was handed.

If he read silently

and he did it in his slow methodical manner, he really
could read anything.

Nat did not differentiate between

an author's message and his opinion of that message.
At this time in his instruction this was acceptable,
but as Nat's reading got more sophisticated and more
talk was centered around whether he would take the GED,
this issue became mere and more important.
TLP had become the one stable part in Nat's life.
He felt like he was treated like a human being there.
He also was now self-confident enough to begin to go to
job interviews and in the fall of 1985 went to work at
Lunt Silversmiths and rapidly learned a new skill.
What Nat found out was that he wasn't too old to learn
and that his reading was good enough to help him out.
In December of 1985 Nat was reading 7th-8th grade
texts.

At this point instruction focused on writing

and Nat was encouraged to read for fun.

It was evident

that Nat's self confidence had improved and writing was
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easier for him, but his attitude towards reading was
still

that

it was a job and It had to be done

perfectly.

It was thought that

If the focus was taken

off reading as a job and he found some pleasure

in

it

he would loosen up and became more atuned to semantic
strategies.

Yankee Magazine became a favorite and

other magazines with Yankee type themes. Politics also
became an

important avenue.

In September, Nat

requested that he begin to learn about famous
characters. We found several
began on Kit Carson.
Annie, wrote

in the

Landmark books and Nat

On January 9th,
log,

1986 the aide,

"Nat finished Yankee article

and is now reading Geron imo.When he

likes what he's

reading, he really FLIES!!!"
In April

of

1986 it became apparent that Nat was

beginning to use context as a cue consistant1y. He was
now able to handle text at a 9th grade

level, but

because of his fear of new words and his complete
stubbornness around decoding,
could not handle the GED exam.

it was feared that he
Yet

in May, he gave

a try.
Six months later Nat was still

trying.

Gerard

took over the classroom and Janet came as an Intern.
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it

Her respons1bl11tes were to organize the writing system
of TLP and put together a publication that would
Include all

of the different sites In the program.

She

also wanted to work with one student and chose Nat as
her tutee.

They worked closely on writing. Janet did

put together TLP Writes, and Nat was proud that he had
inspired one of the publication's titles.
following is part of an

interview with Gerard that

describes how Nat came up with the title.
Nat was a part of the

The

Institute.

For Gerard,

Nat had been there

almost as long as the founders and Gerard respected
him.

"What would I do with a million dol1ars"....here's
what happened,

she (Janet) put together What Do I

Want To Do When I Grow Up and that was a light
enough but serious enough question for people to
handle
several

it

in different ways -

things and one was

dollars I'd invest
ugly."

"If

and Nat wrote
I had a million

it and sit around and get

And that was so humorous it became the

topic for the next TLP Writes.

So Nat just stuck

this thing In which he'd already wrote.
(Interview Gerard,

Sept.
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1988)

Gerard did not actually work with Nat at all
until

May 1987, when Janet

left.

It had become clear

that Nat's reasons for being a part of TLP had to do
with feeling as though we were a regular part of his
life, part of his identity and the goal
GED was no longer

important.

of getting his

Nat had been thinking

about new ideas, he discussed politics.
teacher as well

He was a

as a student.

Overv1ew

Nat
call

is a reader now, although he still would not

himself that.

front of him,

He can read anything you put

yet he

is so slow it would take him much

too long to finish the GED reading exam.
take the exam, which to him is not
On April

30,

He may never

important.

1987, Nat sat with us as part of the

newly developed Board of Directors.

When we were all

introducing ourselves, Nat said with pride,
student at TLP.

in

"I'm a

I've been here almost from the

beginning and I can now read."
In July,

a Summer Youth Program was developed and

taught by Gerard.

The students all

interview and write up their
kids wanted to

learned how to

interviews. Three of the

interview the Director of TLP and a
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student.
was,

Nat volunteered.

His message to those kids

"no matter what, don't give up your schooling.

Someday you will
success."

realize that

It

Is your key to

He felt that he found that out too late, but

was glad he had come back to school.
He

Is now a communicator and takes Interest

young students who come

Into the Project.

He

encourages them and helps them when he can.
still

too humble, but he

In the

He

Is

Is willing to reach out to

others who may share the problem he once had.
Before Janet

left she

interviewed Nat for a

project she was doing for graduate school.

In this

interview he was asked "Why do you think this (TLP)
worked for you?"4

Nat's reply was:

Well

I

think mostly because they had the

patience..and they don't give you a mess
of homework and tell

you to write a word

50 or 100 times...they say
of time, and I believe

it

it's a waste
is.

They say

learn to read first and spelling will
come

later.

So far, a lot of words I

couldn't spell,
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now I can - you can

almost see the word In your mind you
might say.
Are there any changes that have happened in your
since you've come here, because of

life

improving your

reading and writing?
Oh,

there are a lot of changes... Before

I didn't dare to go into a restaurant well,

I used to but

I'd order a

hamburger or something like that for the
simple reason I couldn't read a menu.
That's changed....I

think you feel

a lot

better about yourself, maybe you think
you got a brighter future, or something
like that..You're not so afraid to talk
with people.

I'm a quiet person anyway,

I don't say too much to people I don't
know.

I

think that's changin'

too.

I

think

I speak up more now than

did.

Before when I knew something was

wrong,

I wouldn't say nothin', now I

talk back.

I've seen quite a few

changes in myself.
be a

I ever

lot more.

hated change.
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And I hope there

And before I always

11

Nat has not only had success with the concrete task of
learning to read and write, his self confidence has
also improved dramatically.
he thought Nat would ever
No

- Because

Recently,

leave TLP.

I asked Jim if
He

laughed:

It would be the worse thing that

could possibly happen to the guy.

Nat will

finish

when he's learned enough being an active and
competent board member so that he can settle
the new role Just fine - Until

into

then - he waltzed

into heaven given the lifestyle he'd been
living.finding out that
different than he had ever

Nat
knows

life could be

imagined.

is a stubborn man who will

not give up what he

in order to learn something new.

His uncanny

dependence on spelling out words before he reads them
aloud,

after three years of

alternative methods,

Instruction using

testifies to his stubbornness

around giving up the old ways.
different man today.

Yet Nat

is a very

With a slightly devious smile

across his face, Nat has allowed himself to learn while
claiming ignorance the whole time.

Not only has Nat

learned how to read, he has learned a new way of
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life.

CASE STUDY TWO: TDM
General—Background

Tom grew up
out of

16.

in Athol, Ma.

Four out of

Cass Toy Co.

He was the 13th child

16 died.

His father worked for

He ran machines that built cribs and

other furniture for children.

He made twelve cents an

hour when he began there.
Tom's mother was half American Indian.

She was

very smal1, but apparently very strong and a great
shot.

She handled her mob with force.

Tom admits to

being scared stiff of her.
They

lived in a house that was owned by Cass.

When Tom was born there were nine children
home.

All

of the boys slept upstairs lined up

and the girls slept
the kitchen where
the

loft,

living at

all

of

together

in beds

in the back room behind

it was warm.
the boys slept

If

it was too cold in

in the kitchen on the

f1oor.
There was a barn on the property they
Mr.

Cass kept his cows in the barn.

animals and did do some farming,
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lived on.

Tom's family had

so there was always

milk and vegetables to eat. When Tom was twelve,
barn burnt down.

the

Soon afterwards Tom's family moved to

a new house.
When they were

little they made their own games.

For example,

they would get

a hillside.

Tom said when you got out of the tire you

did not know where you were.

Inside a tire and roll

down

Another game was to try

to throw poles over the house and hit one of your
siblings.
good at

Apparently Tom's older brothers were pretty

this game.

Tom remembers that his father was smart.
good with numbers."

"He was

He was literate, but more

important to Tom, he could work the machines at Cass's
with speed and accuracy.
Tom was not surprised that his father could afford
such a big family.

His father's relationship with "old

man Cass” provided his children with jobs and enough
land to farm to feed the children.
Tom remembers that when he went to first grade he
was asked to write the alphabet with a pencil
did not see the pencil

and he

In his desk so he did the

assignment with a crayon Instead.

He was severely

reprimanded for not thinking to ask for a pencil.
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This was when Tom himself began to feel
the other kids.

from

It was soon afterwards that the school

placed him in a special
retarded.

different

education class,

labeling him

He does not remember being taught anything.

However, by the time he was twelve he was a good
fighter.
Athol

At

15,

High School

in the 8th grade, he was thrown out of
for fighting, unable to read.

His

father told him he did not need schooling anyway.
was accepted as being the dumb child,

He

and needed a

skill.
Tom left school

and went to live with his older

sister and her husband.
only real

He was now fifteen and his

skill was fighting.

His brother-in-law ran a

farm in Gardner, Masssachusetts and was willing to
teach him how to farm.
was eighteen.
went

He stayed with them until

This was Tom's favorite time.

he

Then Tom

to work for a while at Cass's at SI.15 an hour.

Cass's was referred to as Cass's Col lege by this time,
because everyone started out there.
at Cass's

long.

He farmed and he

plumbing and mechanics.

He

Tom did not stay

learned carpentry,

learned to drive big farm

equipment and how to fix trucks, cars,
needed fixing.
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or whatever

Tom married Bev when he was 25 years old.
worked for Felton Blacktopping.

He

He moved to Northfleld.

and they moved in with Bev's mother.

Tom worked at

Felton's for 13 years and then went to work at Bendex
Industries.

He had a job on a machine straightening

taps and then he was promoted to a new machine.

He was

not given proper training on this machine and finally
had to admit to his illiteracy for he could not read
the blueprints himself.
for

the new machine.

close down,

Tom never was truly trained

He was laid off

but he was not sure he would not have been

fired anyway.

He was at Bendex 1

Bendex had major fiscal
of steel

1/2 years.

problems due to the cost

in this country and the competition with

Japanese firms.
1983.

in the Bendex

Rumors of closing 3 plants began

The treasurer of Bendex and several

involved bought up the plants and Bendex

in

others

is now Besley

Products and is run at a much smaller scale making
taps.
Tom and Bev

live

in Northfield, Ma.

in a three

bedroom home with four children and Bev's mother.
have worked on the house a lot.
animals,

but

they do not farm.
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They

They have some
Bev's grandfather owned

hundreds of acres of farm land In Northfleld.
Presently that
not

land is all

tied up

touchable by anyone until

her mother and aunts die.

They are surrounded by beautiful
their financial

in trusts that are

land, but because of

status they remain crowded in Bev's

mother's house.
Tom's vocational
business.

goals were to run his own trucking

His wife and he had a small

blacktopping and

landscaping business which they used to supplement
their

income during the months that Tom was laid off.

Tom was offered the chance to come to TLP by the
Worker's Assistance Center.
try,

He decided to give

because he felt tied to Feltons.

it a

He thought that

Felton would take him back, but that Felton would take
advantage of him.

The Beginning

Tom entered TLP on February 1,

1985.

He was 40

years old and the father of four children. He was
referred by the Worker's Assistance
the

intake.

Tom seemed excited about

Although he scored at
of

Center.

Jim did

learning to read.

1.4 on the word recognition test

the WRAT he did not know some of his letters. An

Informal

Reading Inventory was not administered because
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Tom was unable to read printed text.
commitment

Tom made a

to attend two classes per week.

Tom seemed to have funny holes In his language
usage.
it,

He

loved to tell

stories and was fairly good at

yet he mispronounced several

words and often used

one word in place of another that sounded simillar.
Frequently he would leave out

Important details while

telling a story or explaining something.
depended on his wife for all
use of written

He had

tasks that demanded any

language since the beginning of their

marriage.

Instruction

Tom was placed into the group that was being
referred to as "the Men's Club."
of peers who were all
academically,
afraid of

This was a group of

at around the same level

seemed compatable,

the classroom.

and who all

seemed

He met with this group once a

week and worked one-on-one once a week.
Jim worked with Tom for the first six months that
he attended classes.

He worked primarily with

experience and writing with Tom.
Tom's ability to tell

stories.
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What

language

improved was

His understanding of

what

information to tell

story

Increased.

Jim in order to make a good

Yet he seemed Incapable of making the

transition from language experience to books.
Jim s first observation was that Tom's stories
went

through several

Tom s truck.

renditions of escapades about

Then one day he brought

in a story he had

authored and that Bev had helped him with on the Motor
Rodeo»

He wrote about the motor rodeo because he was

so excited about

it.

Tom began to dictate stories

and talk about how those stories should read.

He would

bring in the stories and attempt to read them to Jim.
Even though Tom was not

improving too much as a

reader, he began to look at print differently.
beginning to understand what went

He was

into being an author.

However, he was discouraged by his inability to read a
Jamestown Mystery, which all

the other men

in the group

had left behind (Log entry.)
So

in July of

1985, we asked that Tom be assessed

by TLP's reading disability diagnostician.
not a common practice at TLP except

This was

in cases where the

regular activities did not seem to work.

The

specialist administered an IQ test (WAIS), but not to
get an

Intelligence score.

The
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idea was to look at

where Torres perceptual

strengths and weaknesses were.

The diagnostician stated that Tom appeared to be a man
who had at

least average

Intellectual

potential.

He

exhibited weaknesses on the WAIS In his rote memory
areas,

especially his auditory processing skills.

was apparent
expressive

This

in both his receptive ability and In his

language usage.

Although his rote visual

memory was adjudged to be a relative strength for Tom,
it still was measured as a weakness in relation to the
general

population (Stowe 1985).5

The diagnostician's conclusion from this data was
that Tom had a learning disability
and visual

modalities.

in both his auditory

His rote auditory and visual

memories were especially affected.
good intelligence as measured

Since he exhibited

by clinical

during administration of the WAIS,

abservations

the diagnostician

recommended a program where his learning was encouraged
through concepts,
therefore,

as opposed to rote memory.

She,

recommended that a reading program using

highly meaningful

materials be

instituted.

At this point we placed Tom with a tutor who was
trained in both the whole
working with severe

language method and with

learning disabilities.
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Cynthia

took over with Tom In August of

1985.

She worked with

him for three hours per week for one year.

Cynthia

started off with a group of 3, but by the end of

the

week asked that she Just be one-on-one with Tom.
Although TLP had a policy to keep people grouped, we
decided that because of Tom's past seven months at

TLP

he had already developed a peer group and would benefit
from the one-on-one tutoring for a time.
Because of the change of

instructor and the

testing that Tom went through his motivation began to
waiver.

He was afraid of what all

mean.

I

could not

think that Tom was afraid that we thought he
learn and we were not going to tell

Cynthia felt

if she tackled some practical

such as helping Tom to fill

him.

problems

out his own time cards his

motivation would be revitalized.
keep Tom's

the testing must

She attempted to

instruction as relevent to his present

life

as possible to encourage him to keep coming back.

She

choose books that she knew would interest him.
After about a month of
to

introduce

instruction Cynthia began

low readablity non-fiction texts to Tom in

the same way one would Introduce language experience to
a reader.

She had access to books which TLP did not
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have at that point.

The most exciting part of

this for

Tom was that he began to read to his children. The
following are excerpts from the teacher
Cynthia wrote that

logs that

illustrate some of what Tom was

doing and some of his successes.

Sept.

24

Read aloud - The Han Who Refused To Jump (May '85, Reader's Digest) with
group including two other students.

Tom was, as I expected, quick to

predict and able to contribute tremendously from his own experience.

He

said, as he left, that he really enjoyed the story.
Language Experience: story on bats which he had told me during an earlier
session.

He is comfortable with using (and my using) upper and lower case

letters for writing.

He reads quite fluently - needs to be encouraged to

skip a word he does not recognize - to have confidence in his ability to
preserve meaning even when he misses a word.

Oct. 1
SSR:

Bat story from last time (reading to "rehearse" or prepare). I asked

him how he felt about reading silently when he first arrives - wondered if it
made him tense - he said it doesn't.

Decided on title 'Tearing The Old Barn

Down" - good choice, leaves surprise ending.
Writing : generated 'work words related to his time card which he took hone ■

to be used in his later writing.
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Oct. 8:
SSR and reading instruction Dolphins and Porpoises
Writing: writing sample building a woodstove from a barrel
Read Aloud : 'Futility' from Paul Harvey's Rest of the Storv .

He read the

first half of Dolphins and Porpoises fluently and with few (If any!) errors.
He had prepared the rest and we went over It together

He Is reading at home.

Tom/s wife joined TLP at this time as a GED
student.

She was Impressed by how comfortable and

positive Tom felt about TLP so she decided she would
give

it a try.

Their children would work

in the back

office on their school work while their parents were

in

c1 ass.
From late October through November 1985 Cynthia
worked on a unit about Dolphins.

She used non-fiction

children's books to begin to build up the books that
Tom had read.

He began to feel

some success with reading.

as though he was having

He would bring books home

and share them with the children.
learning about dolphins.
weekly,

Together they were

Cynthia also kept him writing

either by starting new language experience

stories or by beginning to compose his own works.

She

encouraged him to leave blanks where he could not spell
and that

they would edit

together
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later.

In November 1985,

It became clear to Cynthia that

Tom was not picking up any regularities in
patterns.

letter/sound

So it was decided that she would begin to

Introduce first

letter sounds within the context of his

language experience stories.

Cynthia took old stories

and made up cloze sentences leaving the first
the text.

She Introduced these

systematic contextual method.

letters slowly

letter

in

in a

The following log

entries describe this procedure.
Nov. 1

Read Aloud - looked at photographs and discussed captions in new book on
dolphins in preparation for it.
SSR 8. OR

Dolphins

(All review pages.

Tom was not feeling well today and

needed a gentle approach especially.)
Strategy Lesson:

CLOZE sentences introducing d (review t,m,s) Continues

without error (Inspite of weaknesses in auditory areas as seen on WAIS etc,
and as shown by his articulation errors)
Writing and Reading Interaction : Began first draft - learned to use * in
editing.

Nov. 5:

SR 8.0R

Dolphins continues to keep buzzing along.

interesting.

We both find this book

His daughter wants to have more books about dolphins - so I711

xerox this one.
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trategy Lesson

cloze sentence Introducing p review t, m.s, d.

Because he

has been reading meaningfully In context since the beginning, he brings a
"wealth1 of words to these lessons which, basically, just help him bring to a
conscious level what he has been learning - and then clalnu'code It for
efficient use when reading/spelling In context.

Yay!

Tom was really

talkative tonight - seems really 'up' - It seemed important to allow him that
time especially after last week when felt lousy.
his kids.

He's doing word games with

NEAT!

This was when we began to see a big difference

in Tom.

He began to share with us the games he was making up to
play with his kids.

Although he was aware that the

older ones were better at his games then he was, he
still

continued to play.

road sign they had to yell
began with the same
began to feel
night.

real

When they saw a word on a
out as many other words that

letter as they could.
satisfaction

in reading to them at

His middle daughter was spending a lot of time

helping him with his homework.

He began to leave

notes around the house for his wife.
pleased at
happy.

He also

that new development.

She was very

The family was very

They were having fun with school

Nov. 8th
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love

work.

Read Aloud

The Otter

in Arctic Mamnalg (Hoke)

In preparation for reading

of book below. Taking home to read and share with daughter.
^

and Thg Star

The first fiction selection he's read - much

conversation and quotation marks.
Strategy Lessen:

Introduced h review t, m, s, d, p.

Tom and I realized

tonight that Fridays are difficult because he's tired, but we'll hang In.

Nov. 12
Read Aloud:

"The Story of Opo: The Dolphin Who Loved People" from Nine True

Dolphin Stories
SSR 8. OR: Qttie and the Star

He shared it with his daughter and said she

loved it-He's using strategies.

He read the whole book! Yippee!! (Am I

excited?)
Strategy Lesson: Review t, m, s, d, p, h more sentences
1. no cues - blank - predict
2. using initial consonant - sample/limit
3. using following context to confirm correct.
He needs more of these exercises.

He's begun to do this in his reading.

All

right!

After four months,

not only was Tom reading books, but

he was feeling comfortable reading predictable
children's books.
xeroxed copies of

Cynthia made available to him
these books and periodically
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lent him

tapes of them being read aloud.
1985. Tom knew all

By th

e end of December

the beginning consonants and was

successfully using all

of the strategies that Cynthia

had Introduced to him (Log entry Jan 1986).
Tom s wife had passed two out of the five GED
exams by now.
special
remedial

Their oldest daughter was taken out of

education In high school
reading.

and was put

Into

Their second daughter's teachers

were discussing the idea of taking her out of remedial
reading.

Academics and reading together had become a

major family focus and everyone was beginning to profit
from their father's new found success.
On January 19th

it was logged that Tom was

beginning to do some of his own editing.
Jan. 21
SSR & OR "Spring" from Frog and Toad Are Friends continues to review. He and
the kids are enjoying the tape at home.

He read all 12 pages silently and

then orally.
Strategy Lesson

Cloze sentences did ed ending using word from story context.

Reading and Writing:
consonants

He's attempting whole words instead of just initial

used "Ottie" to find words with simillar sounds "his idea".

Read Aloud..
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He Is using several successful strategies - especially context cues. He
faithfully self-corrects and expects to be reponslble for correcting himself
rather than depending on me.

He's buzzing!!!

One consistent pattern that has been observed
about adult beginners is that taking the risk of
guessing is very difficult for them.

Evidence of a

major break through comes when they begin to attempt
unknown words. They have also probably become use to
the

idea that someone will

correct them and they will

wait

for that correction.

The fact that Tom began to

take responsibility for his own corrections was a
leap forward,

real

showing that he was putting to use the

strategies on which he had been working.
The month of February was fragmented for Tom.
Cynthia was

ill.

He was not used to working with

whomever was available.
read word by word.

His wife finished her GED with

extremely high scores.
was happy for her,
still
feel

He was nervous and seemed to

Although everyone

in the family

the amount of work that Tom had

in front of him became too obvious.

He began to

overwhelmed.
Plus,

Bev was now taking two classes at Greenfield

Community College and covering at TLP two afternoons a
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week as a volunteer.

Her time was beginning to be

taken up with studying.

She was not getting support

from her family to do this.

The joy of Bev's

education was beginning to feel

threatening to the

family and they were feeling as though she were not
there often enough.

She began to feel

frustrated by

the conflicting message that Tom was giving her.
would call
staff;

TLP often

She

looking for support from the

asking the staff to help her convince Tom that

she was doing the right thing.
with Tom's

This was interfering

instruction and was something that Cynthia

was spending time discussing with him.
Towards the end of February,

I was Tom's

instructor for a class and observed that although he
could use first

letter cues and context cues, he had

not picked up any sense of orthographic regularites and
was extremely dependent on his sight words which had
become abundant.
meaning,

His strength was in confirming

yet he seemed to have very few graphic or

syntactic predicting strategies.

It was decided that

Cynthia would develop some strategy

lessons around

rhyming and to make sure that the visual

patterns were

structured so that he could use his visual
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strength.

The following Is a

log entry discussing this new

declsi on.
Feb. 28th
Began Frog and Tnart Ail Y^r

Continued to point out patterns In context. It Is difficult for him to rhyme
and substitute a phoneme as required to use this strategy due to his severe
auditory problems, but It does work often, 2. he's excited to discover that
there are patterns (Instead of thousands of Chinese characters!), and 3. he's
bound to get better math practice.

Cynthia Stowe has written some stories

emphasizing patterns and she and I discussed using them with Tom.

She is

supposed to give them to me tomorrow.

At this point Tom's language experience stories
were reviewed and texts using his own stories were
developed to introduce orthographic patterns to him.
See figure 4c for examples.

In spite of the new

conflicts in Tom's life, he kept coming and trying with
Cynthia.

They had determined that he needed help

picking out patterns.
cue system;

He was being introduced to a new

regular orthographic patterns.

wife were disagreeing a lot all

of a sudden,

was asking for time by herself to study.
different

than the GED studying.
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He and his
for Bev

This was

Psychology was

proving to be much harder for her and she wanted to do
well.

But Tom continued to come.

Mar. 7
Reading Instruction 1. Read passage emphasizing ‘and’ and 'all* pattern.
2.

Wrote passage to dictation (no errors on pattern words) and 3. Wrote own

passage (seeking Independent sources of help In spelling:

looked around room

for calendar, looked in his reading book.

April 4th
Reading and Writing:

1. Read and wrote dictation "1ght" pattern passage

2. Wrote Independent passage.
He's keeping a small notebook of words to use in making out his daily time
cards and It's working well for him.

In the middle of April
able to show off

1986, Tom was excited to be

in front of us.

Up to this point he

had become terribly nervous everytime someone had
observed.

He could read Frog and Toad Are

had jokes about the characters.
one) he felt was just
In May

One of

Friends

and

them (the messy

like me.

1986, Tom began work on material which Jim

had been trying to get him into before Cynthia took
over.

He was now reading texts that were labeled as

second grade reading.

He was thrilled, because for him
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it was a concrete sign of progress.

He had spoken to

Cynthia often about a book that

looked Interesting, but

that he just could not handle.

Now he could read It.

It was an adult's book.

It was one of the Jamestown

Mysteries that Tom had seen the other men go through.
While

In a hardware store picking up pieces of

pipe to replace

in a kitchen sink, Tom read the

and did not need his wife's assistance.

labels

When asked,

"Did you realize that you were reading signs?", he
responded,

"Oh,

I can do that all

now reads road signs too.
that

in the past

his wife.

the time now."

These were all

He

activities

for which he was totally dependent on

Now he knows to use context and graphic cues

to read.
On May 20th Cynthia wrote about Tom's
interactions with The Man Who Stopped Time.
the book he wanted to read so much.

This is

"He often feels

much better about his reading after he's read it aloud
even though he monitors his own reading
anything.

Cl rarely say

He has a little dialogue with himself.)

thinks it helps to hear himself."

He

(Log entry 5/20/86)

In a year Tom improved by two grade levels
according to the WRAT and more
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importantly developed

reading strategies to help him cope with his disability
as Is
own

illustrated by his use of written

life.

language

in his

His mlscues went from being random guesses

to highly semantically acceptable mlscues.
telling about his own

While

Improvement Tom observed that

another student had misread "quick"

for "quiet".

Tom

knew it was wrong and it had to be quiet because "quick
didn/t make any sense."

Yet,

in comparison to a lot

of adult students Tom was very slow and for him this
was quite frustrating.
Cynthia left
was well

in September 1986.

on his way to being a successful

that he did not need her special
However,

She felt that Tom

help any

there was no one on staff

this time who had any educational

reader and
longer.

in the evenings at
background and Tom

needed extra help.
In October of

1986,

Bev took over the Tuesday and

Thursday evening classes, which made Tom, Bev's
student.
yet

Everyone was aware that this was not good,

they gave

it a try.

December vacation.

Bev worked with Tom through to

She had been given some

instruction by Cynthia, Jim and myself, but she was not
wel1

supervised.
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In January 1987,

David Ram volunteered to take the

Tuesday and Thursday evening group.
made up of

This class was

five men who seemed as though they would

benefit from peer support. Tom joined this group.
February, Gerard took over the classroom.

In

His

feelings were that Tom respected and trusted David and
David respected Tom so the only time Gerard saw Tom was
when he was working with David.
David was not

Tom did not come when

there.

Meanwhile,

Bev had a group on Tuesday and Thursday

evenings too.

Bev had been responsible for these

evenings until

Gerard came aboard.

upset by her

She was fairly

loss of responsibility and did not feel

comfortable enough to go to Gerard for supervision with
the students she did have so she started to get
frustrated.
Tom and Bev both stopped coming.
were both surprised.
responded that
nothing."

Gerard and David

When asked why he left, Tom

"neither of those guys could teach me

No one had really built a relationship with

him since Cynthia and I had left the classroom except
Bev and she was frustrated too.
not

to

interfere and to tell

I

remember telling Bev

Tom to go speak to either
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Gerard or David.

He never did.

reading at about a third grade

He quit
level.

In March

1987,

Gerard felt his •

leaving had more to do with Bev's resentment towards
Gerard.

Overview

In an

Interview on September 13,

that he knew he learned a lot and that
he just

It was fun, but

"wished Cynny would have stayed a little

longer."

Tom needed extra attention.

to one-on-one

transitional

Once he got used

instruction he stopped being willing to

interact with his peers,

to

1988, Tom said

and because of the timing,

the

teachers, Tom did not have the opportunity

learn to like the

interactions again. The other

interesting point was that when TLP was flooded out of
Wells St.,

the old tool

factory, Tom was one of

the

first people to offer to help move the program to its
new sight.

Tom and his entire family worked two full

days with Jim, Nat and other students moving the site.
Although he did not want any more
felt

instruction, he still

loyalty to some of the old people.
The question of whether Tom will

literacy training should be addressed.
Tom' s style,

ever return to
Jim feels that

"the shot gun approach", may prevent Tom
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from ever returning.

It

is also clear that the

experience that Tom had was extremely dependent on a
personal

touch, and that when the

change and get

larger, Tom felt

institute began to

lost and unfortunately

we did not reach out enough to help him feel
comfortable

in the

larger classroom.

Tom reads at about a third grade
he still

uses print

level.

He says

in a way he knows he did not before

he came to TLP (Interview Sept.

1988).

For Tom,

early days were highly successful, but the change
teachers created another
difficult

let down for him.

those
in

It also is

to tell whether or not the problems that Bev

and Tom were having over Bev's returning to school were
not

interfering with his schooling as well.

quit college too.

It

She has

is possible that the changes that

were going on were happening too quickly for the family
structure to be able to assimilate.
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CASE STUDY THREE:

DAVID

General_Background

David grew up

In Ervlng, Ma.

He has lived In

Farley Flats, a section of Ervlng,
his life.

In a farm house all

His family was an active part of the

commun1ty.
Erving is east of Greenfield, containing one
country store and two large paper mills.
hard at trying to maintain
paper mill

its rural

It works very

standing.

brings in a lot of people and money.

Erving School

system is thought of

of the most progressive,

The
The

in the county as one

"because they have the money

and the resources."
David had finished grammar school, but never went
beyond.

Yet David was not viewed as mentally retarded

or disabled: he was thought to be a behavior problem
Instead.

David describes himself as wild.

David had a group of
he was wild.

friends from school with whom

However, when he was seventeen, he was in

an automobile accident.

David is a very handsome man,

but his face was scarred in that accident.
friends were drunk and went off
that

the road.

this accident made him grow up.
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He and his
David felt

David was an active member of his community and
known by many people

In the county.

He became a deacon

of his church and at one time sat on the Town Council.
It was very

Important to David to keep his Illiteracy a

secret.
He has worked for a local

paper mill, Strathmore,

for 35 years and because of his inability to read had
turned down numerous promotions.

His reputation at

work was dependent on his ability to take

large

machinery apart and rebuild it to specifications.

He

managed to do
this by bringing the blue prints and orders home at
night

to have his wife read them to him and then

sneaking back
of

in at night to do the work.

He told us

the numerous times he had turned to someone and

said,

"Can you read this to me,

I

forgot my glasses."

The man had fooled people all his life,

buying the

paper every morning and pretending to read it at break.
He was extremely

inquisitive and knew how to draw

information out of people,

and he seemed never to

forget anything that was said.

It became rapidly

obvious that David's memory was extraordinary.
well

traveled and well

informed.
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He was

David has three grown children; one daughter
lawyer.

Is a

He had encouraged his children to aim for

higher education and he used both his wife and his
children as his own readers to get
available to him by reading.
of him.

Information only

They were extremely proud

When he made the decision to come and ask us

for help they threw him a party.

It probably took

courage for him to come forward and admit his
illiteracy, especially because he was so well

known.

My opinion of David was that he was humble, strong and
paternal.

From the first night, David waited for me to

leave, walking me to my car and making sure my car
started.

By all

outward signs,

New England gentleman.
read.

David was an educated

But David wanted to learn to

He seemed highly motivated and curious.

Intake: Right to Read

David originally came to the Orange site
September 1983.

At

in

this point, Greenfield Community

College had organized us to teach a two evening a week
class at Mahar Regional

High School

in Orange.

David

was one of eight students who signed up for this class
He was 56 years old and thinking about retirement.
The

lesson plans for these classes were consistent.
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I

would read aloud to the class for 15 minutes and spend
10 minutes discussing whatever we would read.

Then

people would work on either their reading lessons or
their writing lessons.

Students were encouraged to

find books that they wanted to read.
literature at
brought

low readability, high adult

in for students after an

administered.
beginning,

Selections of

Interest

Reading Instruction was,

Interest were
interview was

in the

taken directly from the Laubach workbooks

which were highly sk111s-or1ented lessons.
writing,

For

students were encouraged to compose their own

writings.

They each had their own writing folders and

were asked to write something for at
a class if not more.
keep a journal.

least ten minutes

Students were also encouraged to

Few students would do this.

My time

was spent conferencing with people about their writing
and going over their
felt

it was

important.

student enough
reasons.

lessons in the workbooks when I
I also was trying to give each

individual

attention for motivational

Each week we would play some predicting game

such as "word of

the week."

David responded extremely well
began by writing small

to all

of this.

amounts and reading anything.
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He

I believe that

the Laubach series was a mistake because

it centered the students on skills such as phonic
lessons that were not derivative of anything else the
student was thinking or

learning about.

David did them

like any task, methodically and with care.
In November 1983, David suffered a major heart
attack.

He had a triple by-pass.

His wife came and

asked me for materials she could work with him on.

He

did not want to lose momentum, but unfortunately he had
no choice.

I did not hear from him until

April

1985.

The Beginning

On April
for an

intake

26,

1985 David walked In off the streets

Interview at TLP's Greenfield site.

had seen the article
newspaper)

in "The Recorder"

in early April

(the

He

local

announcing to the community

that we were open and available and decided It was time
for him to come back.

David was back at work.

He was

also taking a class for cardiac patients at the
Greenfield YMCA.

His teacher was interested in

training David to teach the same class at the Athol,
Ma. YMCA.

This was an exercise program for clients

who had had heart attacks.

David's personal
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goal was

be able

to read comfortably enough

to teach

this

c1 ass.

When he came

In he scored on

the WRAT at

1.0.

Policy was that when a student scored below a 2.0 on
the WRAT he was not asked to do the
David made
context.

It clear

IRI.

to Jim that he could read better

He read the 3rd grade passage on

understood

However,

the

interview he

told Jim that

going to be a much easier
write,

especially

David write

and

It.

David did give Jim a writing sample.
intake

IRI

In

uncomfortable

the

learning to read was

task for him than

learning to spell.

the act

In

learning to

When watching

appeared to be physically

for him.

Instruction

David agreed to two classes a week and started
with Jim as his teacher.
Mystery 2nd grade
was on reading for
of

in order

(see

fig.

hysterical

book and

loved

fun and writing.

"the Men's Club."

tried
lie

level

He was placed

One of

to get
4c).

and wrote

the

in a Jamestown
it.

Jim's focus

David became part

lessons which Jim

this group writing was to write a

The men all

found the assignment

lies willingly.
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Jim also had them

write directions from their homes to TLP.
Immediately got

David to start a journal,

dellgently wrote
"while my bride

In at 5 AM
Is still

All

read at

of

all.

which he

In his morning solitude;

asleep."

Frequently someone would come
him.

He

Into

TLP who knew

them were shocked to discover he could not
David had to forfeit his secrecy.

now gone public with his
Although his thirst

He had

Illiteracy.
for

learning was obvious and

he was reading text at a 5th grade

level

by July,

getting David to write seemed to be more difficult,
because
him.

it was such a physically

David could tell

with greater ease

taxing activity

stories much more

than any of

for

fluently and

the other men,

but

writing was hard.
So Jim tried to get David to do a dialogue journal
with him,
response.
would not
do

lessons

but

David would write one

Jim would
answer

line and demand a

leave open ended questions,

them.

but he

David would read or he would

that were prepared,

but he just would not

write.
David was resistant
than

to any other activities other

reading aloud to someone else.
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Yet he was always

in good humour and fun.
directing him
difficult

David could keep you

from

into doing something new and it was

to recognize

that he was doing this,

you suspected that he was.

and when

it was unclear why he was.

He seemed so motivated and yet he also seemed as though
he were fighting you the whole way.
The following are 2 samples of David's writings
over an 8 month period.
the actual

physical

David got more relaxed with

act of writing, but he never

decided it was something important for him to be doing.
In July

1985 a miscue analysis (Goodman & Burke

1972) was administered to determine where reading
instruction needed to be focused. The miscue showed
that at a fifth grade reading level
80%.

comprehension was

76% of his miscues were strong yet those miscues

that did change the meaning were never corrected.

It

was difficult to tell whether this was due to the tape
recorder and how nervous it was making David during the
testing or
I

if he really did not correct his miscues.

chose nervousness as the answer because his retelling

showed that he understood details on which he mlscued.
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I

felt that he was correcting in his head even if he

did not correct aloud.

This mlscue analysis showed

that David s reading strategies were strong.

I

felt

that what David needed to do was to just keep reading,
to practice.

Writing and reading for pleasure became

the focus for David's instruction; however, soon he
fought this decision.
In July the "Men's Club" came to an end.

I became

a regular part of the classroom. Jim and I were both
teaching in the classroom and there was little
attention paid to who taught who during the summer.
David did not seem to be affected by this.

In late

August 1985, Annie came to work for TLP as my aide.
She became David's regular teacher, and Jim kept up
with him so that some continuity could be restored.
In August

I brought David a copy of Maine Trivia.

by Peter Farrow.
humorous oral
his Interest

This is a collection of Maine

tales.

I brought this to him because of

in Yankee humour.

David was always making

plays on words and poking fun at the Yankee mentality.
He felt

it was ingrained in him.

I felt that this book

of Yankee humour would begin his journey
just for pleasure.

into reading

David had a difficult time reading
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this.

He was interested in it, and he was extremely

flattered that

I had brought him back a book from my

vacation in Maine, but he did not get the
the stories.

inferences in

Understanding inference while reading

seemed to be more difficult for him than using
inferences orally.

It was at this point that we made

the supposition that the text he had been given to read
so far did not ask the reader to infer

information.

I

felt that the best way to teach him to do this was to
let him have more experience with reading;

the way for

David to learn to infer was to continue to read books.
But David became frustrated with his reading Maine
Trivia.
We then tried to get David interested in A11
Things Bright and Beautiful.
a task for him.

Reading this was too slow

It had all of the

ingredients of a

book that was going to interest him, but
slowly.

Yankee magazine seemed to be

it went too

ideal

for

reading for pleasure, but David seemed to need reading
for work

instead of pleasure.

He felt once he got this

reading stuff down, he could then read for pleasure.
He was not going to fal1
perfect"

for my "practice makes

lecture, he argued with me and thought there
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was a better way to teach him.

When he was good at

the job, he would grab a book and go read In his boat
in the Connecticut River, but for now, he needed to
work not enjoy.
At the end of August
the WRAT and scored 6.0.

1985 David was retested on
This score was more

reflective of what he was actually reading.
read beyond that, but he felt that

He could

it went so slow that

he got tired easily and stopped.
In September 1985, one student did a language
experience on porcupine stew.

This led Annie/teacher

to the

David was interested in

idea of a TLP cookbook.

placing his recipe for pickled jelly or three alarm
meat 1 oaf
right

in the cookbook.

for David's

interests.

time with the actual

physical

with authoring any pieces.
short and factual:

Recipe writing was about
He had too difficult a
act of writing to keep up

His Journal

"Today I did this."

entries were
But the

furthest David got was to bring the evening staff
crackers, cream cheese, and his pickled jelly.
great,

It was

but not a good enough stimulant to get David to

write.
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During reading instruction,
to do a book that dealt with

I tried to get David

inference questions.

This

text had short complete passages followed by 5
inference questions.

David enjoyed this book because

of the short passages and questions he could answer.
He could do several

lessons at once and feel

himself got something done.

that he

In order for David to feel

as though he were accomplishing something he needed
feedback that felt

like traditional

school methods.

This was difficult for me because he would not work on
his writing nor would he read for any length of time
away from

TLP.

instruction,

So it was as though he was fighting

rather than allowing instruction to

facilitate his learning process.
On October 1st the staff notes say:
David - having a bout of discouragement.
he's not doing well
issue with him.

enough.

Think

Spelling is a big

Let him pick up some spelling

words to work on,

but don't get sucked into

spending too much time on spelling.
This was a means of trying to give David what he
thought he needed as well
David was methodical

as what I

and interactive
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thought he needed.
in his style of

learning, but he only had exposure to certain types of
schooling.

He was basing his opinions on what he

needed by what he knew got taught

In schools.

David began to choose five spelling words a week.
He was asked to write them, use them in sentences and
once a week he would have a spelling test.

But after

two weeks of this David stopped doing it, claiming he
didn't have enough time to study, and that
boring.

it was

Jim suggested that he start to use new words

in his journal,
each journal

incorporating a new spelling word into

entry.

This was not carried out for too

long either.
Jim wrote on Oct.

4 after not working with David

for a month:
David working in Drawing a Conclusion. Almost done
and should go into Topics next week (per

lmw) His

writing seems (to me) to be going downhill
concern about his writing Is escalating.

as his
There

were several words (something, evening, etc) that
he wrestled with months ago and got them down.
Now he's making the same mistakes he made 2/3
months ago.

His reading is doing fine.
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He

doesn't think so but he forgets he's reading more
challenging material

now.

It was impossible to assure David that what he was
doing was good work. He was convinced that he was not
do.ng well

enough to be reading any

his writing was impossible.
he needed new glasses,

itself.

One day I asked David if

thinking maybe he had a harder

time because of the change
text

in print than the actual

I also think that because the classroom

became busier that the noise level
distracting for David.
I

lengthly books and

became much too

Oct 9th

gave David Topics.

He says "I can't read

College books" Then proceeds to read me the first
four paragraphs with maybe 4 mlscues.

I

think

that the noise is mostly the problem.

When

working with David,

I

where

I've asked him to write me

it

is quiet.

something one day,

think it's important to go

and then edit

it the next.

Pointing out that he has the strength to do just
that

Oct.

—AHHHHH!

11th - Good to see him in TdPlCS-

He says it

scared him at first, but now he feels good about
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it.

We picked out 5 words (spelling errors)

him to use often

Oct

for

In sentences.

16th - David did not write sentences with the

words Jim gave him.
write them down.

He did however, periodically

He also had not done the

questions at the end of the story.

I did the next

story with him, he got 1 wrong. Again,
spends time, he's very good.
just worry about reading.
from his own writings.

if he

So - 1 told him to

I gave him 5 more words

On Friday - get him to

write the 10 sentences for the 5 words Jim gave
him - and 5 words I gave him.
to edit?

How do we get him

Do we have anything we can get him to

edl t?
David began to feel
much from him.

as if we were just expecting too

We were reacting to his original

feeling of not learning enough, but now he

was feeling

as though our expectations were too high and that he
was having a difficult time keeping up with the work.
Unfortunately,

it never occured to any of us that David

might have been ill.

He complained about his right arm

hurting, but he assured us that there was nothing wrong
with his heart.

At the end of the month we decided
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that we had to work with David alone and that

if he was

interested in what he was reading he read well
not, he became too laborious about the task.
attitude fluctuated so often that
track of where he was when.

and if
His

it was hard to keep

These entries from the

first week of November describe a David who is excited
about his work and willing to try new activities.
November 2nd the

On

log entry was as follows:

His writing improved dramatically this week.
believe

I

it's because he's paying more attention to

what he writes.

He also tried new words

(phonetically correct).
questions and did well

Worked on Topics
except that he doesn't have

the vocabulary he needs.

Nov. 5th - David is feeling experimental

- using

new words - editing his own work at home and
slowing down while writing.

In Topics has problems

because of his vocabulary.

Remind him that he's

not used to the format
about fiction).

in Topics - (i.e.

thinking

James Herriott stories...try

again?
Nov. 7th - Wrote a lot for today - (told some
little stories ) and seemed to have a good time
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editing.
much

His spelling is much Improved and he's

less uptight about

It.

I mentioned the James

Herriott book and he expressed mild interest.

Nov 8th - Had a full

page of writng done.

Some

familiar mistakes (eaving -evening) but continues
trying new words. Comp questions In Too 1cs - 7 out
of

10 correct.

David went away for two weeks. His daughter paid
for him and his wife to join her in Las Vegas for a
Haggler fight.

David was very impressed by his

daughter and pleased about the trip.

He talked about

her and the trip a lot and was excited.
at

He came back

the end of November excited about his trip.

had interacted with print

in a new way.

Also he

He had

traveled and been able to read brochures and menus and
he knew he had changed.
Dec.

4th

- David did really well

reading,

writing and answering questions - he enjoyed "The
Day I Almost Drowned" only 3 wrong - he brought us
goodies (granola bars - yum) and we did spend some
time chatting.
tonight.

He admitted to being a reader

Likes All

Creatures but

but he's continuing with it.
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its a bit hard -

In December 1985,

David was reading novels.

discouraged again.
stories.

We tried some Rou1d Dahl

He was
short

But before David's new found excitement was

completely doused TLP broke for Christmas vacation.

It

was possible that we were asking David to do too much
too fast,

not

letting him sit

in some of the

comfortable places for awhile.

He began to feel

comfortable with Topics and with editing and we went
out trying to get him involved with novels.
finished Topics just before Christmas break.

David
When Jim

asked him what direction he wanted to go in then, he
said he wanted light reading and not GED preparation.

Jan 8th - David finished Topics Colive book)
Topics

(brown book)

There was talk about GED

books, but David read a social

studies paragraph

and said that he really didn't feel

ready.

of written work with few major errors.
think

into

Lots

Jim,

I

it's up to you to get him into the GED book

I have an

Idea.

Does he want to work towards GED?

Light reading?????
lighthouse books?
firpat. and Small
"relaxing"

it

but

How about one of the
He

is enjoying fill

Creature

I don't know how "light"

is for him....
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or

The staff had decided that GED should be David's
next step and we did not seem to listen to him,
did not want to prepare to take his GED.

that he

The Topics

brown book was too difficult for him, so Jim went back
to discussing GED with David.
know enough of

the words in a book he thought he was

weak m vocabulary.
written

David thought he did not

language

Jim thought that maybe the

lack of

in his life was now a variable.

Jim gave David an Understanding Vocabulary book
mid January.

On January 14th 1986 David gave

in

into us.

He felt comfortable with the vocabulary book, but the
brown book was just too difficult, so he chose to go
with the GED book.
Jan 22 - Vocabulary work at home going at about
80% correct.

GED reading section is great for

changing his reading strategies - i.e. he's
beginning to read to find information rather than
to get the words.
but

I

think

It's difficult and slow going,

it's productive.

Jan 29th - Feeling some discouragement again - not
seeing enough progress.
too hard.

I wonder if I'm pushing

The problem Is getting him to use

semantic strategies and prior knowledge rather
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than phonetic word attack He needs to get past
this point.

Here was proof that when David felt uncomfortable
with text, he returned to an old cue system.

He was

efficient at using sound/letter cues, but he was now
reading words that were not consistent.

He did not

have other strategies for defining new words In text,
and although his miscues at a lower reading level were
highly semantic, he was now forfeiting his semantic
strategies.

It was difficult to impress upon David the

necessity to stay with his semantic strategies and use
a dictionary

in certain cases.

David picked up Black Beauty on his own
it and began to write on

it.

He

loved

He dropped the GED book

on his own and began to direct people again by showing
up with writing and questions such as how to spell
cardiovascular.
the month of March
classes.

He also decided he needed to take off
1986.

David never returned to

He had a stroke and lost most of his

eyesight.
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Overview

Although David stopped being able to come to
classes, he
one eye.

Is reading still.

He regained the sight

In

Periodically he comes In to share with us

what he has done or read recently.
It appears that although he learned more and
faster than the normal

TLP student, neither he nor the

staff ever gave him time to feel
of reading.
went

successful

at the task

According to pre and post WRATs, David

from a 3rd to a 9th grade reading level with ease.

He never felt comfortable with writing, but his writing
did improve.

And because of his style, he never

let

reading become fun: however, he certainly had fun with
us.

In some ways,

David was the

ideal

learning style was both methodical

student.

His

and interactive.

He

enjoyed stories and he enjoyed new information, but he
was fiesty and needed to be
of his adult

in control.

He had been

in

control

all

to be.

However, his health and his age were beginning

to cause him to feel

life and he needed to continue

out of control

anyway.

David s

body consistently nagged at him, and although he talked
about reading as something to do in his retirement,
David may have been trying to clear up all
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of his own

personal

loose ends

Learning to read was one of

those

CASE STUDY FOUR:

JANE

Cenera 1—Background
Jane was one of eleven children raised In South
Deerfield, Massachusetts.
being close.

Jane spoke of her family as

Although they were all

the United States,

they kept

big family gatherings.

spread out across

In touch and often have

Jane and her brother Len were

the only two siblings who stayed in this area.
South Deerfield could almost be thought of as a
suburb of Greenfield.
it

is

located next

Deerfield.
It

Several

is a small

Primarily supported by

industry,

to Greenfield and Historic
large companies are

located there.

town right next to a large town.

Greenfield was the primary business center when Jane
was growing up.
According to Jane,
both put

in special

Deerfield school
school
was

she and her brother Len were

education classes

system.

They both had trouble

and were thought to be "slow."

in the 6th grade,

in the South

she had been
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in

By the time oane

labeled dyslexic and

borderline retarded.

Jane felt she was not encouraged

to continue her Interest

In art either.

She

loves to

do crafts and is talented in design; however, she
believed that because of her

lack of

intelligence she

should never try to do anything business like with her
abi1ities.
Jane left school
married.

in the eleventh grade to get

She married her high school

sweetheart and

immediately had two children. When the children were
pre-school,

in

Jane went to work at the Brattleboro plant

of Erving Paper Mill.

She had been working on the

floor at Erving for nine years when she came to TLP.
Jane felt

intimidated by the school

systems still.

She was worried about her younger daughter, who seemed
to have a harder time
daughter.

in school

than her older

Jane felt that the elder was like her father

and the younger

like her and she was afraid that the

schools would make the same mistakes that they made
with her and turn the child away from getting her
education.
Jane's brother Len had quit school

at sixteen.

had become a talented landscape artist and had gone
into business with a friend.
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His friend handled the

He

business operations and Len did the creating and the
labor.

His partner embezzled from the company,

and one

day Len found his company bankrupt without any
recourse.
them,

Len had signed papers without having read

leaving him solely responsible for the company.

His friend was gone.
sister decided that

Len was depressed.

His wife and

if Len would go and learn how to

read and write, he would feel

better about himself.

Jane told Len that she would join TLP
Len's wife had read about TLP in the
She had called and recieved more

So

with him.
local

newspaper.

information about the

program and then set up an appointment for both

intake

i nterviews.

The Beoinninc

On January 24,
at TLP.
and

1986 Jane and Len's wife appeared

Jane was 34 years old.

Jim did the

intake,

it was very clear to him from the start that Jane

was there to help her brother.

He found her gutsy -

talking about canoe trips she had taken recently.
had taken classes in arts and crafts and sport.
risks was a part of her character.

She
Taking

She spoke about her

willingness to be daring and about Len/s shyness and
his need for someone to come with him and how he needed
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someone to actually get
She thought

In the truck with him and come.

that he would come the next time,

she was Just finding out

If

and that

this was going to be "OK"

or not.
At the

intake she scored 5.8 on the WRAT.

She

accomplished this through persistence and a strategy of
methodically decoding each word.

Yet when asked to

read text she did not score as high on the IRI
receiving a 3.0.
meaning;

Jane did not know how to read for

instead she pushed through text by decoding

every word.
As her teacher,

I started her

in the Jamestown

Mystery Series, hoping that she could read the second
grade text with success and begin to feel
confidence right away.
editing.

some

Writing instruction focused on

Although writing was tedious for Jane,

she

attempted it with the same tenacity that we saw her
apply to everything.

Her dyslexia seemed evident

in

her spelling patterns but her auditory processing
seemed to be strong.

I asked

TLP's diagnostician to

come and observe Jane and look at her first few writing
samples to varify these conclusions and she did.
we both observed Jane's verbal
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language usage and

Also,

vocabulary as much more sophisticated than the majority
of

the students at TLP.

be a place to start

Therefore,

editing seemed to

Instruction with Jane and begin to

attend to graphic and semantic cues.
Instruct 1 on

For the first week of
and wrote.

Instruction Jane read for fun

However the writing was much more difficult

for her than anticipated, because she was embarassed
about her spelling and felt this was proof of her
inability to write.

During editing time we worked on

patterns such as "sh"

and "ch".

worked on spelling or

letter patterns In the beginning,

I

felt that

if we

it would help Jane with her writing and also help
improve her graphic/phonic strategies.

If she was

going to use this strategy there were some consistent
patterns that we could focus on during editing time
instead of reading time.
entries made

The following are log

in the first two weeks of February, which

indicate that Jane was moving quickly

in reading.

Jan. 29th
Jane is working really hard - She adds a couple of new words each day.

Feb. 4th
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Doing fine with Scott Foresman Level D (4th grade) Reading and
comprehenndlng.

Give her some time to recognize her competence and she'll

fly.

Feb. 7th

Getting almost everything right In comprehension questions In Scott Foresman.
Very shy about writing but doing fine with the reading.

Feb. 11th
Read News For You - Learned about reading articles to determine the point of
the story (the who, what and where).
Still stops at proper nouns.

Did quite well with encouragement.

I kept telling her to guess.

I also encouraged

her to look at The Recorder for follow-up stories to these articles.

Even though volunteers were describing her reading
at

the fourth grade

level

as good,

feeling frustrated by her work.

Jane herself was

She consistently read

a short story, worked on comprehension questions,
wrote.

and

On February 14th she went back to reading Peril

On The Road one of

the Jamestown Mysteries (2nd grade

level). This was again to help reading be fun.

By the

middle of March 1986 she had finished Murder By Radio
too.
Jane's major frustration continued to be spelling.
The following log entries demonstrate that Jane was
focused on her spelling,

and feeling less success
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because of the

importance she placed on spelling.

tried several ways to draw her attention off of
spelling and back on reading and authoring.
to help demonstrate the

I

the

In order

idea that spelling was not the

major emphasis of writing and to show her that spelling
tests were not going to help her,
test.

I gave her a spelling

Although this sounds contradictory, giving

adults what they think Is right for them often
demonstrates to them that they are wrong.

This usually

works better than arguing theory with them.

So on Feb

21st spelling words were chosen from her writings.
Mar 7th
Finished Peril on The Road (Jamestown: Level 3) for leisure reading.
some reading aloud while working on questions with me.

Did seme writing and

did very well, even corrected some of her own misspelled words.
the idea of spelling tests.

Did

Gave up on

YAY!

Mar 14th
Up to Level E Scott Foresman (5th grade).

Her silent reading is much more

efficient and strong than her reading aloud.
Wants to try spelling words again.

She loves Camilie.

Good job!

Gave her 7 spelling words.

Mar. 18th
Went over "ch" sound in spelling.
on first story of higher S.F. book.

Almmost finished Camilla.
Wrote for me too!
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YEAH!

Did really well

Mar 21st

Went over “sh1 in writing, also words would, could and should.
and took QalK In Wolf Woods
Instructional reading.

Level E is O.L

She finished

100% in comprehending

She's proud of herself! YAY!

April 7th

Crossword puzzles to work on spelling.
really well on Scott Foresman.

Finished Walk In Wolf Wood.

Doing

I am going to try to only focus on

comprehension.

The

Introduction of young adult novels seemed to

do the trick for Jane.

Once she felt that reading was

not a performance, she took to it.

She discovered it

was something fun to do in her spare time.

She went

through a series of young adult novels that she and her
youngest daughter shared. Her oldest daughter would
steal

them and finish then

infuriated Jane,

in an evening which

but she had found something to do

academically with her children and was extremely
pleased.

One of Jane's motivators was her fear that

the school

system would do to her younger daughter what

it had done to her.
put her

in special

The school was debating whether to
education or not.

she took a more active role

Jane felt that

if

in her daughter's education

she could help prevent this move.
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She was now getting

the girls to do their homework all

together after

dlnner.
By April

11th Jane was working on crossword

pozzies and getting help fining out applications.

She

knew she could read on her own and had found time for
reading In her schedule.
her

lessons.

We let her take control of

She also decided to try getting her

drivers 1icense.
On April

18th Jane moved into Topics For The

Rest 1(Jamestown Publishers),
stories.

Jane was now a reader

wanted her high school
to

instruct her

an anthology of short
in her opinion.

She

equivalency diploma, so we began

in answering the type of questions that

would be asked of her on the G.E.D.

April 28th
Some of the reading is very difficult for her, but her thinking and reasoning
is so good that she is capable of handling Topics.

It's also interesting to

see that the words that are long and involved don't mess her up, but small
root words with funny suffixes freak her right out. Is preparing to take the
driver's test.

Can read the manual, but is scared stiff of driving.

Jane missed the entire month of May.
continued to work on her own.
June

1986,

But she

When she returned in

she was ready to begin G.E.D. preparation.
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Her WRAT showed her at 7.0, but her comprehension
was much higher.
using all

level

She was reading continually and was

strategies in her reading.

Jane was now trying to get her niece to Join her
in class.
school
fine,

Laura

had quit before she graduated high

because she had a baby.

she just needed some brush up and she would pass

the GED with no problem.
should do

Jane not only felt Laura

it, but wanted the family support for her own

new endeavor.

Her children were supportive of her, but

she was beginning to feel
supportive.
class,

Laura 's skills were

as though her husband was not

He stopped being willing to drive her to

so she would walk, and talk of the driving

lessons stopped.

Jane was getting independent.

Jane

finished the reading section of the GED and passed the
test with a B.
section.

political

into the social

studies

This was going to be difficult for her

because of her
However,

She then went

lack of knowledge about social

she found it fascinating.

Phil

studies.

collected

cartoons and we began giving separate

on how to read a cartoon.
information

lessons

Jane could infer the right

in order to answer the question.
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She did

not have trouble with abstract

thought,

and still

ntinued to be amazed at how much she knew.
Qverv1ew

Jane joined TLP advisory board in September 1986.
She was very

interested in helping raise money for the

place and to help put together the new Board of
Directors.

She took on a project for November.

She

would run a class or workshop on Christmas wreath
making and then help to sell
TLP.

the wreaths to benefit

She organized, collected the supplies and taught

the workshop.

She also took her social

and received a C.

studies test

Jane was on her way towards

independence.
Christmas break ended Jane's involvement with us.
She never returned.
occasionally call
but she never did.
wanting to be more
to symbolize an

In the first six months she would

and tell
Jane

us that she would come back,
lost her family's support for

independent.

Her GED was beginning

independence that her family especially

her husband was beginning to see as threatening.
instruction had been good,
considerable,

but

and her gains were

the opposition that her family

created caused Jane to waiver.
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Her

CASE STUDY FIVE:
General

CHFPy[,

Background

Cheryl was born

In 1958 In Hartford, Connecticut.

Cheryl was the third child out of six.

She haa 2 older

brothers and eventually three younger sisters.
By the time Cheryl was nine, her family lived In
Huntington, Massachusetts.

Her paternal

grandmother

lived in the neighboring town of Worthington,
Massachusetts.

Between the ages of 9 and 14 Cheryl

lived mainly with her grandmother.

Her mother was an

alcoholic, which was extremely difficult for Cheryl.
Her parents were divorced when she was 12.

By the time

she was 14 she had to move back home to take care of
her younger sisters.
responsibility.
along.

Cheryl

Her brothers did not take any

But her mother and she did not get
hated her mother's frequent boyfriends

and everyone fought, but someone had to take care of
the younger kids,
who was then two.
was sixteen.
Corps

including Cheryl's youngest sister
Cheryl

ran away from home when she

She got a job with the Neighborhood Youth

in Amherst, Massaachusetts working on the work
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crew.

This program was run by CETA.

Cheryl

lived In a

boarding house and worked for over a year on the
workcrew

with the guys."

Renaissance Community
here that she

Later she moved to the

In Gill, Massachusetts.

It was

learned how to garden, but she left,

because the leader of the community took control
everyone's money which Cheryl

felt was wrong.

went back to Amherst and worked at a bar.

of

She then

After a year

it was discovered that she was underage and she was
fired.
She met her husband when she was 19 and she
with him.
was 23.

She got pregnant and married him when she
He was abusive to her and

sick man."
companion

in her words "a

She left him after she met her present male
in 1983.

Cheryl
has

Kelley, her daughter, was 2.

lives in Ashfield, Massachusetts where she

lived for five years.

Ashfield is twenty-seven

miles away from Greenfield.

It

is half way between

Pittsfield and Greenfield making it at
ride to the closest

large town.

end of Franklin County and is all
farming.

lived

Ashfield is the very
rural

The closest place to shop

is almost a half hour drive.
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least an hour's

land with some

is Shelburne which

Cheryl

1 Ives in a house with her two daughters,

and her boyfriend of five years lives next door.
Cheryl

has both a vegetable garden and a flower garden

of which she
active

is very proud.

in her

She has friends that are

life and in her daughters'

lives.

Her

oldest daughter attends Sanderson Academy.
Intake: Right to Read

I

first met Cheryl

to enroll

in September 1983 when she came

at the Greenfield Community College Right to

Read program (Greenfield site) which I had been hired
to direct.

She said she was 27 years old with one

child and going through a divorce.
that

She was convinced

if she came to this program she would learn.

She

had been told by a friend that she was dyslexic and
that she thought that the school
unaware of her handicap.
retarded by the school

systems must have been

She had been

system and been

labeled
in special

education classes. As mandated by the Program,
her the Slosson I.Q.
test.

I gave

test and the WRAT word recognition

She scored 97 on the Slosson and at a 3.9 level

on the WRAT.

Cheryl was not mentally retarded.

She

actually presented herself as bright and motivated.
With

the exception of the fact
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that she was going

through a divorce which might have been al1
capable of

attending to,

Cheryl

she was

seemed to me

the

perfect student.
I

also had available

only had worked at a
also a

to me a volunteer who not

literacy program

in Maine,

learning disability specialist.

to meet with Cheryl

once a week

College.

I

She was willing

to do one on one

tutoring and address the dyslexia
would also come

if

need be.

Cheryl

to two classes a week with me at

felt

that

to help Cheryl

class would be

to get her

improve.

Cheryl's personal

could help
Cheryl

information.

I

goal

also felt

that

show up

excuse after another.

in

in

I

felt

that by

But

addressing this

however,

for Cynthia,

Cheryl

for me and

it was very difficult
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she

giving her one

wrote poetry

reading something.

to read

fun.

attended class regularly;

would read some.

My goal

was to be able

foster reading for

constantly did not

interested

this.

Cheryl's reading and writing would

to her preschooler.
goal

with

Cynthia

to write and to discover

reading as a means to get
reading and writing,

the

if

Cheryl's friend was right about her dyslexia,
would be able

but was

She wanted

to get her

worksheets,

a common desire among

Worksheets are what

they know.

literacy students.

Cheryl

class with a new crisis each day.
excuses not

She had several

to stay and because she

and had to drive so far,

would enter

lived

In bad weather she would

either not come or drive down and decide
immediately

In order

In Ashfleld

to drive back.

to

Cheryl

leave
did have a

friend who tended to her daughter.
I was extremely suspicious of her

intentions and

what

she was doing taking this course;

only

gain

better.

I

could see

for Cheryl

was

however,

the

learning to read

Cheryl's daily crises were so dramatic and

imaginative and her unwillingness to attend regularly
was so consistent,

that

I

began

to have a hard time

taking her seriously.
The class that
from a different
sixties,

but

a

were primarily
old paternal

Cheryl

culture.

Cheryl

farmer as well.
young ex-cons.

was a child of

The men

the

in the group

There was one 45 year

blue collar worker and another 22 year old

woman who had never
Cheryl

attended was mostly young men

was an oddity

left Greenfield
in

that class;
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in her

life.

she was not

accepted by the other students.

So In December 1983,

when the class closed for Christmas, Cheryl
The

last time she was evaluated for the Right to

Read program, she was at a 6th grade

level

and was reading Madellene L'Engle's Caml1
had grown

on the WRAT
Cheryl

Ip.

in spite of her lack of concentration.

thought maybe Cheryl was trying to con me
believing that she was illiterate, but
gain

left.

I

into

I could see no

in her con.

The Beginning

Cheryl

walked in TLP directly from the Welfare

Office on February 11,

1986.

She had been referred by

the Aide For Dependent Children office. They were
trying to encourage her to gain skills so that she
would be eligible for the Commonwealth/s Employment
Training (E.T.) Program.
since

I had seen Cheryl

same story about her

It had been 2 1/2 years
and she

immediately told me the

inability to read until

figured out

that

that Cheryl

had reappeared into my

real

I did remember her.

she

I was not pleased

life. Yet

I had no

reason to believe this woman was insincere

new attempt

to try to read well
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in her

enough to take her GED.

I consented to do the
immediately.

Intake

Interview with her

She proceeded to tell me that she was 27 .

the same age she had given me

In 1983.

Her divorce

had come through and she now had a new baby by the same
man she had been

living with during the Right to Read.

She told me she quit school when she was 16 and In the
10th grade.
want

I did not chat with Cheryl.

to make her feel

comfortable.

while retelling me all

Cheryl

I did not
did spend a

about her dyslexia and how awful

it was that Kelly could read better than she could.
She knew that

I could help her overcome her problem so

that she could go to work.
Welfare that

She had also been told by

the Commonwealth would pay for her

schooling and her transportation to and from school
.20$ a mile this comes to an additional
Cheryl
hours

(at

check for

amounting to $21.60/week for spending three
in the classroom).

I

administered the WRAT to Cheryl.

She scored 4.8

and read the 6th grade IRI with 75% comprehension.
explained to Cheryl

that

she had learned at G.C.C.

I

I

felt she had retained what
and that she underestimated

her own abilities.

She believed that she could sound

out some words,

that she lost the thread of what

but
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she was reading when she did so.
read at a much
Cheryl

lower

level

She thought that she

than my tests were showing.

signed on to take two 1

1/2 hour classes a week

starting the following Monday.
Instructinn

I was the head Instructor

In the classroom, but

because of my attitude towards Cheryl, Jim and Betty
were her primary teachers.
staff about how I
get

I was very vocal

to the

felt about her, warning them not to

too involved with Cheryl's stories.
In deciding where to begin with Cheryl's

instruction,

I

ignored the WRAT score and her story of

being dyslexic and started her
Foresman Adult Learning Series.

in the 6th grade Scott
However,

for the month

of February 1986, she seemed to focus on math.
she began to read,
- did well

"she read through that book quickly

- getting 80% or over on all

comprehension questions (log entry Feb.
thought
which

Once

of the
1986)."

I had

that she could handle Topics for The Restless

is a collection of short stories which are

advertised to be around a 7th -9th grade
collection

level.

is not abridged or tampered with;

This

they are

just stories written by authors such as Maya Angelou,
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Ray Bradbury, and Norman Mailer.
wrote

in the

On March 18th Betty

log:

Did story #6 - got 2 right -will
comprehend -

It's still

March 20th:

car problems!!!

math.

re-do to try to

easier to chat.

Calm enough to try

Did ok with adding and subtracting

fractions.

Whenever Cheryl would have problems reading she
would try to hide those problems by either developing
dreadful
focus.

personal

problems, or by changing her academic

Betty had a very difficult time keeping Cheryl

on target.

I began to think that Cheryl was faking her

sincerity about her

interest

seemed as though when Cheryl

in getting her GED.

It

did work at home she would

get everything right, but when she did them at TLP she
got

few correct.

She was also very good at telling

stories that were filled with harrowing details.
one that
school

is so memorable

The

is one where on her way to

she got 2 flat tires going around a corner,

managed to control

the car and get

it off

the road.

She then waved an older man off the road, putting her
six year old in the car while explaining to both of
them that Kelly should call

her friend from the nearest
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Phone booth.

The man drove the child to the nearest

phone booth.

Eventually someone came and got Cheryl

and the baby.
constantly

In other words, Cheryl's life was

In some type of crisis.

time believing anything Cheryl
why

(other than the fear of

benefits)

I had a difficult

said and I was unsure

losing her Welfare

that Cheryl bothered to come to school.

So I asked Phil
with Cheryl

and see

(in his role as counselor)

to work

if he felt she was cheating.

He

worked with her on March 27 1986, and his log entry

is

as foilows:
Cheryl

corrected 3 stories in Topics,

read and

started questions on a fourth - words difficult to
read, but she sticks to it,
several

gets most - Did

questions with me, got them right - Don't

think there's any fakery there.

Phil

felt that Cheryl was not faking anything.

He

thought that her strategies were good and that she
could answer questions.
became personally

Yet,

I was not convinced.

important to me to either change

Cheryl's behavior or get her to leave.
me was how did I show Cheryl
material

It

The problem for

that whenever she came to

that was new and scary to her she fled behind
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making up these

Incredible stories.

I also believed

that the reason she got everything correct when she
brought

It home was that she was looking up the answers

In the back of the book.

If one tried to get her to do

something difficult at TLP she

left the classroom and

would do everything at home and get everything done
quickly and accurately.

This made

It almost

Impossible

to teach her.
So on April

1st

I worked with her, deciding that

it was important to explain to her what

I thought was

happening with her and to offer her some solutions.
we worked with a story
Cheryl

As

it became clear to me that

did not understand a lot of

the vocabulary

.

She did not know how to look to define a word through
context,

so I

gave her a small

book published by

Jamestown Publishers that provided her with short
paragraphs and questions on vocabulary.
to model

I

then tried

for her how to answer the questions.

believed that
in this way,

if Cheryl

I

could begin to handle new words

she would not be so intimidated by them.

It was possible that she was intimidated by the new
words which was what was causing us to have such
conflicting feelings about her.

On April

4th Cheryl

had completed the entire vocabulary book and Jim wrote
In the

1og:

Had 100% correct
stories.

In the vocab book and In Topics

However, she wouldn't do questions while

~ says she does them
better at home.

Anyone suspicious?

To me the problem seemed to me that

Instead of Cheryl

communicating her discomfort with material, she took

it

home and kept from us her problems with the material,
paralyzing us from further
On April

10th, Cheryl

Instruction.
came to school

telling us

that her house had burned down and that she had lost
everything.
22 Cheryl

(See writing sample Figure 4.4.)

On April

came back and worked on math.

4/24 Betty
went over 2 stories - math homework - Started
"Garbage"

story - had baby here.

4/29 Betty
talked,

settled down - wrote for me and read more

on The Garbage Collector - Will
wrote about

it.
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finish at home and
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5/1 Betty
finished story and did questions
5/8 Llndy
Wrote a story - worked with Cindy
At

this point Cindy took Cheryl

student.

over as a regular

She worked with three women

in the early

afternoon section and they all were together.

Cindy

did not do any class instruction with them, she just
worked with them individually on their books or on
their writings, but she did it
the

in a separate room, with

intention to give these women a quieter place to

work together.

This made sense;

talkers in the classroom. Cheryl
write a

these women were the
began to focus and

lot.

It seems to me there were 2 important points here;
1) Cheryl may have been unable to work
independently on the work I

felt she should be doing;

therefore, when she worked in class alone,
poorly.

When she worked with someone else,

home or at school, she did wel1.
only some

interaction, but

Cheryl

she did
either at

needed not

I needed to get rid of my

attitude towards her and to relinquish some control
over what she was working on.
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2) Cheryl wanted to be there.

if she had not,

the crisis of her house burning would have given her
the perfect excuse to leave.
leave.

However,

she did not

Even though she was scattered, she came.

Cindy's taking over Cheryl

got rid of my bad

attitude and replaced it with someone who was
supportive.

Cindy also gave Cheryl

a chance to show

that writing was something she wanted to focus on and
that she really did want her G.E.D. The writing was
also hers.

Up until

this point nobody worked with her

on any materials of her choosing,
books for her to read for fun.
had been teacher centered.
and let Cheryl

including finding

All

of the

instruction

Cindy focused on writing

begin to express her own

interests.

She responded.

5/15 Cindy
good concentration - did complete story and got
perfect score on vocabulary and comprehension.

6/5 Phil
Did story on robot musician
problems with
most of

in Topics - had real

it (7/10 wrong), but was able to get

them right on 2nd try,

story together.

Will

after we went over

start GED soon - go slow.
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Cheryl's energy tended to make me believe that
working at a fast pace was natural
now looking at all

for her, but she was

new material, and we needed to

remember to bring our expectations and timing down.
Cindy's own temperment was much calmer,
model

study habits.

Cheryl,

and she could

She would go over questions with

forcing her to slow way down and modeling for

her test taking behaviours. Proof of Cindy's and
Cheryl's success came on June 10th when Betty wrote:
Finished Topics with 2 answers wrong on
story.
G.E.D.

I gave her the predictor test
book on reading skills.

last

in the

She got

15 correct

out of 20 questions.

Very excited !!

Judging

from her reactions it

is the best thing that she

could have done.
Cheryl
section of

took two months to do the Readiing Skills
the Scott Foresman G.E.D. preparation book.

This was a relatively
section.
She

However,

long-time for someone to do this

it was all

new material

to Cheryl.

took her time and went over her mistakes carefully,

making sure she understood the different sections.
Then

in August she began the social

section and it was

studies

logged that she would have
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difficulty with this section, because she did not know
how to read the many graphs and political
throughout

this section.

one week.

It was so obvious to Cheryl

cartoons

She finished this section

in

that this

section was not only a lot of reading, and formal
reading presenting a lot of new information that she
had not been exposed to,

that

it frightened her.

It

seem to me that Cheryl's reaction to fear was to create
a crisis and to pretend to have done the whole section
on her own.

This kept Cheryl

involved with us, but

got her out of dealing with social
read on August

studies.

The log

19th "Did s.s. post-test at home, got 51

or a B."
On August 21,

1986, Cheryl

came running into the

classroom in hysterics claiming that Welfare had
declared that they were making sure that she could not
come to her classes any

longer,

because an Ashfield

church had given her some money to help her buy food
and she didn't declare
he

it.

When Phil

heard this story

immediately got up and called Cheryl's counselor at

Welfare to find out why this person was threatening
Cheryl.

No one but Jim, Phil

(How dare anyone use school

or I could kick her out.

as a weapon against one of

our students.)

Cheryl was taken aback.

The counselor

had said no such thing and she had misunderstood him.
Phil

got the true story and explained to Cheryl what

was going on.
impressed.
tel 1

Phil

had stood up for Cheryl

and she was

Cheryl's attitude changed and her need to

us stories seemed to stop.
Meanwhile,

Channel

I had chosen Cheryl

57 with me on a panel

Johnny's Parents Read?"
verbal

show called "Why Can't

I chose Cheryl

and because she was not shy.

showing real

to appear on

because she was

She was also

signs of growth and although

it had been a

long time, she had gone from about a third grade level
to the G.E.D.
successful,

reading test with us.

Cheryl was already

although she herself did not see that.

I

thought maybe this TV appearance might help her to see
her own strength.

We met at 7:30 A.M. all

to go to star on TV.

dressed up

We had even made sure that our

clothes didn't clash.

Cheryl was scared stiff and

shaking, but also really happy that we had been given
the opportunity to tell
way down to Springfield,
the

her story.

We chatted all

the

each expressing trepidation at

idea of speaking in front of TV cameras and "what

kind of questions do you think they'll
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ask?"

Cheryl

spoke articulately about her

child, unable to read,
about

learning to lie

1lfe as a

always faking It.

She talked

.

In order to survive. She admitted

to using pictures on cans when she shopped, once
mistaking Crlsco for a can of fried chicken.
about

She spoke

learning to read as something that was extremely

hard work for her, but her schooling was very

Important

to her.
It seemed to me that Cheryl's and my relationship
had changed too,
Cheryl

more.

for I

found myself understanding

She was a hyperactive child,

now raising

a family by herself and scared but trying her hardest.
Her

lying was a defense strategy, which she did not

like either.

I

felt a lot of pride for Cheryl

that

day .
Cheryl

was now a star.

weeks afterwards.
The

She got mail

at TLP

for

People sent her books and letters.

1 o'clock Tuesday and Thursday group

in the

classroom was so proud of her. They bought her a
present and when a new letter was read aloud the women
would cry.

They were proud of her courage to come out

and talk about her handicap and her process of
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overcoming that handicap on TV (writing sample

see

Fugure 4.5).
On September 23 she was scheduled to take both the
reading and social

studies tests.

reading and received a high B on

She only took the
It.

She was very

pleased at her score and so were the rest of us.
started to go over some of the social
to go over the science section
Cheryl

and I became close.

She

studies and began

in a serious manner.
She began to bring me

presents, usually from her garden: pumpkins and gourds,
and I

spent

time before or after her sessions with

Cindy talking,
fears.

allowing her time to spill

out her

She began to take weekends with girlfriends,

and she started buying a different style of clothing.
She was feeling good about beginning to look "in
fash ion."
On Oct 7,

1986, she took the social

and received 37 or an F.

studies test

Cheryl was confused.

came back to the classroom and cried.
understand why she had failed.

She

She did not

She had done everything

she had been told,

"but some of the words were so

hard."

kept at

But Cheryl

it.
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A week

later she retook

the test and received a D.

Log entries continue to

appear.

10/28 concepts and vocab In science very
difficult.
on Nov 20th post test

Cheryl
TLP.

in science 15/60 correct

became willing to be a spokesperson for

She started to accept the fact that the science

was going to be difficult and would really require her
to work even harder
to be going well

learning new things.

Life seemed

for her.

In mid-Dec we closed down for two weeks.

I knew

in January 1987 that Cheryl was not ready to take the
science test, but

I hoped that she had enough

information to just pass it.

I also knew that I had to

get out of the classroom completely

in order to deal

with the administrative responsibilities of
business,

and that we needed to hire a new head

instructor.
January

Gerard came aboard the

last week

1987 as the new head instructor.

were that now that Cheryl
confidence

the

in herself

in

My fears

had developed enough

to stop creating her own crises,

TLP had created one for her.
the classroom together.

Both Cindy and I

left

And Gerard took over just as
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Cheryl

got a D on her science exam.

afraid of the toll
all

I was extremely

that the transition would take on

the students to whom I had gotten so close.
When Gerard took over, Cheryl

began to study for

the writing exam, which was comprised of

15% spelling

IT?hSl3|hrRitniii?9a?6 coHv'fncieKir,SBlcausidsR!SS

believed she couldn't.

111 can't do this. This is not

my strength." was what she told Gerard.
out

U>

But he figured

the minimum number she needed to get right

in order

to pass and decided he would teach her that much.

He

also was willing to accept that she was dyslexic and
assume that the spelling was much too difficult for
her.

He picked out those areas of the exam he felt she

could master and borrowed materials from the G.E.D.
program at Franklin Hampshire Employment and Training
and went
her

to work with her.

He also figured that both

learning to trust him and her fear of new material

would interact with her experiences.
out

Cheryl

that Gerard just cared about her passing,

figured
not about

how many she got right; he could teach her enough so
she would pass.
In a recent

He felt that this earned her trust

interview, Gerard said:
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..Convincing her that
task.

it was not an overwhelming

Whereas, science,

in my mind, was.

I had

& sense that she was never going to pass the
science conceptually, she was not gonna get this
stuff.
have

So in other words,

Indicated to her

at some point

I may

In a way that made sense

that she could pass this test,

and at that point

she may have looked at me with trust.

(Gerard

9/9/88)

What
I

I do remember more clearly than this is when

left

(TLP) and Cheryl

astonished!

broke down.

Then she was outside

I was
in the hallway

and I was sitting in the classroom.

She came

in

and sort of started to cry and left and I went
"W000!"
her.

and "excuse me"

and went out to talk to

And she said "The problem here

is that

it's

really hard for me

learn to trust a teacher and

when

bang they

I

finally do,

in my memory.

leave"

That's clear

(Gerard 9/9/88)

From looking at Cheryl's writing folder,

it

is

clear that Gerard was not as apt to focus on Cheryl's
actual

authoring.

Whereas,

Cindy used Cheryl's ability
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to focus in on her writing,

Gerard distracted her from

it.

I remember viewing her writing as a pass time.
was something she had down
why I
what

in a formula, which

It
is

think she could do it down and say here's
I'm going to write about and bang and if she

was excited she could write for a long time and if
she wasn't

it would go on for a short time, but

would always end out with the same kind of

It

formula

- the same sort of - here's the topic - say the
same thing a few times - and then it's great
fun or this is why I

think that,

the end ....Part of what

its

love Cheryl, or

VI was doing with her was

trying to keep her away from material

long enough

to relax.

She had a fear of spelling.

So I had

her write,

and a week would go by and I'd have her

tackle spelling from a slightly different angle or
a slightly

less intimidating position.

9/9/88

Gerard used Cheryl's own strategies to help her.
In the past,

all

of us viewed her distraction strategy

as a negative attribute, he viewed it as a positive
means to get her to relax.

He would get her distracted

by math or writing long enough to feel
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better about her

G.E.D. work and then a week
material.

later come back to that

That way she kept some movement with her

G.E.D. work.
It was also very clear that she was not cheating
with this section and that she would pass, according to
our posttests.
Cheryl

froze

Cheryl

got a D on the writing test.

inside the examination room every time she

had tested and had never admitted this to us.

She was

devastated admitting this to Gerard and me.
suggested that they hang a camera

In a small

But he
office and

simulate the testing site and practice at TLP.
On September 12,
It

1988 Cheryl

took the math exam.

took her over a year of coming two days a week to

TLP to prepare for the Math exam.
felt

This was the exam we

in the beginning would be an easy C for her,

because her basic math was strong.

She,

In fact,

got

the C.

Overview

Cheryl

has on several

spokesperson for TLP.

ooccasions acted as a

She spoke at a Governor's

conference with me (writing sample, see Figure 4.6),
and at a Greenfield Chamber of Commerce breakfast,
her voice can still

be heard on
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local

radio public

and

service announcements in the county encouraging others
come and learn to read.
was arlticulate about the
life,

especially
When

At these occasions, she
Importance of reading in her'

in regards to her chldren.

looking at Cheryl, several

be asked.

Why did Cheryl

questions need to

come to TLP after her

performance at Right to Read and why did she stick with
it?

Cheryl

has been coming to TLP regularly for two

and a half years, has improved her reading to the point
that she reads for pleasure regularly, has improved her
writing and yet took the

longest with the one test

in

the subject she seemed most comfortable with in the
beginning.
Cheryl was strongly advised by her Welfare
counselor to come to school.

She did, however, create

a great flurry as camaflouge for a long time before she
actually began to feel

a part of the program and to

begin to seriously attempt to learn.

Once Cheryl

to learn with Cindy, she stayed on target until
left and she was

began

Gerard

left with one test and conflicting

feelings about the task.
Cheryl

was now scared stiff she would not pass.

If she took her math test,

she would have to go back
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and take the "f"

over again. After all

It possible that she would fail
diploma?
this.

It took Cheryl

this work, was

and never get her

a year to come to terms with

It was only after Louise,

the new teacher,

accused her of coming only for the transportation
checks weekly that forced Cheryl
to take the exam.

to make an appointment

She was extremely pleased at her C.

She scheduled to take her make up test

in science for

two weeks later.
During this year, Cheryl went back to writing
poetry.

She

processor.

learned to do her poetry on the word

She can edit on the IBM and although she

does not think of herself as having computer skills,
she was not afraid of the computer either.

Recently,

she has been talking about getting into classes at the
community college.

Cheryl

is probably ready

academically for developmental

reading courses, but

is a question whether the college will

it

be able to give

her the flexibility that TLP has been able to in
regards to her style.
Cheryl

passed her G.E.D. during the writing of this

paper and is enrolled in Math and Reading 100 at the
community college!
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Evan grew up in Greenfield.
At

He was born In 1941.

the time his father worked for Greenfield Tap and

Die,

but soon was head of maintanence for the

Greenfield School

System.

Greenfield is the heart of Franklin County.

It

has gone through major changes in the past forty years.
However,

it

is important to know that during Evan's

lifetime Greenfield had gone from a primarily
industrial
social

town to a town that houses most of the

services and professional

county.

This is significant

agencies in the

in that the need for

higher education for a job in this town
now than

it was ten years ago.

Evan has a speech
stutter.

He went all

impediment which causes him to

the way through Greenfield schools

in what was then the special
that

is much greater

education class. Evan said

there were no severely handicapped children

in

that class, but that they were referred to as "the dumb
class."6

Outside of school
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Evan was told that he was

not dumb,

that he had a handicap; however,

no matter

what

the adults in his life said, his peers made fun of

him,

cal 1ing him stupid.

and write.

He did not

learn how to read

He claimed he became a great actor though,

because no one knew.

Evan told a friend that he had

enrolled in TLP. The man was a local
often came over for a cup of coffee.

policeman, who
After Evan had

been enrolled for about a year, he told his friend what
he was up to, where he was coming to school
was completely amazed,
believe

it,

saying,

you can read."

"Not you Evan.

I don't

Evan had learned how to

completely hide his lack of skills and still
visible

The guy

stay

in his community.

When Evan was in high school
in the evenings with his father.

he used to go to work
He was allowed to

help set up for evening events in the high school

and

then act as "the bouncer" when other students tried to
sneak

into the events.

Evan

lights up when he talks

about being lucky enough to see these events,
being able to tell

others to leave.

he talks about his father.
him the chance to feel

He

and also

lights up when

His father's position gave

special
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in a positive way.

Immediately after graduation Evan enlisted.

After

six months he was given an honorable discharge for not
knowing how to read.

Evan explains that because he

entered "the service between Korea and Nam,
much stricter about the rules."

they were

Evan was sent home.

Evan went to work as a car mechanic.

He worked

two years at one garage and then went to work for Don
Lorenz s garage.

This is one of the largest garages

and showrooms in the town of Greenfield.
for

12 years.

He

left there and went to work for

Kramer's Scrap Metal

because he didn't

to think they owned me."
to be responsible.
awhile"
for

He was there

But

11 I stay

want "Lorenze's

long enough at a job

I need to change once

(interview 9/1/88).

in

Evan has been at Kramers

15 years.
Kramer's is the

largest scrap metal

Western Massachusetts.
pays well
benefits.

driver.

is a high risk job which

Workers get bonuses monthly

the plant.

He was well

if they do not

They are called incentive

Evan worked a long time

section of

in

and provides its workers with very good

get hurt on the job.
bonuses.

It

plant

in the motor crushing

Then he was promoted to truck

liked in this position by both his
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employer and his customers.
him.

This was a secure Job for

The plant was secure and driving a truck was

secure.
Evan has been married for twenty years.
not have any children.
extensively
enjoy

He does

He and his wife have traveled

In New England.

They own a camper and

it.
In December of

Assistant Foreman.

1986, Kramer's made Evan an
Evan was honest with his boss and

the personnel manager about not knowing how to read and
write.

He also had made the decision to go back to

school .
I knew there were better things in
bullshit my way through
tired of myself,

life and was sick and

C9/1/88)

this a secret though from everyone but

the personnel manager and his wife.

He accepted the

post and asked that his supervisor "tell
were going whenever he could."
supervision and training.
to enroll
he felt

I had

so I made a promise to myself to

go back to school.

Evan kept

life.

He wanted the

Evan got promoted and came

at TLP in January 1987.

that any change

him how things

When I asked him If

in his life actually prompted
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him to come, he said no, he Just wanted to look out for
number 1 and be prepared.

The Beginning

Evan's intake

interview was done

in January 1987

by the head instructor of the Northampton site
Greenfield because she was available.
years old.

Marti's comments on that

do with what a nice man Evan was.

in

Evan was 45
interview have to

She was impressed by

his sweet shy straight forward manner; she believed
that

this was a student who was going to reach his

goals.

In the

interview Evan spoke about how he had

been mistreated and teased by the other kids in school
and about how anxious he was to give this new school
try.

He was willing to come two evenings a week.

a

Evan

scored 1.3 on the WRAT so no IRI was done.
Figure 4.7 (see p.
writing sample.

is a copy of Evan's first

This was a description of a short

story Evan had read.
for

231)

This is actually a good sample,

it showed that he was not afraid to express his

thoughts

in writing,

Therefore,

and that he had something to say.

David/teacher began with writing as Evan's

primary focus,

and reading for pleasure as his

secondary focus.
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Evan entered TLP willing,
it was not

excited and shy.

But

long before he felt he owned the place

during the evening.

Instruction

Evan's first teacher was a volunteer who had
formed the Tuesday and Thursday night class.

In this 1

3/4 hrs,

David was trying to follow a strictly Whole

Language

lesson plan.

He would read aloud.

reading Around the World In 80 Davs.)
interchange writing and reading.

(He was

Then he would

While David

conferenced with writers others worked on their reading
independently.

Evan started off with reading the

Jamestown Mystery novels.

Evan was excited and made

friends with the other students quickly.
that

in terms of reading instruction,

surrounded by print,

and that

David felt

Evan needed to be

it would be best to focus

on writing.
David stressed being an author with Evan,
learning to be an editor came next.
of

David spent a lot

time talking to Evan about expanding his work.

What does the reader need to know?
add?

What do you have to

Evan was excited by his new discovery. He could

write down his

ideas and stories.
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Evan did not have any transition to go through
when Gerard entered TLP as head Instructor.

David had

already established a strong and trusting relationship
with Evan.
person.

Gerard saw Evan as a self motivated

Gerard felt that:

David built a class.

That's the only time I was

there from February to September full-time and
that was the one and only time there was that
cohesiveness.

I

think he was a self motivated guy for whom any

instruction was going to be helpful
wasn't

as long as it

threatening and there was very

threatening stuff at TLP but

I

little

think David read

with him and did a series of exercises with him
that

lead him to try his hand at different things,

reading,

Therefore,

listening, writing,

thinking.

(9/88)

Gerard left David alone to do as he pleased.

David followed a regular pattern.

He first got the

students to choose an article from News For You,
reading the article together,

taking turns.

encouraged them to follow along.
discussion about
read if

He

Then they held a

the article choosing another one to

they found something to be relevent to what
219

they were discussing.

Then students brought out either

their writing or their

individual

David worked with all

reading assignments.

of them Individually on whatever

the student wished to work. Then twenty minutes before
the end of class David would read aloud from some book.
These books were the talk of the classroom.

Around the

1d—Ld—Eighty—Days stimulated much talk of travel

in

this class.
Gerard's perception of how Evan

Interacted in

this class was that he tackled everything that was
offered to him.

He cared that he was learning and was

not going to waste anybody's time.
However the change of teachers seemed to create
dischord in

the

learning environment

itself.

Everyone

who had been a student for awhile was feeling the
transition.

The classroom began to settle down by the

beginning of March.

Gerard believed that by that

time

Evan was feeling completely at ease with the
environment.

Although

19 (Figure 4.8, p.

his writing sample of March

232) does not show a lot of growth,

his reading had improved.

He had read several mystery

stories and moved into the higher

level

Scott Foreman

series and into the Heroes and Phenomenons series.
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More

Importantly people were choosing to learn whatever

was available to be

learned,

instead of sticking to a

perscrlbed series of basals.
about

Gerard tells a story

teaching the concept of relative value to a

student which lead into a lesson on how to read a tape
measure.

Evan was watching and listening and got

involved in looking at the mathematical

relativity:

that was the point of contact, because he had come
from reading and writing and this was the point
where he said I can get something useful
And he tried a little math.

here too.

He got the red book 7

and just picked out the exercises in the back that
were relative or useful

and did math for awhile

and then he came to a point where
and said that/s enough of that
fun but

it was too hard

..that/s kind of

I'm here for reading and writing. But that

was a real

highlight. Trust

is where

it happens.

If he were working on the job and some guy my age
was reading a tape measure he sure
wou ldn't ask him how to do it.
classroom some guy my age
me asure and says...

But

in hell
in the

is reading a tape

Did you know that?
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or here s

how you can figure this out

- then a bond has

happened. (9/9/88)
Gerard's point is that once trust is acquired,
learning can take place.

Figures 4.9 <p. 234) and 4.10

(p. 235) were written in May and June 1987 and show
Evan's biggest growth spurt.
In June Evan's father died.

It was very clear

that Evan's father was very important to him.

By this

time he had told his parents that he had come back to
school and he had made his father very proud of him.
Evan's father did not believe that Evan was Incapable
and new that once he did learn,
life.

it would change his

Books were an important part of Evan's father's

world and he was excited that Evan would enter this
wor1d at 1ast.
Evan wrote about his father's dying (see Figure
4.11, p.236).
in writing.

He found that he could express himself
His expression is simple and not as fluid

as other things Evan wrote, but it tells the facts and
it gets across how he felt about his father's death.
David and Evan had worked hard and Evan was feeling as
though he were a writer.

11 He just kept adding on to

the things he'd learn and the efforts that he made
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he'd just keep adding on to them."

(Gerard (9/9/88)

Evan also was secure enough with himself that he was
not easlly set back.
Evan was stable,

I gave him some books that were

too hard I gave him the Incredible Jm.rnpv and
said its about animals it's wonderful
it home.
but

it back and said "pretty good,

I can't quite get

it.

So maybe

late."

A lot

of people - that would have been a set back,

for

Evan

look

at

it was - oh good - there's a book I can

in the future.

Gerard felt
came

Brought

- there take

that Evan was the only person he knew who

into the program motivated and kept that

motivation no matter what we did with him.
Gerard left

in August

1987.

Before Gerard left,

Evan requested that he be retested and Gerard asked
that

I

do

it.

I redid the WRAT and Evan scored a 3.1

and could read the 6th grade IRI
Ed's comprehension was 100%.

text with no problems.

He was also now reading

in 6th - 7th grade texts. This was quite an
since the end of January.

improvement

Evan's request was for

concrete proof of success and to him the test scores
were more believable than teachers telling him that one
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book was harder to read than the next,

A11

books were

challenging for Evan, but test scores were
distinguishable to him.
between his behaviors.

We discussed the difference
I asked Evan

If he was now

reading menus or newspapers or asking his wife for help
less often.

He was aware of these differences.

He was

also very pleased at the difference between his IRI
scores.

Evan was now aware of his growth and very

pleased with himself.

He

left that evening beaming,

happy with himself and knowing that his hard work was
paying off.
Colleen took over the head instructor's position.
She used Incredible Journey as the read aloud.
was reading both Heroes and The Call
Again the

of

Evan

the Wild.

learning environment had been placed in a

transition.

Although David remained consistent,

Colleen's taking over seemed to be disruptive.

David's

%

entrance

into the

log on 10/29/87 was:

Evan and I and Colleen discussed Evan's writing
relative to the writing process.
pm still

Things on Thurs

are not running themselves.

They are

somewhat strained with people unsure of who is
doing what with who when and for what reasons.
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People arrive at different times and we have yet
to find our "grove", pattern, process for
1 earning.

David could no longer run a smooth class, because
he was being asked to teach everyone
style as opposed to the small
with.

Several

In the clinical

class he had started off

of the students left when Gerard left,

and others had joined.

David was being asked to take

on students that he would normally have been able to
pass to a different volunteer.
a lot of new students,

But the fall

brought

in

including four males in their

early twenties who had a harder time focusing in on
work.

Evan became a model

student, working hard for

the first hour and a half and then calling out for
pizza.

He would read and write and request a read

aloud.
was

They continued with the Call

of the WiId.

Evan

invested in keeping the classroom conducive to

studying,

but he also understood young men,

so pizza

was the reward.
Throughout

this time the focus was on Evan's

writing again.
"groove"

the

Along with comments of finding the

log makes comments about Evan's writing.

In November

1987, Virginia,

Ingrained theoretically

a volunteer who was

in phonic approaches,
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took over

Evan's reading instruction.

Colleen and David felt that

If other volunteers could spend twenty minutes alone
with students on their reading,
other elements of the

then David could do the

lesson for at

least eight

students and be the major writing teacher.

Virginia's

comments in the log were about how good Evan's
comprehension was, but how he needed further work with
blending consonants.

She began to go over some

blending with Evan, who began to feel
feelings.

some old failure

He literally would get tongue tied.

He

started to complain that he was picking up "conflicting
signals".

Soon Colleen replaced Evan's volunteer with

a new one.

Although his ability to recognize words out

of context and his ability to actually tell
sounds two

you what

letters made was poor, he was reading,

and

giving him this conflicting message could only damage
his self confidence at this point and not help to
improve his reading.
In November 1987,
flooded.

the building and classroom

We were banned from the building.

close down and eventually move.

Evan and several

other students helped pack TLP up and move
new location

We had to

it to its

in the first week of January 1988.
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Evan's shyness was obsolete at TLP.
of

the place.

He saw himself as a student

forefront now.

He did not retreat

that TLP was facing.
drying up began,
In April

1988,

In the

from the hardships

When the threats of funding

Evan wrote a letter to the Governor.

Evan joind The Board of Directors.

David left
1988.

He had ownership

in December and Colleen

left

in January

Once again transition was overriding everything

in the classroom.

Not only were we all

building, but there were all

in a new

new teachers.

Louise had

taken over the classroom and new volunteers from the
internship program at the University had started.
left

in March

I

1988.

In January 1988,

Evan picked up math again.

Now

that he felt comfortable with his own reading and
writing, he made the decision to learn math too.
began reading Mv Side of

the Mountain.

The

He

log shows

that he focused on math almost entirely until March 15,
1988 when he began to write again for "The Literacy
Project Writes"

<

a magazine composed of student and

staff writings) when he began to get excited about his
trip to Alaska.

Evan not only wrote this piece but he

knew how to do the editing process without David.
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For

the first

time in his life Evan was leaving New England

and he and his wife were very excited.

They had gone

together to get brochures to plan their own trip.
was going to be a second honey moon.

It

They had always

gone camping before, but this time they were going to
take a cruise and fly.

March - picked up My side of The Mountain again reading well.

Overv1ew

In April
Evan

1988, Evan joined the Board of Directors.

is an example of a self motivated student who was

not going to let anyone or anything get

in his way.

In

the eighteen months that Evan has been a student he has
had three head teachers several

volunteer aides, seen

the transition of a new Executive Director and been
involved in a building change as well.
transitional

All

of these

elements have discouraged some of the

hardest working students, but Evan was not.

He

is now

involved in taking what he knows about writing and
editing and putting it to use
word processor.
vacation

in learning to write on a

He wrote a piece on his Alaskan

in the summer of

1988 and had edited it on the
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word processor.
new things.
a GED,
himself

Evan

is very

interested in learning

His reasons for being at TLP are not to get

for he has a high school

diploma, but to advance

in as many ways as he can.

His role on the

Board of Directors is active, and he

is willing to not

only state his opinion at Board meetings, but to sit on
committees.

Presently he sits on the committee to

evaluate the new Executive Director.
A disappointment for Evan was that he lost his
Foremans position.

This summer he was asked to come

and see the personnel manager, who told him that his
supervisor was not happy with his work and that he made
too many errors on writing orders.
because his supervisor never
beforehand.

Evan was angry,

let him know any of this

He had asked for supervision several

times

and the man had always told him everything was OK.
Evan was not

laid off, but he still has not been put

back on his delivery run, which he was promised.
gets placed where he

is needed weekly and the stability

of his job has suffered.
fifteen years he

He

After working for Kramers for

is worried about

lay offs.

Commonwealth has put a limit on the amount of scrap
metal

that can be stored and Kramers may have to limit
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the amount of work they do In a week as well, so the
once stable company

is feeling Insecure too.

temporary placement makes him feel
new lay offs.
tel 1

Evan's

vulnerable to the

He feels that his supervisor did not

him of his displeasure because he did not know how

to talk about Evan's Illiteracy.
illiteracy

He feels that

Is an unknown to most supervisors, and that

like the children who called him stupid in school, his
supervisor

is misinformed and believes that Evan must

be handicapped in some way.
What

is important here

is that Evan's motivation

never waivers throughout his time at TLP.

This may be

because David followed Evan's lead from the beginning
of his instruction;
control

from the beginning Evan was in

of his education.

completely
experience,

Evan's experience at TLP is

learner-centered and therefore a fluid
not one of stops and starts consisting of

tug of war games between the student and the
instructor.
control

Learning to read is not a fight for

in Evan's life.

Evan

is stable and his

instruction for the first nine months is completely
stable,

so by the time TLP went through transitions,

Evan already felt as though he owned the place and was
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not thrown by those transitions. He views himself as a
reader, as a writer,

and as a
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learner.
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Themes

Examination of the case studies reveals several
general

themes which address the research goals.

are five of

these themes and explanations of how they

relate to each research goal,
of

Below

followed by a discussion

these themes as they are seen

In the data.

It

from these themes that grounded hypotheses will

Is
be

generated In Chapter 5.

Goal

#1:

To examine the relationship between learning

to read and write and learning to adapt to change among
adults considered illiterate.

1,

A theme that presented Itself

Is that students

experienced changes in their perceptions of the
role of

the teacher.

seen by an

While teachers are often

illiterate population as being

authoritarian,

teachers at TLP say that they view

teaching as sharing Information and involving the
student as much as possible
substance of his education.
tell

in the direction and
When students can

the difference between teaching and teachers,

they seem to let go of their fears of the
classroom.

The cases indicated that how the
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teacher viewed the student or Judged the student
and education may have affected the student's learning
as well.

The case studies indicated that

It may be easier

to maintain one's strategies for hiding Illiteracy than
to take the risk of changing.
get

In the way of

These old strategies can

learning, and

may keep a student

faking or hiding, maintaining the mystique of
Illiteracy

3.

In the student's life.

The case studies seemed to show that five students

were able to free themselves from their former
perceptions of teacher role and become more receptive
to learning when they had an opportunity to act as
teachers.

Goal

#2:

To examine how local

and community conditions

Including those of the program as community,

affect a

literacy program and its curriculum.

4.

The case studies Indicated that changes In the
instructional
student;

environment were disruptive to the

a lack of continuity and too many

transitions in the classroom affected the
environment and,

thereby,
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the

learning

learning process.

5.

There seems to be a beneficial
Instruction.

variable of group

Groups seem to create their own

communities and help to produce a supportive and
educationally more rounded environment.
Developing a community may

Increase a student's

ownership of a program and may help students
change their authoritarian perceptions of teachers
and education.

This chapter has presented the six case studies.
These six students are different, but most of the five
general

themes presented above are evident

their case studies.

Implied by these

in most of

themes is the

need to explore what constitutes curriculum of an adult
literacy program.
they

Since students'

learn to read and write,

lives change when

programs and curriculum

must be redefined to address those changes and help to
establish a literacy program's environment.
will

This issue

be discussed in Chapter 5.
Figure 4.12 presents the quantitative measures

that were present

In each case study.

They

illustrate

the quantitative assessments of each student that were
recorded during their time at TLP.
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This data presents evidence that these case
studies showed improvement
intent

in reading.

The author's

is to discuss the other variables In students"

experiences that seem to occur while learning how to
read.

Following is the discussion of each theme that

presented itself within the case studies and an
exploration of how each theme related to the research
goals.

Related to Goal

between learning

#1:

To examine the relationship

to read and write and learning tn

adapt to change among adults considered illiterate.

1.

It

is important to look at the difference between

teaching and the teacher role.
presented itself

A theme that

is that students experienced changes

in their perceptions of

the role of the teacher.

teachers are often seen by an
being authoritarian,

While

illiterate population as

teachers at TLP say that they

view teaching as sharing information and involving the
student as much as possible

in the direction and
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substance of his education.

When students can tell

difference between teaching and teachers,

the

they seem to

let go of their fears of the classroom. The cases
Indicated that how the teacher viewed the student or
Judged the student and education may have affected the
student/s learning as well.

The case studies seem to show that as long as a
teacher maintains an authoritarian role with a student,
the student does not grow academically.

Cheryl's case

study provides the most obvious Illustration of this
point.

Cheryl

had been

labeled borderline retarded by school

and

came to TLP with a fear of school.

had spent most of her

stigma.

life

She carried with her the

She

systems,

trying to fight that
idea that teachers

would just think that she was stupid and would not care
anyway.

Cheryl's attention to the crises In her life

effectively camouflaged her fear of failing.

She used

this strategy continually and did not really start
learning until

Cindy/teacher took over her

Instruction.

Then Cheryl's behaviour began to change as she began to
feel

ownership and safety

Yet whenever

in the learning environment.

learning became unsafe to her she returned

to the old strategy.

Throughout Cheryl's case study
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she went back and forth between camouflage behaviour
and serious learning behaviour.
Cheryl

and David are the two people

In this study

most strongly affected by teacher attitudes toward
them.
be

How the teacher felt about her role seemed to

important to the outcome of these students''

experience.

In Cheryl's case, my view of her as a

person and what

I thought she was serious about

controlled my attitude towards her.
indication that Cheryl

Is some

could not begin to be serious

about her own work until
that she was not

There

she was freed from my attitude

Interested In learning anyway.

How the teacher defines success In a literacy
program may have an effect on the student's experience;
the truth of this conclusion
study.

is unclear from this

However, after several

years of teachers

trying to get Nat to take the GED exam, a sign now
hangs on the classroom walls;

Nat was not meant to take the GED and the GED was not meant for Nat.

By posting this sign on the wall, Nat declared his
Independence from the exam and from staff expectations
of him.

David,

on the other hand,
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never directly told

staff to stop forcing the GED on him;

thus staff

expectations of his goals did not change.
As described In his case study, David seemed to be
engaged In a constant struggle with the teaching staff
for control

over the direction of his learning.

From

everything David had told the teachers about his life,
it was clear that he was used to being In control
what he did.

Because his need for control

of

over his

learning as well was not acknowledged by the staff, and
because he himself was unable or unwilling to state
that need clearly, his continued progress was consumed
In the tug-of-war with his teachers. Thus,
kept

the teachers

trying to force David to work toward the GED, and

he kept resisting because the exam was not an
goal

Important

for him.
Nat came to his interview shaking, stating his

fear of school,
he would never
teachers,

of teachers,

and the possibility that

learn to read or write.

He was afraid of

and convinced that anyone who had anything to

do with education was intimidating.

After meeting Jim,

and then being with other students, Nat began to relax
as he was placed in a group

in which the students were

asked from the beginning to be peer teachers as well
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as

learners In order to help each other with writing.
When Nat found he could communicate effectively, and
that others.

Including the teachers, believed he was

interesting he seemed to change.

He appeared to become

more directive of his own education and to redefine his
understanding of teaching; he seemed to be less afraid
of teachers.
Tom came to TLP willing to try because Instruction
would be paid for and he thought
successful with him,
find a better job.

if someone could be

learning to read would help him
But when Tom spoke about teachers

he defined them as opinionated and harsh and he still
felt helpless in their presence.
TLP apparently were not

But the teachers at

intimidating to him, because he

moved along at a steady pace in the beginning. However,
when Cynthia, with whom he had been working
exclusively,

left, Tom/s progress seemed to stop. After

he was placed in a group with a teacher who tried to
allow them to lead him, Tom was lost and quit.
retrospect,

In

it seems that, while the teaching staff

believed that Tom had dropped his view of teachers as
bearers of structure along with his negative
stereotypes,

in fact he had continued to need Cynthia
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and her style of teaching.

Tom never really gained an

understanding of his ability to lead the teacher, so
that when he was placed In the position of being asked
to lead, his feelings were that "those guys didn't have
anything to teach me."
Evan and Jane had far

less trouble changing or

adapting their perceptions of the teacher role to the
reality of The Literacy Project.

Evan understood

almost from the beginning that teacher and student
could learn together, and that students could take
charge of their learning.
maintained that position

David Ram and Gerard
in their teaching styles,

giving the responsiblity of most of the decision making
to the students.

In Evan's case, writing was focused

on from the beginning, and David's teaching style
allowed students to be authors. He responded to their
writings accordingly,

and taught a technique that would

make that writing stronger.

Evan was asked from the

very beginning to be an author and to own his own work;
he caught on to the distinction between teachers and
teaching almost

immediately.

In the first month,
where her

the teacher

instruction would lead her.
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let Jane decide
In her writing,

she believed that spelling tests would help her
remember words and then.
would write more.

If she could spell

right, she

The teacher did not share her

but bowed to Jane's right to experiment.

logic,

The spelling

tests were a failure, but Jane felt ownership of her
own education.

Once she realized that what she needed

was to read and write in order to get better at reading
and writing, she began to chose books she was
interested in reading. Although she occasionally tried
to return to old habits,
point

for her.

Jane began to chose books and share

them with her daughters.
of just

this seemed to be the turning

following her

As a teacher,

lead.

I

felt capable

Jane saw my role as a

facilitator not as an authoritarian.
This theme seemed to present a clear pattern:
those students who are able to change their conception
of a teacher from that of an authority to that of a
facilitator/partner seem to be successful

2.

The case studies indicated that

learners.

it may be easier

to maintain one's strategies for hiding illiteracy than
to take the risk of changing.
get

in the way of

learning,

These old strategies can

and
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may keep a student

faking or hiding, maintaining the mystique of
illiteracy

in the student's life.

Jane held on to the
the answer to all
but more

idea that spel1lng tests were

of her academic problems for awhile,

importantly the real

frightening change for

Jane was,

to get her GED and to get her driver's

license.

For Jane and her family,

began to signify

Independence.

these two goals

Once she began to feel

confident enough to try to prepare for her GED, her
husband stopped driving her to class.
walk until
of

She continued to

right after Christmas. Jane was too afraid

loosing her family to continue with changing her own

life.

The answer to the

lack of transportation problem

was for her to get her own

license,

freeing her from

that form of dependence on her husband,
to not do either.

She choose to go back to the

familiar patterns of her dependent
like

yet she choose

life.

Change looked

it had too high a price to pay.
Cheryl

began to have a lot of success.

She

learned to read so that she was able to handle the GED
preperatI on material, passed the Reading Exam and began
to retreat

Into old behaviours of always having a

crisis going on

In her

life so that she was always too
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upset

to stay and study.

big change

In self

Passing her GED would mean a

Image for Cheryl.

She had already

changed a lot about herself, and this next goal was
going to mean rearranging her self confidence.
seemed to frighten her back

This

Into learning slowly and

attending too the many crlsles of her

life.

The most obvious example of holding onto old
patterns

is Nat's inslstance, even after three years of

Instruction and growth of about 7 grade levels,

that

If

we would Just teach him how to sound out he would learn
to read.

Nat told me recently that he would "fight to

see that all
even

If

literacy clinics were run like this one,

it didn't work right for him."

who will

never

Here was a man

let go of old patterns.

patterns to his repetolre, but he will

He adds new
not throw the

old ones out.
Nat's strategy for dealing with the new changes
in his

life seemed to be to hold onto those strategies

he used to use even tighter than before.

He truly

believed that he needed to sound out every word as he
read it.

As he got better, as his reading abilities

Improved in terms of comprehension and his ability to
read more difficult

text, while reading aloud to
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someone he continued to spell

out each word, sounding

It out no matter what type of feedback he received.
This made his learning more cumbersome, but still
allowed him to change.
/

to change.

He came to the program In order

What was also clear about Nat was that

although he used a phonetic strategy constantly, he
really was not very good at either.

It was not an

efficient strategy for him to use with new words.

He

wanted to learn, but occasionally he would retreat

into

an "I can't" mentality, especially
teach him phonics.

if no one would

He did not trust that his

inefficiency at the task was due to his own auditory
processing, he still
Yet Nat will

not

believes that

It

Is bad teaching.

leave TLP, paying every week.

Tom and David were different.

Tom allowed himself

to change and begin to see himself as a story teller
the beginning.

In

Then Bev joined TLP to get her GED.

Tom's education became a family affair.

Bev graduated,

signed up for two classes at Greenfield Community
College and volunteered a lot of her spare time to
teach at TLP.

The family stopped showing support for

Betty;s changes.

Tom resented her studying time, and

the family grouping around academics changed.
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This

seemed to be because the family was afraid of Betty's
new Independence.

The dependence between Bev and Tom

was strong and went both ways, because Bev too stopped
showing support for Tom's learning.

Eventually Bev

dropped out of GCC and stopped volunteering and Tom
stopped coming.

It

Is hard to know how much these acts

had to do with their Joint fear of
one another.

Independence from

In the end Tom had learned some new

skills and begun the process of seeing himself a
1 iterate

individual, but he did not seem to be ready to

complete the process of change.
David returned to old patterns when something new
was

imposed on him academically.

Immediately he

returned to sounding-out as a major strategy for
reading.

Yet,

It

is hard to know what types of changes

David was undergoing as he began to master written
languaage because he did not share those changes and
there were health problems Interacting with his changes
too.

David was never allowed to bask In success.

He

was constantly frustrated with himself.
Evan seemed to not have problems with change.
Evan's process of change was most obvious in regard to
his father's death.

Evan's writing changed
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dramatically when he started to express his
his father.

love

for

Evan was capable of seeing the difference

In his own writings after he wrote his piece on his
father.

Evan knew then that he would change by

learning,

but he did not seem to be afraid of change.

He claimed success and change regularly.
position of

the Board of

hesitation.

For Evan,

He took a

Direction with absolutely no

change was the right

thing for

his life.
Part
student
about

of

the change

In old patterns for the adult

is to stop the strategy of

her

illiteracy.

camouflaging her
hiding her

faking or

lying

Cheryl's strategies for

fears seemed to be a part of her

illiteracy.

Because

they were so

ingrained

in her behaviours she retreated to them almost
automatically,

which slowed her growth down.

used this strategy to try
in.

When she

stategies;

felt secure,

when she was

David's strategy

to figure out whether she fit
she did not need these

Insecure,

regularly,

they ran rampant.

for hiding his

always been his good humour.
evasive with people,

Cheryl

Illiteracy had

He was pleasent

and

and although he attended

he continued this strategy on us.
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He never

learned to write.
he would get

He pleasantly avoided writing.

frustrated with himself

and think

Yet

that

If

we would give him spelling tests or phonic drills,
maybe he would do better.

When we gave

Into this,

he

thought we were demanding too much of him.
With

the exception of

consistent
the point

throughout
that

the

fear of change

these students'

fear began

student's growth,

Evan,

it was

to get

In

Important

Is

case studies.

At

the way of a
that

the teacher

respond and the curriculum be adaptable to attend to
this common

fear.

We

taught Nat some phonics,

and David both got spelling tests.
with

the

fear

exception of

in a different way,
Evan,

them stop.

the reason

Each student dealt
but with the

the pattern was consistent.

Tom's and Jane's cases,
made

and Jane

In both

this fear may have been what

In Nat's and Cheryl's cases,

it was

they maintained TLP as their community.

had transferred their

fears of changing

in

their old

communities to TLP,

now an established community

them.

to deal

Now they have

with

They

their fears of

for
leaving

11.

3.

The case studies seemed to show that

were

able

to

free

themselves from their
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five students

former

perceptions of teacher role and become more receptive
to learning when they had an opportunity to act as
teachers.

As In theme one, some of these students allowed
themselves to become teachers as their concept of what
a teacher changed.

At the point of this change,

students appeared to grow more or become more open to
learning.

It may be possible that the act of teaching

actually helps someone change her style of
allowing herself
learning style.

learning,

to be more open minded about her
If one believes that a teacher

shovels Information

Into one's head Instead of

believing that a teacher is a helper who Is Interested
in helping one discover new Information,

then one will

change one's own behavior, accepting more
responsibility for one's actions.
Nat became a support to other students almost
Immediately.

His interactions with other men allowed

him to accept

the fact that he was with his peers and

that he could share and be helpful

to them.

This made

Nat relax and begin to take on some ownership of the
program.

Once this started he began to loosen up about

the task of

learning as well.
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Tom had a harder time becoming a teacher.
skills were not as good as the other men's,
harder time excelling at something.
Tom from becoming a teacher
one-on-one with a tutor.
group,

the group by placing him

When he came back to the

in a group of peers from the

Although he may not have recognized the

they all

were

teaching each other.

had been reassured of his growth with
began

to help Colleen/teacher run

saw himself
interest

and soon

left.

Evan was placed
beginning.

as a teacher at

in school

Once Evan

testing,

the classroom.

that point,

took a new turn.

environment which he

he
He

and his

He actively

participated establishing and perservlng a

Cheryl

so he had a

We seemed to cut

he did not ever become a teacher,

afterwards

fact,

In

His

learning

felt was mandatory.

became a spokesperson for TLP.

Her first

appearance on TV changed her work patterns drastically.
It was almost
world that
began
to try

as though when Cheryl

she was a

liar,

she shared herself

to teach others about
to help others

she brought her own

in

announced to the

illiteracy.

the classroom.

expectations down
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and then

She then began
In addition,

to a more

realistic place.

Cheryl had gained some understanding

of her own power as a memeber of society that day
that TV studio.
experience.

In

She was willing to share this

And for a while, she stayed consistent

with her studies.
Jane was willing to be a teacher of crafts.
had run workshops before she entered TLP.

She

She was

willing to share her expertise with the program after
she had been enrolled for 9 months.
some faith

She also gained

in her ability to help her younger daughter

with her school work.

She acquired the confidence to

try to help with her daughters schooling after she had
gained faith that she controlled her own education.

The
personal
goal

#1

last three themes all had to do with both
change and community change.

They all

in that they show that change was occurring

while students learned to read and write.
occurred in all

of

and David all

Change

these people because of their

Interactions with the
Tom,

related

literacy program.

Cheryl,

Evan,

became willing to talk to the press

and to the outside world about TLP and Illiteracy and
its effects on mankind.

Jane, Nat and Evan all

became

actively

Involved in the policy making of the program

and became student representatives.
All

these students experienced changes In their

lives and behavior

In conjunction with their learning

to read and write. Some found the changes In their
lives positive and challenging; others seemed to find
such changes frightening, and retreated from them in
consequence,

returning to old patterns.

The next two themes have to do with community
awareness instead of just

individual

students make up a community as well
an outside community.

awareness.

These

as being parts of

How do both the outside and the

inside community affect the development of a literacy
program?

The following themes address this issue.

Related to Goal

#2: To examine how local

and community

gonditions_including those of the program as community.
affect a

4.

literacy program and its curriculum.

The case studies indicated that changes in the

instructional
student;
In

a

environment were disruptive to the

lack of continuity and too many transitions

the classroom affected the

thereby,

the

learning process.
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learning environment and,

One of

the major disruptions In the classroom was

the turnover of teachers and aides.

One of the effects

he turnover was that this disturbed the development
of a community.
they

As groups began to form,

led to opportunities for students to begin to

identify with each other and the teacher and to begin
to help each other.

Every time a teacher

left the

entire community got shaken up, causing some students
to

leave and changing the formation of the group.

Students were affected by this differently.
In some ways Tom presented the most drastic example
of what happens when there
continuity
difficult

is a disruption of

in a student's instruction; however,
to know why Tom left.

just blame

it

is

It would be hard to

it on a change in teacher, but clearly

Cynthia's leaving had a huge

impact.

It was possible

that

if

the program was not creating a transition for

Tom,

he may have been able to stick with

it and go

through the changes with which he was faced.
Tom left directly after a transition;

although

Jane's departure was right before a teacher change
over,

it

is difficult to know whether or not she would
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have come bac, when the weather got warmer.
teachers were

lf the same

In charge.

David's case was clearer.

David came

into an

already established and consistent community;
Men's Club."

"The

Here he gained new friends and

discovered his ability to tackle written language.

He

shared his fears and his successes with this first
group.

Then that group fell

teacher changed.
continuity

apart, and eventually the

Although TLP tried to maintain some

in David's case, making sure that Jim spent

time with him regularly, he did have problems adjusting
to Ann 1 e/teacher and me.

It was at this point that all

of David's big frustration began.
say that

Again, one cannot

this was the sole problem for David, but

was apparently

it

influential.

Evan was affected by the changeover of head
instructors from the very beginning.

At first,

it was

not a case of his having to transfer trust to a new
teacher;

instead he had to deal with the manifestations

of other students' problems with the transition. When
the next

transition occurred, he became a part of

"fixing the problems"

that the transition caused, and

assumed such a role again when Col leen
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left and Louise

came.

Evan tried to help Louise "fit

teachers'

patterns.

got done.

In" with the old

During these times,

less studying

New communities needed to be formulated and

people were rearranging themselves to fit
patterns.

Into new

After each one of these transitions,

enrollment numbers fell.

Transition seemed to be a

major cause of students' quitting.
Cheryl

stated it clearly when she cried to Gerard,

"The problem here

is that

It's really hard for me to

learn to trust a teacher, and when I
they

leave."

finally do, bang!

The change over from one teacher to the

next was difficult because the students had to form new
trusts and learn new teaching styles.

For the students

who kept going through these transitions,

I think the

key was the other members of the community.
teacher was not the only essential person
learning community.
teachers,

but still

protective of

the

harm it.

in the TLP

Nat has gone through six
continues to grow.

learning environment,

mind when he thinks someone
will

The

He also is very
speaking his

is doing something that

Evan has gone through three major

transitions since he started with TLP, Cheryl
changes.

These students all
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seven

felt ownership of the

program and learned early on that they had an influence
on the development of the program.

5.

There seems to be a beneficial

instruction.

variable of group

Groups seem to create their own

communities and help to produce a supportive and
educationally more rounded environment.

Developing a

community may increase a student's ownership of a
program and may help students change their
authoritarian perceptions of teachers and education.

In general
continual

group activities seem to promote

changes in roles.

these groups,

When participating in

students grew.

Three of these case

studies,

David, Nat and Tom, were all members of the

original

"Men/s Club."

from their attendance

They all

seem to have benefited

in this group. A common topic of

conversation seemed to be their joint nervousness.
These men were the beginning of the TLP community.
Together with the teachers and volunteers the program
began to become

its own community.

learn once she entered a group.
began to feel

as though she fit

The most successful

Cheryl

started to

She almost

immediately

in to the program.

group may have been

Dav1d/s/teacher group of which Evan was part.
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(Unfortunately, when David left so did three out of the
five men

in that group.)

needs and the

This group developed from the

Interest of the participants.

together for almost an entire year with
with retention.
was expected of

It held

little problem

Members of this group understood what
them and they accepted responsibility

for their own work.

Evan's growth

in writing came from

the constant support and conferencing that
David/teacher and the other members of the group gave
to him.

By the time this group broke up, Evan had

gained ownership of the program as a whole.
Nat too had gained ownership of the program
through his work with the "Men's Club."
did,

too,

I believe Tom

but that placing him in a separate room with

a separate teacher ended,
him from the community.

in the

long run, by excluding

He stopped feeling a part of

the community as a whole,

so that the change of teacher

was more disruptive to him.
Group

Instruction appears to stimulate group

dynamics or the development of a supportive classroom
community.

Students who become active

community seem to stay

in this

longer and accept more

responsibility for what happens in the classroom.
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Evan

made sure that "Read Aloud" was maintained In the
classroom after David/teacher
that

the "Read Aloud"

left.

He was convinced

section of the evening not only

exposed him to books he could not read on his own yet,
but that

it ended the evening with everyone together

In

a relaxed atmosphere, bringing to focus that they were
all

a group who were working hard towards their own

persona]

goals.

Summary

These five themes support the
students when they enrol 1
just

ideas that

in a 1 iteracy program do not

learn to read and write;

they change.

They gain

self confidence and understand that they are parts of
communities.
This study also shows how a literacy program's
development can affect a learner's growth and how
learners can affect the development of a program.

This

program changed in order to try to accommodate to
student's

learning or

accommodate to what
A major
and 2

in some cases it changed to

teachers felt

implication of

influence curriculum.

important.

this study

is how goals 1

Chapter 5 will

this.
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discuus

Th13 Chapter has explored six case studies of
students who all

attended the Literacy Project.

Following was a discussion of five themes that emerged
from the case studies.
research goals.
goals and the

These themes relate to the

Chapter 5 wi11

discuss the research

implications of the data,

as well

as the

researcher's conclusions about the direction of future
studies in this area.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter

Is an analysis and discussion of the

data provided by the case studies and the themes as
they relate to curriculum and program development.

In

chapter four a discussion of the themes relating to the
individual,

the

individual's community,

and the

individuals as they developed a community at TLP
appeared.

In this chapter I will

significance of

examine the

the data and themes for the development

of a program and the constitution of curriculum for an
adult

literacy program.

Then there

is a brief

consideration of where future research needs to turn.
Four major

implications for curriculum and program

development emerge from the findings of
involving the role of change
implications are
of

briefly

in adult

this study

literacy.

These

stated here to frame a review

the data on change which supports them.
1)

The concept of curriculum needs to be broader

than the teaching of discrete reading and writing
skills.

This data suggests that when reading and

writing were separated from the person being taught,
when

teachers tried to follow a curriculum structure

that was only concerned with teaching reading and
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writing,

they were unsuccessful.

In most

literacy

programs, curriculum equals a set structure which
teachers follow and students need to fit.

This data

implies that curriculum must be more flexible and fit
the

individual

Instead of fitting an

individual

into

the given structure.
2) The development of curriculum must also be
based on

a changed concept of

is seen as a linear act,
building blocks of
then the
with

learning.

one that

If

learning

is constructed by

information one on top of another,

learner does not seem to attempt to interact

information, but passively waits to have

information poured into her head.

However,

if

learning is seen as cyclical, as something that happens
when one plays with
life,

information and that affects one's

then the learner will

interacts with

information,

interact.

If a learner

she tends to retain more

knowledge or have a better understanding of what she
has

learned.

Thus the job of the teacher

is to develop

an environment and activities which help a learner to
interact with

information that the

learner

interested in cr needs to reach his goals.
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is

3) A sense of continuity
programs

is Important

in adult

literacy

for students dealing with change.

These case studies showed that with every change
teacher came a transitional
which was at the
staff

period for the

least disruptive.

is essential

A stable teaching
Only

instructor and student

the student begin to actually

expressing his own

learner

for the development of trust.

when trust has developed between
will

in

lead the

Instructor,

interests.

4) The development of a sense of community within
a program contributes significantly to learning.
data from this study shows that the social
community of

learners seemed to benefit

help the student deals with change.
indicates that

it

The

support of a

learning and

The data also

is important to try to keep the

community's structure,

as well

as its teachers,

consistent.
Overall,
considering

the study

implies the

issues of change.

a curriculum it must

take

For a program to develop

into account

that will

affect change

served.

Within the curriculum,

individual

importance of

the variables

in the population that
change

is being

in the

and in groups or communities has to be
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addressed.
the

A closer

look at the data on changes that

individuals in this study went through reinforces

these

implications for curriculum.

The data will

be

discussed in relation to the two research goals of the
study.

Research Goal

»i

To ermine the relationship
cead and write and learning

between

to adapt

learning

to Change

to

among

adults considered illiterate

The findings of this study show that people change
in significant ways as the result of

learning, which

turn forces them to see themselves differently.

in

These

case studies indicate that there is a pattern to the
changing.

They also indicate that

relationship between

it

is the

instruction and the change that

determines whether a student will be successful
reaching her academic goals.

in

These case studies

indicate that there are changes at particular times in
a student's process.

There

is a change Initially,

before the student enters instruction.

There is a

change when the student understands the difference
between teaching,
role.

There

a teacher's role, and a student's

is a change when the student figures out
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that old strategies for dealing with
longer effective.

And there

illiteracy are no

is a change when the

student believes she belongs to a new community.
final

change

The

is when a student has to leave that

community.
These case studies show the

initial

caused by outside forces, but must be
to maintain motivation.
with

change may be

Internally driven

Once students are

involved

learning, giving up their old strategies.

Including their "conning"
After a while,

strategies is necessary.

there are signs of change in self

confidence which forces students to change the way they
see themselves.
instruction or
both the
student

learning to read and write impacts on

individual

A

the student will

probably

if she does, she will probably reach

and change her

discussion of
studies,

individual's community.

If she does not,

instruction;

her goal

and the

then needs to take responsibility for her own

education.
leave

The consequences of receiving

life.

The following is a

this sequence as it was seen

including a discussion of the

in the case

implications for

building programs and developing curriculum.
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The

Initial

Change

The economic structure of Franklin County went
through major changes In the early to mid eighties
(Parcel Is 1988).

At this time machine shops were

laying-off most of their workers as the shops were
beginning to go bankrupt.
middle

What was once a respectable

income job at which many were employed, was now

a Job that was not only unavailable, but relatively not
as high on the socio-economic hierarchy as it used to
be.

Although the machine shops were having problems,

other businesses were experiencing large growths
(Parce11s 1988).
At

the same time Franklin County was a haven for

businesses that were dependent on higher educational
levels.

The majority of the new jobs in the County

were either
other

in the health/education occupations or in

fields where one needed to read in order to be

employed,

as in the

businesses.

insurance or real

estate

The community started to grow, but the

growth came within the health and social

services or

within jobs for which one needed to be educated.
Sc many people had lost their jobs, and although
their

illiteracy or

their faking had never been a
270

profound handicap

in the past,

getting a new job easily.

now it kept

People were

them from

losing their

jobs for reasons that were beyond their control.

This

affected a person's relationship with his family as
well

as with his community.

Being dependent on a

spouse would be more noticeable to the person.
many men this would affect their pride.
for my family?" was a typical

question,

For

"Can I provide
and when the

provider was laid off and alternative jobs demanded of
him a much higher

literacy level,

the answer to the

question began to look like "no."

The

loss of a

standard job, a job that paid fairly well,

that allowed

a man to support his family, was now gone and with
the man's security.

Now his lack of

became a profound issue,
happening became an
For many of
the major
loss of
job.

or,

it

literacy skills

the threat of this

intense fear.

the men and women who were affected by

layoffs in the mid-80s,

their place

in society,

they had to face the

the standard normal

For some this meant that they had to admit their

illiteracy and deal

with a change

their family and community.
did not

lose their jobs,

in the structure of

In the case of those who

they knew nothing could change
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for

the better without

occur or

learning to read and write

and Tom's cases,

the desire

was stunted because of
levels.

either having some disaster

Both of

their

to run

in

their jobs,

instead was unattainable

their own businesses

In order

to have a

to keep records and neither of

them were capable of doing that.
vulnerable

In Jane's

low reading and writing

them knew that

business they would have

first.

They were both

and what

they wanted to do

to them.

Thus al1

the

individuals entering this program were already
confronting and dealing with significant changes
their

1 i ves.

Change

In Old Strategies:

A critical
that
was

Conning

issue that appeared

a student had to change his own
learning to read and write.

control

over

While before
illiterate
to hide

the person had to

he

learn

in an economic world that

illiteracy,

coping with

The

in

the data was

identity when he
individual

had no

the county's economic structure changing.

world that would not

One,

in

support his

to being

allowed a person

he now had to adapt

illiteracy.

could move,

to adapt

to an economic

illiteracy and ways of

He had two probable choices.

go to a town where he could find a
070

job doing the work he was skilled at and take the risk
of not needing to read or write; or two, he could learn
to read and write.

In order to do the

latter, he

would have to admit to others he was Illiterate; he
would have to stop faking.
All

of these students had developed strategies for

dealing with their

lack of knowledge.

from ordering the same meal

Strategies ran

dally to declaring that

their glasses had been forgotten.

All

of them were

dependent on someone else to do their reading and
writing for them.

It was extremely difficult to let go

of these strategies,

to trust

in new experiences enough

to develop new life strategies or to trust enough

in

themselves to believe they could learn.
All
that

of

the people

in this study chose to admit

they were poor readers and that

they needed to go

through the necessary changes to become efficient
readers.

Nat and Tom had both

lost

their jobs, Nat,

after 32 years. Tom believed he had lost his job just
in time for him, because he needed to learn to read
better

in order

to sustain his job.

Evan was promoted

and knew he was going to be discovered as an
soon.

He had to deal with paperwork

/ O

illiterate

if he took the

promotion.

David had avoided promotions for years,

aS ®e^tlng physically

Incapable of doing the

now

labor

ork and he had to think about being a "paper pusher".
But more

importantly, he knew he was going to have to

retire soon and he wanted to be a reader first.
Cheryl

And

knew that she could not remain on Aid For

Dependent Children forever and that she needed to go
back to school

so that she could get a job when her

children were both
apparent

in school.

immediate personal

Only Jane had no

reason for coming to TLP,

yet her brother's crisis had inspired in her the
reasoning that she was in a potentially disastrous
position being functionally
to seek her dream.
needed to

illiterate,

if she wished

To start her own business, she

learn to read and write.

However,

all

of the people brought with them an

intense hatred for schooling, because of their previous
experiences with school.

Most of them were labeled

stupid in school; most of them linked schooling with
extreme failure .
In order to deal with their
this study,
own

lives,

the people

in

and others like them, had to confront their

fakery and their own fears of schooling.
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They had

to trust

In the process of change and let go of old

strategies in order to feel
change.

as though they could sagely

Evan was straightforward about why he had

come; he declared from the beginning that he had come
because he was tired of
David,

lying and conning people.

Jane, Tom, Nat and Cheryl

all mentioned lying as

something they were doing as a strategy to maintain
their secrecy and which they wished to stop.
Cheryl

the

longest to admit her strategies and survival

skills and to begin to trust
drop them. What

in the fact that she could

these people were doing was not

straightforward lying.

The

individual was portraying

to the public a different self
had of

It took

image than the one they

themselves.

Keeping illiteracy a secret was seen by the
student as a profound lie to society or to those around
him.

Evan stated that he was tired of

friends,

and Cheryl

functionally

lying to his

said now that she was no longer

illiterate,

she felt better about herself

because she no longer had to lie about

it.

demanded that

their

knowledge:
the fear of

these students lie about

if not,

not all

Society had
lack of

of them would have shared

telling the world.

5

To one degree or

another the major change

in each one of

these students'

lives was their willingness to claim their

illiteracy

and their willingness to learn.
The point

is that because these people's lives

were being affected by the employment scene
county,

in the

they were being forced to change and to change

something so comprehensive in their
affected how they
families.

identities that

it

Interacted with their jobs and their

Learning to read and write was seen as a way

to maintain their
structures.

lives and maintain their family

Reading and writing became the focal

point

for dealing with change.

Change

in Self Confidence

Coming for

instruction, admitting illiteracy, asks

a student

to change how she sees herself.

afraid of

finding out that the schools were right,

she

is stupid and unable to learn.

She

is
that

She feels

completely dependent on her spouse and is convinced
that she will
again.

never be able to support her family

The risk

solution

is seen as great, but so is the

to how to maintain the status quo.

became a double edged sword for the student.
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This
All

six

of

these people accepted their personal

came

for

challenges and

instruction.

David, Cheryl

and Tom all

seemed to have

Important

family support for their decision to enter the program.
David s family threw him a party, and his wife was
wi11ing to help him whenever he asked.

Cheryl

talked

of how her first grader was excited to see her mother
learn to read along side of her.
reading to each other.
school,

They took turns

Torres wife joined him at

and his kids spent time doing homework with him

and Betty.
The decision to come to TLP affected all
family

lives of the people studied.

of the

For some of them

it provided a focus for support and care.

School

became a major focus for Tom and Jane and their
families.
schooling.

Jane became very active

in her children's

She participated in teacher/parent meetings

for the first

time,

and a normal

the family would be to all

evening activity for

do their homework together.

They began to pass books between them.

Jane rapidly

became skilled at helping her youngest daughter and
also became more willing to let her oldest daughter
help both her and her sister.

In Tom's family everyone

joined the school work time.
from the amount of

special

ted

time that was spent on school work

and from the fact that
the household.

The children benef

it now stood as a priority

in

The oldest daughters were removed from

education classes during Tom's time with TLP.

Cheryl

spoke of times she spent with her boyfriend

and her oldest daughter reading and looking at maps or
going over the
Cheryl

latest

lesson she was working on.

did not report the changes in her daughter the

way Tom and Jane did, but she did begin to report her
boyfriend's willingness to help her study.
girlfriends were active

in encouraging her.

Chery1's
They

provided her with child care and transportation when
necessary.

And although,

apparently, her relationships

with these women did not change, Cheryl
changed,

herself had

and these women were proud of her

accomplishments.
Learning changed the way these people saw
themselves.

Nat still

saw himself as someone who could

not sound out words, but he also saw himself as someone
who could communicate with strangers.
as someone who was an expert

He saw himself

in different fields,

silver buffing and machinery,
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to how to treat and

from

supervise staff at TLP.

Nat Knew that he had a special

role at TLP and that he had changed.
Evan now had proof that he was not dumb.

He had

learned enough to give him enough courage to leave Mew
England via airplane,

get on a cruise ship and sail up

the coast of Alaska.

He discovered the trip by reading

pamphlets,

and he wrote postcards to all

was gone.

of us when he

He had changed; he was taking risks and

beginning to enjoy himself and his wife in new ways.
Cheryls ways of addressing the changes in her
life were through her appearance and the amount of time
she spent

focused on a subject.

She began to go in

front of people and be a spokeperson for TLP.

Tom

started to believe that there was a way for him to
learn.
useful

He began to see himself as interesting and
to others.

potentially

Jane began to see herself as

independent.

She began to question her

marriage and what she had always accepted as the status
quo.

Could she have a relationship that fulfilled more

of her needs?

Unfortunately, Jane

left the program

before she began to answer some of the questions she
was raising for herself.
become

Only David seemed to have

literate without changing his lifestyle.

It

is Important

for literacy programs to

acknowledge that a student

Is going to go through

changes as he begins to learn to read and write.
first month or so is delicate.

The

A student has made the

commitment to look at the program, but he does not make
the commitment to really join until
for at

least a month.

terms of

he has been there

That first month is essential

In

the teacher's and program's support for the

development of the learner's self-confidence.

Change

in Student/Teacher Relationships

The data indicated that once the student had
actually made a definite commitment to stay and learn
to read and write she went through a period of
quickly.

learning

This was a period in which the student found

out exactly what she did know and exactly where the
tasks became difficult for her.
the student needed to feel
start.

During the time

To reach this stage

a lot of success at the

in which she was experimenting

with actually making a committment,

the curriculum

needed to allow the student to experience success.
Then the student
difficult.
had

found out where learning could be

It was helpful

learned to trust

the

if by that time the student

instructor.
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It was during this stage that
within the student.

two things changed

The first thing was that a

student must began to own their education and,
therefore, began to own the program.

The case studies

signaled specific events that made the student part of
the program.

For Nat he began to help other students,

discussing with them their writings.

After Cheryl went

into the group Cindy taught, she began to interact
directly with that group.

She focused on her work.

Then she went on T.V. with me.
attention.

She received a lot of

She also began to really concentrate on

her studies at

this point.

public with her own

She not only went very

issues, but she took on

responsibility by representing TLP on T.V.
After trust had been established the second change
involved the student's definition of
of

learning to read.

Most of them came in with a

largely phonetic understanding of
thought

the task or goal

the task.

They

they would learn the sounds that match each

letter and then they would put them together and learn
more vocabulary words and eventually be able to read
anything placed in front of them.
students

In time, each of

in the study redefined this task.
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They

the

stopped seeing learning as a passive act of someone
Pouring information

into them.

themselves as receptacles.
Interacting with

They stopped seeing

Instead they began

information,

forming opinions, making

decisions, gaining knowledge.
about

issues in their

•

They began to think

lives in a more abstract fashion.

It was at this point that students saw themselves as
having changed.
Change was scary not only for the students in this
study or for students in literacy programs, but
experience,

for almost everyone.

in my

Once a student

realized she had changed, she might wish to stop the
change.

One reason for this may be that a student had

to redefine her self
accept

First of all

that she was not dumb.

capable of
changed,
not

image.

learning.

therefore,

she had to

She saw that she was

The student's experience
her opinion changed too.

It was

totally due to her stupidity that she became an

illiterate adult.

On the other hand,

doing that she was now a successful
indicated that

it was her own

learner.

The data

this sometimes affected her relationship

with her family and changed her place
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in her world.

These were complicated problems for an
For many

individual.

it became a time to quit the program.

of six of the case studies

did quit.

Two out'

Tom had always

defined himself as dumb, maybe even retarded.
been defined by both the school
In an

interview with his wife,

not see him as dumb,

just

He had

and his family as dumb.
she stated that she did

likely to make stupid

mistakes.

He made

it through several

changes in the

process of

learning, but unfortunately, somewhere along

the way he came to see his learning as dependent on
Cynthia's teaching.

It was also unclear how much

changing happened at home.
unwilling to come to TLP,
school.

If so,

for a big change

then

Betty may have been
forcing Tom to get himself to

it was true that Tom was not ready

in his own

life.

Jane also quit at this point
had joined the Advisory Board,
fundraise

in December,

Christmas vacation.

in the program.

actively helped

but did not return after

She had just begun to vocalize her

feelings of wanting more

in

life than the routine her

family had followed for the past ten years.
new things.
a girlfriend,

She

She wanted

She had taken a trip to New York City with
and she had talked to people about

2S3

running a crafts store

in Greenfield.

These were major

changes for Jane, which she dropped over Christmas
vacatlo,,.

Both Tom and Jane were not ready to

reorganize their

lives to fit the changes they were

experiencing.
A literacy program has to be willing to address
these

issues with students.

If a student

is beginning

to change his relationship with his spouse - say he
now willing to help with the bill

paying -

the wife

may feel

threatened by his new found independence.

Thus,

is

it

is

important for the program to be as

supportive as possible.
The data

indicates that the next stage a student

goes through has to do with reaching his own goal;
maybe redefining that goal

or developing a new one.

This stage also involves separating from the program.
This

is often very difficult.

newly found community?

Cheryl

How does one

and Nat have spread

their experiences out as thinly as possible.
states that Nat will

not

leave her

Jim

leave TLP as a student until

he has completely defined his position as a member of
the Board of

Directors.

around TLP.

For Nat,

Evan,

These people's lives revolve
and Cheryl, TLP provides

them with a social

community that

is supportive.

TLP

here they meet their friends and discuss politics;
and when their help is needed in keeping the doors
oPen'

theV

some of the first people to volunteer to

do whatever needs doing.
In conclusion the relationship between reading and
writing and changing one's life
however,
write,

it

is not easily defined;

is clear that while one

learns to read and

one's identity does change.

acknowledged by a program and by

This needs to be

its curriculum.

I

believe these case studies demonstrate that one's life
changes when one enters a program.

They demonstrate

that for some these changes are too disruptive, and for
others these changes are empowering.

Research (foal #2
To examine how local

and community conditions

affect a literacy Program and its curriculum.
It
that

is clear from what has already been discussed

learning to read and write are only a part of what

is happening with students when they come to programs.
They are making a major change in their

lives. They are

taking the risk of admitting their illiteracy, and they
need the support of the program.
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Reading and writing

instruction does not happen

In a vaccuum,

simultaneously with the other
life.

Support for change,

It happens

issues in the person's

interactive Instruction and

a semblance of community allow for maintaining the
desire to learn and for coping with these changes.
Therefore, programs in addition to teaching literacy
need to au^ress Issues of personal
in students"
Several

and community change

Iives.
conditions of

one sets up a program.

the communities dictate how
TLP was originally set up in

1984 to address two groups of people.
were the newly

The first group

laid off machinists; mostly men.

second set were those who were women,
looking for seme

independence.

The

on Welfare,

The students who

participated in this study came from these groups; and
the program was designed to meet their need.
1984,
fit

it has been

Since

important for the site to change to

the changing needs of the community.
In addition, however, TLP can be considered as a

community unto itself.
develop the original

Tom, Nat and David helped to

community.

was just beginning to build,
first group.

Because the enrollment

"The Men's Club" was the

These men were the pioneers and
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developed their own commun tl es.
atmosphere of the group,

They developed the

the supportive tone.

The

community was made up of teachers and students.

It

was made up of everyone who was involved dally with
TLP.

This group became the social

as well

as work

community for a lot of these students.

Usually,

within a month new students either felt comfortable in
their new environment or they

left.

A group within

TLP provided the students with the social
admit

their

illiteracy.

their

instruction off

Tom, Evan,

in a group.

support to

and Jane started

The group provided

peer support both socially and academically from the
very beginning.
Cheryl

and Jane became part of groups too.

Although these groups were not brought together for
academic purposes,

they did became regular

and supportive groups.

interactive

Someone whose strength was

reading would lean over and help the person sitting
next

to her.

It would not be unusual

tc have that same

duo switch roles when working on their math.
did not begin to work or focus until

Cheryl

Cindy formed the

group which stayed together for several months.
with

this group that Cheryl

began to feel
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It was

a part of the

community.

She was capable of getting and giving peer

support, and seeing that we each have strengths and
weaknesses and can help one another acting as a team or
supportive classmates.
The consistent

factors in these groups were that

students provided peer support,

they participated in

discussions around the same reading material, and they
wrote and conferenced together.
teachers.

They became peer

It seems that for Nat and Evan, becoming

teachers was the key to owning TLP and their own
1 earning.
In the Spring of

1985 Nat began to show signs of

trusting the teacher and supporting other students.
the next

In

two years he never changed his understanding

of how to become an efficient reader, but he lost his
nervousness and became one who was not only talkative
but questioned everything.

Nat joined the Board,

something he could not have done unless he was
confident

that he was part owner of TLP.

He saw that

his own changes had to do with not being afraid of
people any

longer,

and more

afraid of changes any
change would happen.

importantly not being

longer. Nat

actually hoped that

I believe this was because he

ed to trust others and himself
that supported trusting peer
The change

in an environment

interactl ons.

in Evan came when he realized that he

could learn a lot of different things at TLP and that
he could share
be when Evan

in the teaching as well.

This seemed to

learned to trust the community and he

began to accept ownership of the classroom.

He began

to see his task as one of an experimenter, one who can
dabble

in

information.

took over,

When Gerard left and Colleen

Evan helped her with the new students by

maintaining the routines of the group, such as "read
aloud"

and helping to provide an appropriate social

time.

He did this to preserve the

learning

environment, which was interactive.
A key factor
was that

in developing a sense of community

the program allowed the student to be the

teacher too.

3y discussing that they had something

worthwhile to share with a teacher and that they could
teach as well
that

as learn,

students overcame the feeling

there was a hierarchy between teacher and student

left over from past school
they saw the teacher
much more

experiences.

in control

of

As long as

them, students were

interested in performing than they were in
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learning, and they uere extremely nervous about
Performing.

Refuting th, ldea th#t

,earn,ng )g

performing may have freed the students from a situation
which made the task of reading and writing much more
difficult.
These case studies also may
continuity of

indicate that

instructors was an important

ingredient

in a sense of community and program success.
an

instructor

left or changed sites,

trust reappeared,

in

Gerard/teachei

Cheryl was the most vocal with

when he was leaving.

"Everytime a teacher

a new one,
away."

The lack of

instructors at TLP caused major problems

for the students.

said,

the whole issue of

and the student-teacher trust

situation seemed to begin again.
continuity

Each time

She cried and

leaves I have to get use to

just as I'm learning to trust one they go

Tom left because,

anything to teach me."

"those guys didn't have

Cynthia/teacher had gone,

I had

gone and Tom was not willing to try to trust Gerard.
A

lot

of people

left when Gerard took over.

This study shows it

is important for

literacy

programs to be networked into the community and have
knowledge of what else

is available to a student either

during his time with the program or to address new
goals.

It

is Important for the program to be set up

to address the

individuals"

needs.

available counselor working with
to

interact with all

in his way of

Ideally an

instructors would help

student's issues that might stand

learning.

A program is not only a place

where reading and writing will

be taught;

place where people are changing their

it will be a

lives too.

If a

program is not set up to welcome these changes in
people and help them cope with the effects of these
changes, most

likely the student will

end his work at

the program.

Implications for Curriculum Development

The discussion of the research goals provides
support

for the four

broadening of

continuity

learning as an

is not passive, 3)

in programs,

and 4)

interactive

the need for

the need for the

development of community within a program.
discussion of
at

1) a

the concept of curriculum, 2> the

conceptualization of
activity which

implications stated earlier:

The

the research goals provided a better

the changes that a student might go through.

order to teach a student
understanding of

look
In

in an effective way, an

these changes and how they rebate to
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curriculum is important.
model

Reconsider the

in figure 2.2 in Chapter 2.

ideological

The variables that

seem to affect curriculum are the ideology of the
teachers,
her,

the student and those variables that affect

and the formation of a community within the

program.

Thus it

is important to understand curriculum

as a flexible adaptable structure which facilitates the
teacher's direction while helping a student.

The goals of a literacy program have to be broader
than just

teaching people literacy skills.

The reason

to teach people these skills has to do with giving
people more options in their
cope with change.

If they

to think about text,

it

lives and helping them

learn to read and write and

is possible that they will

use

these skills when making other decisions in their
lives.

If

they can make more educated decisions,

there

is a chance that they can opt to change their lives in
potentially healthier ways.

Decisions around

relationships, drugs and alcohol, parenting,
schooling all

get brought up when one

read and write.
reading,
their

further

is learning to

Literacy programs are not just about

they are about helping others make changes in

lives, healthy changes.
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Literacy programs

curriculum need to know this from the begin with this
assumption.
This study suggests that effective curriculum
consists of methods for

Incorporating afn

Individual's

needs and Issues Into reading and writing Instruction.
Curriculum can address the changes that the student
going through.
enrollment,

Is

In the beginning of the student's

the changes are woven

into the risks of

coming to the program, admitting Illiteracy and facing
the fear of schooling or eventual
this the curriculum must allow for
for the new student.

failure.

Because of

immediate success

It must afford the student the

chance to demonstrate to himself his own strengths.
Also

it must

involve materials that are

the student.
are occurring.

interesting to

It must make room for the changes that
Programs and their curricula must

develop from and with the help of the communities they
are serving.

The curriculum must be flexible,

mandating adaptation to the student's needs.
order for a student to lead a teacher,
student

to have control

in order for the

of his own education,

curriculum must already have been set up to be
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In

the

dent centered.

It must be responsive by nature to a

student's changing identity.
The case studies of Cheryl

and David both

Illustrate what happens when the teacher

Is directive

regarding what he or she believes is right and Ignores
what

the student

is saying.

There were a few months

during the winter when both the teachers and student
were only feeling frustrated by what was happening with
David.

David stated straight out that he was not

interested in preparing to take his GED.

In the long

run,

Apparently

David truly had no use for his GED.

what he really wanted was to be able to read and write
at a

level

that he felt was right for him.

were unable to find reading material
that

at our fingertips

interested him, we tried to direct him into GED

preparation.
doing

Because we

This fit with what the teachers were

in school

This did not

and what was readily available to them.

fullfil

David's needs,

nor help him reach

his goals.
Cheryl

was different from David in that she was

not as clear about her goals as he was.
have become clear to the
screens,

It should

instructor that Cheryl's smoke

her stories and crises, were her way of
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avoiding work when she was either uninterested or
afraid of what
In.

the teachers were trying to Involve her

Her entire case study

Is filled with stops and

starts that were never recognized for what they really
were doing to her.

Only Gerard used Cheryl's own

avoidance strategies as a means to deflect her fear of
the

information that he was trying to get her to

Interact with.
In contrast,

Evan's instruction was completely

centered around his writings.
focus,

He wrote as his major

and readings were found that were consistent

with what Evan had stated he was interested in.
Evan's learning flowed much more freely than David's or
Cheryl's did.
times of

He had his plateaus, but they were not

frustration for everyone.

Ken Goodman <1987) points out that reading and
writing are

important only

use of written
when

language.

the beginner

the beginnner can see the

The usage

is only understood

is surrounded by useful written

language and/or when
functional.

if

literacy

is prevalent and

The beginner needs to be surrounded by

readers and writers,

as well

in order to attend to print.
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as by reading and writing,
Once the

importance of

the task

is understood,

Process of

learning.

population,

stimu1 ate the entire

In order to reach the

the curriculum that

immediately meaningful
allow him to see that
new,

it wi11

illiterate

is used needs to be

to the individual.
learning to read will

It should
open up a

exciting world for him.
The findings of this study suggest that writing

instruction and oral
valuable

Instruction for the student who has just come

to a program.

What

getting students,
proficiency,
there

interaction may be the most

is meant by writing instruction

even those at the lowest

is

levels of

to author pieces and to understand that

is a difference between writing and the technical

skills which most people associate with writing.
Writing instruction

is divided into two stages;

authoring and editing.
coming to class,
write

When a person first starts

just wanting to know how to read and

is a great motivator.

But then as the work

becomes more challenging and frustrating,

the student

becomes anxious and less motivated.
Reading one's own writing addresses this issue
directly.

It provides a person with constant

reinforcement by addressing subjects that pertain to
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his ambitions and goals.
visual

proof of

The writings also provide

improvement:

getting better Just by

a student can see himself

looking at earlier works.

Evan, Cheryl, and Tom all

clearly benefited from

writing instruction from the very beginning.
these students were actively
their own stories.

All

of

Involved in authoring

Writing was one of the consistent

activities of a group in which they were

involved.

Writing became a medium for communication and sharing.
It appeared that all
to

of these students had begun

interact with writing formally for the first time in

their

lives.

The most obvious case was Cheryl, who

found writing and immediately began to focus on

it.

She

seemed to use writing as a means to communicate her
emotions and to turn the focus away from what
frustrated her
immediately
print;

he

Tom

learned that he could put his stories into

and even

writing,

in a manner that centered her.

if he could not do the mechanics of

immediately

learned to dictate his stories

and to read them back to others.

This activity was

encouraging and satisfying for Tom.
Evan
also

learned to master writing and editing.

learned that he

He

could communicate his feelings
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through writing.
well

Evan's description of his father was

done, and he allowed himself

to share his grieving

through his writing.
"TLP Writes,"

the project's magazine, was

established because of the
demonstrated.
writings were
students'

Interest

In December,

in writing students

1987, Tom's and Evan's

left out of "TLP Writes."

These

reactions were startling and clear.

was not only

important

Writing

In terms of academia, but had

become a way for them to express themselves.

They

composed a letter with David/volunteer reprimanding the
administration for being sloppy and Irresponsible with
other people's writings.
Thus,
of

a curriculum must

involve not only methods

teaching reading and writing, but must first capture

a student's

interest,

function of written

allowing a student to explore the

language

in her

life.

then address the changes a student will
the process of becoming literate.

It must

go through

in

It must also be

flexible enough to allow the student to take the
responsibility of owning her own education,
direction she takes.
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chosing the

Future Re^.^h

Future research
teaching literacy

In adult basic education or

Is essential.

What we know Is that

reading and writing are both social
1987,

Scollon 1988).

learned when
(Goodman

It

1986).

We know that

skills (Bloome
literacy Is best

is seen as functional
We know that

by the learner

Instruction cannot be

standardized (Johnston 1985, Carbo 1987), and that
instruction must be consistent with the learning
process (Smith 1978, Goodman 1986).

What this study

showed was that community affected learning,

that

change occurred when students were enrolled in an adult
literacy program and that one could not teach reading
and writing without

taking into consideration the

changes that were occurring while learning.
project examined Individual
their

and community changes and

impact on programs and their curricula.

did not answer all

This

But

it

of the questions that need to be

asked.
One addition that needs to be made
examination of educational
reflect

the complexity of

is that the

outcomes in ways that
the act of

learning to redd

and write and the changes that occur during the prcces
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Of

learning.

Although studies that have

assessment are helpful
do not go far enough
the definitions of

(Johnston 1985,

Lytle 1986)

more closely

they

In that they do not help to change

literacy

learning and curriculum.

Reading and writing are activities that
influence social

looked at

Interaction.

Involve and

Research needs to look

into these social

interactions in adults.

Studies that have examined the

influence of

learning to

Lead on children are available, but we need to look at
the changes that occur for adults who are learning,
too.
Further examination of the effect of change and
improvement

of adult

also needed.

literacy skills on the family is

Research which

change when one member

looks at how families

is learning how to read and

write would further our understanding of
both children and adults.
school

when parents are

This study

implied that

literacy

in

Does a child do better

in

involved with

learning as well?

the effects were positive

in

that students became more actively engaged in their
chi1dren's education.

Both Jane's and Tom's children

were affected by their parents'
school.

The children

involvement with

in both families benefited from
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this.

Tom s older daughters were taken out of special

education and placed In remedial

classes, and Jane's

daughter was given extra resource help
Placed In special

education classes.

look at these correlations would help

.

Instead of being
A more

In depth

In Improving

instruction for children and adults.
A look at whether there

is a difference

in a

student s success in a program, depending on the
reasons that brought them to a literacy program would
be useful.

It would help programs to examine whether

there are differences in students'

abilities to reach

their own goals depending on when and why they entered
the

literacy program.

Looking at these differences can

help to make changes in the organization of programs as
well

as

in curriculum to help facilitate retention.

It

is also important to look at whether there are
differences between men's and women's reasons for
entering a program.
How does 1iteracy change a person's life
long run?

This question would have

in the

important

implications for program and curriculum development.
Interviewing adults who graduated from 1 iteracy
programs two or three years ago would help us to know
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more about the effect of

literacy on oppression.

would help to understand the place of
Instruction

In adults'

decisions do they make

If one

literacy

literacy

lives if one were to investigate

what happens to people afterwards.

do they feel

in their

What types of

lives afterwards?

instruction changed their

is to believe, as does Frelre (1983),

gaining written

It

How

lives?

that

language skills helps to lift people

out of oppressed situations,

that

it provides people

with tools for helping themselves - not thinking of
themselves as victims in society and government
anymore,

then change

in people's attitudes and status

should occur after a few years of being literate.
Cone 1 usion

This study demonstrates that adults who enter
literacy programs go through changes.
the changes that the
order
what

individual

I have discussed

had to go through

in

to risk entering the program and I have explored
types of changes the

during instruction.

individual went through

Literacy

instruction can give

students new options to chose from In their lives.
may provide them with new ways of thinking about
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It

Issues

and It may

Involve them with reflection on matters that

influence their

lives.

Nat stated In his Interview that he was now not
afraid to speak his mind to other people.
willing to speak out on

He was now

issues that he cared about.

Nat has joined The Board of Directors of TLP to help
preserve the

learning environment TLP offers.

Cheryl,

now a graduate,

relations for TLP.

is involved In public

She gives workshops for other

literacy students at conferences and speaks outon TV
and radio about why others should come to a literacy
program.

She

Evan

is reading to her children.

is now a writer.

He writes for the

newsletter, he writes letters to Senators or to the
Governor,

and he teaches others how to use the word

processor.
press and

He

is actively

is a member of

involved with talking to the

the Board of Directors.

Evan

is a

leading member of TLP community.

fell

through after a year of working on reading and

writing,

Evan's promotion

but his attitude towards himself and his new

developments,

allowed him the self respect to realize

he had handled the situation with professionalism and
that nls supervisor wass wrong
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in not being up front

about his complaints from the beginning.
feel

Evan does not

as though he was a victim, he felt that his

supervisor was unprofessional.
Jane started to become more
daughter's education,

Involved In her

refusing to let her be put

special

education class.

needed,

preventing her from being mislabeled.

spokeup to the school
rights as a parent.
to the school

She then got her the help she
Jane

officials and researched her
She was not going to be a victim

system any

longer, nor was she going to

al 1 ow her daughter to be one either.
to control

She was empowered

her own and her daughter's education.

Tom had begun to use signs,

1 leave notes,

and

Invent games with words for his children to play
car.

In a

in the

He was becoming less dependent on his wife to be

his reader.
which

He was capable of doing some activities

in the past he was dependent on Bev to do.

Although Bev was pleased with
games,

love notes and children's

she was frightened by the signs of

Tom had begun to redefine his self
therefore,
All

of

Independence.

image, and

his relationship with her.
these students had changed.

demonstrated thatt

This study

these changes ripple throughout
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communities as well.
ted.

The student's families were

Some of them supporting the change, others

being uncomfortable with the change.

It

Is apparent

that the changes in both Jane's and Tom's families are
why they

left.

This may

Imply that too big a change.

too quickly, can be difficult for the family structure
to assimi1 ate.
This study has also demonstrated that TLP became a
community unto

itself.

The changes in

helped to define the community of TLP.

individuals
TLP became a

community that was open to and supportive of
changes.

individual

IT formed peer groups who did support each

other.

Within the community,

the definition of the

role of

teacher changed from that of an all-knowing

authoritarian to a facilitator as well

as a learner.

Teachers ttreated students as adults who could make
decisions and teach new concepts to others.
teacher was not

the only

The

leader or knowledgablee person

in the classroom.
For Nat,

Cheryl,

and Evan, TLP became their

community away from home.

Nat, having nee had a

workplace community of 32 years,
with TLP.

now has replaced that

Although he has gone back to work, he now
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spends most of his spare time doing something
TLP’

Cheryl

still

a student,

1nvolv1ng

does volunteer work for TTLP, and Evan ,
is actively

Involved In this

commun1ty.
It

is also possible that the two communities,

family and literacy program, can come

Into conflict.

This was true for both Tom and Jane.

The community was

very

important too Tom when his family was actively

involved,

but his family structure was threatened by

both Bev' s and Tom's changes.
Jane,

So Tom left

it behind.

too, was involved in helping the program.

She

acted as an advisor to TLP when they were making the
decision to change over to a non-profit agency and
grow.

She helped to fundraise, but ultimately

it

appears that her family's desires won out and Jane
dropped out.
David did not show the kind of attachment to the
community that the others did, but his own growth
slowed down when the "Men's Club" broke up.

This group

may have acted as a community for him instead of the
community at

large.

This all

implies that the

literacy

program needed to allow community to develop amongst
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participants,

and that this community needed to allow

for change, both
Thus,
one

In the

Individual

this study shows that when teaching literacy

Is not Just teaching reading and wrltllng skills.

This study

implies that one must redefine curriculum to

reflect the full
1 iteracy.

context and goals of teaching

When one

is setting up a program and

developing curriculum, one must
one

and In the program.

look at the population

is serving and the possible process that change may

stimulate.

One must go beyond just thinking about

teaching reading and writing skills.
Grant

1987,

Many researchers

(Frelre

1983,

Lytle 1986) speak of the need

to make

instruction applicable to the adult

life and to speak to the larger
illiteracy.
that

"Literacy

learner's

implications of adult

is a form of self-expression

leads to the recognition and acceptance of an

individual's self worth and dignity."
If enough

(Amoroso p 401)

individuals recognize their self worth,

perhaps change

in society will
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occur,

too.

then

appendix

FOOTNOTES

1.

The Literacy Project. Greenfield. Ma.

2.

Northampton program which shut down

in 1983

The Ri ght-to-Read refers to the program run out of
Greenfield Community College. Greenfield. Ma.
1983-1Q84.
4.

These were taken directly from an

interview

administered by Janet Kelly. Amherst. Ma.
5.

ihis refers to an analysis of the WAIS admi n i stered

by Cynthia Stowe for The Literacy Project.
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